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(ADVERTISEMENT)
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brings you
you more
more
and so Mullard brings
of What's
What's New
New
interesting details of
devices, new
new
Sets-new devices,
in the New Sets—new
developments, and the
the latest
latest proproin Mullard's
Mullard's
duction techniques in
contribution to
to better
better
unceasing contribution
sound rereradio, television and sound
production.
MINIATURE "
MINIATURE
TUNING
**
TUNING
CAPACITOR ," "'"'" '~'·~~!
CAPACITOR
capacitors for
for transistor
transistor
Tuning capacitors
small and
and sturdy
sturdy
portables must be small
and must possess stable
stable electrical
electrical
properties. The Mullard variable
variable
capacitor type AC1033
AC1033 is
is aa very
very
is charactercharactercompact unit which is
ised by a low noise
noise level
level and
and an
an
absence of microphony.
microphony. The
The
and rotor of this component
statorand
component
stator
are mounted securely on
on aa square
square
are separated
separated
base, and the vanes are
by thin discs of synthetic
synthetic foil
foil.. The
The
whole is encased in
in aa plastic
plastic
moulding through which
which the
the trimtrimmers (which are fitted
fitted to
to both
both
sections) are
are
aerial and oscillator sections)
accessible. Three tags
tags are
are proprovided for connection
connection to
to printed
printed
circuit boards. The electrical
electrical and
and
this Mullard
Mullard
physical properties of this
its easy
easy adjustadjustcomponent and its
ment are such that itit amply
amply satissatisents of
fies all the requirem
requirements
of
portables.
present-day portables.
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Cathodes for
Rectifiers
Cathodes

for

Rectifiers

The manufacture of cathodes
cathodes for
for
Mullard rectifiers is undergoing
undergoing aa
complete change: a new
new techtechnique is being adopted
adopted for
for proprocoating. At
At
ducing the emissive coating.
technique is
is used
used
present, the new technique
of the
the PY33PY33—
in the manufacture of
V
which has an output some
some 11
11V
of comparable
comparable
higher than that of
with conventional
conventional cathcathrectifiers wi.th
odes—and the technique
technique isis soon
soon
odes-and
to be employed for
for other
other types
types of
of
Mullard rectifier.
The new coatings use
use the
the normal
normal
they are
are prepreemissive oxides, but they
pared in such a way that
that the
the oxides
oxides
form and
and aa hard
hard
are in a very dense form
shiny surface is achieved.
achieved. The
The
internal resistance of
of the
the coating
coating
new process
process isis
produced by the new
local heating,
heating,
low, which reduces local

surface isis free
free
and the smooth surface
from high spots. Consequently,
Consequently,
the likelihood of flashover
fiashover occuroccurand the
the damage
damage
ring is minimised, and
coating even
even ifif
suffered by the coating
fiashover
occur is
is much
much less
less
flashover does occur
conventional cathodes.
cathodes.
than with conventional
Also, because of the
the toughness
toughness of
of
the coating, particles
particles are
are unlikely
unlikely
to become detached from
from the
the sursuris less
less likely
likely
face, and sputtering is
improvements
to occur.With these improvements
it has been possible to
to reduce
reduce the
the
spacing between electrodes,
electrodes, with
with
a resultant increase in
in output
output
voltage.
This entirely new concept
concept of
of cathcathode manufacture opens the
the door
door
to more efficient production
production and
and
even better quality with
with Mullard
Mullard
· rectifiers.

AW21- tt

AW21-11

ATRANSISTOR
FOR
PORTABLES

A TRANSISTOR
FOR

PORTABLES

In more and more new
new portable
portable
receivers,
AF117 isis
ers, the Mullard AF117
receiv
of the
the earlier
earlier
appearing in place of
transistor. This
This alloyalloytypes of r.f. transistor.
diffused type is especially
especially suited
suited
for the r.f. and i.f. stages
stages of
of a.m.
a.m.
receivers, offering an
an increase
increase inin
r.f. gain without the
the need
need for
for
an improvement
improvement
neutralising and an
These advantages
advantages
in sensitivity. These
terms of
of radio
radio
are translated into terms
complex circuit
circuit
receivers as less complex
designs and improved standards
standards
of performance.

!

8i in.
in. tube
tube
8~
le r'
for
for portab
portable
I'·

~· > '

f

television
ion
televis
battery conconCompactness and low battery
sumption in a portable
portable transistor
transistor
television receiver
receiver are made
made pos-'
possible with the Mullard
Mullard AW21-11
AW21—11
tube by virtue of its 8-!
8^ in.
in. screen
screen
diagonal and 90° deflection
deflection angle.
angle.
A car battery can be
be used
used as
as the
the
the heater
heater
power supply because the
voltage of the tube is
is 11.5V.
11.5V.
The new shortened unipotential
unipotential
gun retains the excellent
excellent flat
flat
focusing characteristics
characteristics of
of uniuni-

www.americanradiohistory.com

f

also contricontripotential guns, and also
e drive
butes to compactness.
compactness. Th
The
drive
requirements of the short gun
gun are
are
the performance
performance
compatible with the
of present-day video
video output
output trantransistors without the
the need
need to
to
shorten the grid
grid base.
base. AA gun
gun
with a high e.h.t. maximum
maximum rating
rating
and exceptional insulation
insulation proproperties has been chosen
chosen to
to
of flashover
fiashover
lessen the likelihood of
occurring.
MVE229
MVE229
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Co-operative
Co-operative Research
Research
SPEAKING recently at the annual dinner of the
radio and electronics industry Earl Mountbatten
emphasized the need for researc~
research on.
on a scale not
hitherto contemplated in peace ume
time if we.
we ar~
are to
achieve industrial success in space commumcauons
communications
and in other electronic fields in which international
competition is keen. While recognizing the substantial contributions to research made by the
Government departments and the larger segments
of industry he strongly recommended an intensification of effort in some form of " Combined Operations." Specifically he recommended that "the
Radio and Electronics Industry Council should be
regarded and used as a Combined Opt:rations
Operations Headquarters for the whole of this nationally important
industry," and he suggested that it "should
" should investigate the desirability of promoting a radio and electronic industries research association."
In responding to this leadership we trust that the
Radio Industry Council and the Electronics
Industry Council will not overlook Earl Mountbatten's use of the singular when referring to them
and that in their future activities something
stronger than formal liaison may be applied to heal
the rift which appeared in 1959 between the consumer and capital goods sides of the industry. If
they can break bread together in a combined annual
dinner this should not be too difficult.
What form should a research association take,
and what should be its functions?
By accumulating funds it can build and equip
new laboratories to supplement the resources of
individual firms and groups in turning over the new
ground which today is being opened up at an exponential rate. Modern research has this in
,common
common with criminal investigation that there is
an enormous amount of spadework and "routine
inquiries " which must be
be· carried out with patience
and thoroughness in order that no vital clue shall
be overlooked. Any increase in the facilities for
for
this kind of work is all to the good, even if, as we
suspect sometimes happens, the research association gets the crumbs while the member firms keep
the plums.
We hope that when the radio and electronics
research association comes into being it wiil
will be
something .more
more than a token to which industrial
organizations pay lip service and an annual contri-

bution by banker's order, tossing it from time to
time a harmless and uninteresting problem to keep .
it occupied. Rather should it be a confluence of the
vital bloodstreams of its member firms, giving the
strength to tackle undertakings which have so far
proved beyond the resources of even the biggest
units. A radically new and cheaper display device
for colour television, for example, would powerfully augment our export potential and at the same
full-y
members
time provide greater financial returns to member~
of the association than if they had each undertaken
expensive and probably overlapping research programmes. It goes without saying that satellite
communications is a project calling for association
—indeed of collaboration with other bodies, e.g.,
-indeed
the G.P.O. and D.S.I.R.
Quite apart from the physical contributions to
research and development (the dividing line is hard
to draw in any industrial organization) one of the
principal functions of a research association should
be to facilitate cross-fertilization of trains of thought
in different parts of the
industry. To some extent
the-industry.
this already takes place through the publication of
papers and by discussion between scientists and
technologists at the meetings of our great Institu·
Institutions; but commercial interest sets a limit to what
may be publicly disclosed. Greater freedom of discussion in the national interest is possible within
the framework of an industrial association.
Finally, a research association should not be so
highly organized or so wholly absorbed in the problems of the moment that it has no time to seek out
and examine fresh proposals from outside. Many
good ideas have remained hidden in the archives for
years, and the community would have benefited
earlier had it been more willing to give a hearing
to Marconi and Heaviside and, in the field of flying,
to F. W. Lanchester. Success in a competitive
world depends not
riot only on being first to recognize
an intrinsically new idea, but on the speed with
which it can be developed and produced. By the
time it is in production the next project should be
well under way.
way,. The Government fully recognizes
this principle and has established the National Research Development Council to give it effect. No
research association can afford to ignore what the
conventionally-minded might describe as the
"lunatic fringe."
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Television
el in
k Lev
Black
Level
in Television
Blac
AND CLAMPING
RESTORATION AND
THEORY
D.C RESTORATION
CLAMPING
THEORY AND PRACTICE OF D.C.
M . Brit.I. R. E.
Assoc .I.E.E. , M.Brit.l.R.E.
SIMS* , Assoc.I.E.E.,
By H. V. S!MS*J

IN

the reference
In a television picture signal the
reference datum
datum
waveform
is black level. In the complete television waveform
the synchronizing
amplitude)
synchroniz ing signals (of constant amplitude)
lie on one side of this datum and the
the picture signals
signals
(of varying amplitude) lie on the other
other side.
side.
tones
various contrast
In order to reproduce the various
contrast tones
maintain
to maintain
of a picture correctly it is necessary
necessary to
the grid
black level at a constant ·voltage
voltage value at
at the
grid
or the cathode of the picture tube-in
tube—in fact
fact at
at the
the
voltage . of the tube. As picture signals
signals
cut-off" voltage,
""cut-off"
be darker
darker
always represent tones which can never be
al
than black, they virtually consist of
of aa unidirection
unidirectional
instantaneo us value varies according
current whose instantaneous
according
to picture detail and whose mean value
value varies
varies in
in
accordance with mean picture .brightness.
a.c.
an
When such a waveform is passed through
through an a.c.
resistance-c apacoupling (for instance an ordinary resistance-capaunidirection al nature of
of the
the
citance coupling) the unidirectional
be fixed
will be
value will
signal will be lost; its mean . value
fixed at
at
of the
zero and black level will vary (instead of
the mean
mean
Value) with signal amplitude.
value)
picture
If this signal is applied to the input of aa picture
tube all pictures will tend to.
to be reproduced with
with the
the
will vary
black level
same mean brightness and black
level will
vary
instead of mean brightness, with resultant distordistorvaluest.
tion of brightness valuesf.
the
Under these conditions continuous operation of
of the
brightness control will be necessary, otherwise
otherwise
bright scenes will have excessive contrast
contrast with
with
intended detail in dark areas obscured at
at or
or below
below
picture tube cut-off, whereas dark scenes will
will lack
lack
too brightcontrast because the dark areas will be too
bright—
these
although there will .be no greater detail in
in these
visible unless
areas-also
areas—also flyback lines may become visible
unless
suppressed .
they are specially suppressed.
Broadcasting Corporation.
♦British
_ Birkinshaw,
. ,
*British Broadcasting
C. Birkinshaw,
D. C.
by D.
of the D.C. Component," by
+"
Importance of
The Importance
t" The
1953).
No. 33 Gune
7, No.
Volume 7,
Journal of the Television Society, Volume
(June 1953).

As it is impracticable
impracticab le to use direct coupling
transmittin g and receiving
throughout a television transmitting
system, a.c. couplings are . used and the unidirecunidirecc. comtional component (generally termed the d.
d.c.
component) is re-inserted (i.e. black level
level is
is made
made
constant) when desired by means of
of d.c. restoration
restoration
or by clamping.
of the
D.c.
the black.;.
blaCkD.c. restoration involves rectification of
going peaks of the signal; with clamping
clamping the
the signal
signal
period
ncy reference period
must contain a line-freque
line-frequency
which bears a constant (or partially constant) relarelationship to black level and, by means of an electronic
switch actuated by clamp pulses, these reference
reference
voltage value
periods are brought to the same voltage
value to
to
the
ensure that each line waveform commences from
from the
same level.
the television
television
If the output waveform direct from the
ncy reference
camera tube contains these line-freque
line-frequency
reference
occasions
then clamping may be used on
periods, then
on all
all occasions
but in
when a fixed black level is desired; but
in practice
practice
is also
the simpler d.c. restoring circuit is
also often
often used
used
required.
depending on the exact conditions required.
Development
Developm ent of Modern Methods
types of
The output of some of the older types
of camera
camera
tube does not contain a reliable reference period
period
eam flyback
during the suppressed scanning-b
scanning-beam
flyback and
and it
it
picture signals.
is necessary to d.c. restore the actual
actual picture
signals.
After
line- and
and
Mter fixing black level by d.c. restoration, lineng pulses are added to the waveform,
field-blanking
waveform,
field-blanki
levels for
thereby providing the necessary reference levels
for
subsequent clamping.
black
no black
is no
there is
circumstanc es, if
Under these circumstances,
if there
darkest object
object in the televised scene, the darkest
object
it is
and it
would be reproduced as black and
is necessary
necessary
value into
to introduce an appropriate d.c. Value
into the
the
known
transmitted waveform by means of
of aa control
control known

A.C.
COUPLING
A.C. COUPLING
o-Jt---+- --o

c

BLACK DATUM
BLACK FOR THIS SIGNAL
THIS SIGNAL
FOR THIS
BLACK
BLACK FOR
c.
On
components.
d.c.
varying
with
signals
fig,
/.
This
shows
effect
of
a.c.
coupling
On left
left isis input
input signal
signal with
with d.d.c.
television
on
of
Fig. f . This shows effect
mean brightness.
level fixed: d.c. component varies in accordance with
with mean
brightness. On
On right-hand
right-hand side
side d.c.
d.c. component
component isis missing:
missing, here
here the
the
with sifnal
signal amplitude.
amplitude.
mean brightness is constant and black level varies with
JANUARY 1962
Wireless
WoRLD, January
WIRELESS World,
2
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A.C. SIGNAL IN

I

i
D.C. RESTORER

D.C. SIGNAL OUT

and rrn
(r and
conducting (r
when conducting
diod~ when
of diode
resistance of
= resistance
resistan~e, rn =
s.ource~' resistance,
= source
coupling. rra=
to a.c.
fitted to
restorer fitted
D. C. restorer
Fig. 2. D.C.
Fie.
a.c. coupling.
D
= discharge
CR =
constant. CR
charge time
= charge
+ rrn)
(r s +
C (r.
conduction. C
o, conduct,on.
pomts of
between points
time between
= time
t1 =
R). fj
than R).
smaller than
much smaller
are very much
ore
)
=
time
constant.
discharge
D
time-constant.
8•

8

operated.
continuously operated.^
less continuously
or less
more or
is more
lift"
as"
as " lift
" which is
of
development of
the development
in the
feature in
important feature
An
An important
of aa
provision of
the provision
been the
has been
modern camera tubes has
periods.
flyback periods.
the flyback
true black-level output during the
for
unnecessary, for
becomes unnecessary,
With this d.c. restoration becomes
during .these
frequency during
it is possible to clamp at line frequency
these
disturperiods and so remove · all low-frequency disturbances of black level.
There will be, in practically all cases, a separation
tube
camera tube
between the true black output of the camera
objects,
black objects,
to black
and the output which corresponds to
black
lighting is so arranged that black
for the scene Ughting
objects do in fact reflect some light, otherwise black
level in the reproduced scene will be marred by
noise. The magnitude of this separation is governed
camera
the camera
by scene lighting, the lens aperture and the
tube controls.

Action of D.C. Restorer Circuit
The effect of an a.c. coupling on two simple representative signals with d.c. components is shown in
Fig. 1.
In order to d.c. restore an a.c. signal a diode is
connected across the output of an a.c. coupling as
shown in Fig. 2.
negativt:,
From A to B, the input waveform goes negative,
the diode conducts and the capacitor C is charged
to the peak negative value of the signal (assuming
that the charge time constant is very short). During
this time the output is held at almost earth potential
(rn)
because the resistance (r
D) of the diode, when
conducting, is very low.
From B to D the input rises but C is unable to
discharge as the diode ceases to conduct when its
cathode is positive with respect to its anode. At
E the output is positive to the extent of the peak-topeak amplitude of
of the signal. Slight conduction
takes place at F to replenish the charge lost from C
due to leakage through the discharge resistance R.
In this way a positive direct voltage at the output
l:llean amplitude
is produced equal in value to the mean
of the signal with the variations of the signal superimposed upon it.
The discharge resistance R is necessary to allow
the mean d.c. level to fall to a lower value appropriate
for a signal of lower amplitude, otherwise C would
remain fully charged by the signal of largest amplitude and the mean d.c. would be incorrect for
smaller signals.
The fall in mean direct voltage at the output

riot be excessive
between the points B and F must not
however, otherwise shading towards black of the
signals will occur.
The discharge time-constant is effectively CR (as
.r wn-conducting), and this
rss is low and the diode is non-conducting),
time-constant should be about a hundred times r,t 1
(the period between the points of conduction B and
F) if the mean d.c. is to be maintained adequately
for video signals.

Practical Values

In most modern cases the television waveform to be
d.c. restored will be complete with synchronizing
sync.
signals and conduction will take place on the sync,
pulse tips. The object of d.c. restoration is to hold
the tips of the syncs at a fixed potential so that if the
syncs are constant in amplitude, blanking level will
also be fixed. (Note: blanking and black level may
be regarded as the same in this discussion.)
The period between the points of conduction will
90 p.sec maximum and the discharge
be approximately 90/iScc
0.01sec,
time constant would be not less than about O.Olsec,
at which value the horizontal shading will be approxmately 11 %; that is, the brightness at the end of a line
will be about 1%
1 % below its correct value. An error
of this magnitude is considered to be unimportant.
C(r 8 +rn)
The charge time-constant is C(r,-1rB) and for
effective d.c. restoration this should be as short as
possible. (In some circuits resistance is deliberately
added in series with the diode to prevent d.c. restoration taking place on peaks of noise or sharp
transients present in the signal.) In practice rss
amplifier
will be the output resistance of a video amphfier
and may be of the order of hundreds or thousands
of ohms depending, in general, on the voltage gain.
The resistance rrnu varies with conduction current
n may reasonably
but a mean value of the order of 200 £1
be expected if the diode is driven well into conduction. Crystal diodes may be used if their back
resistance (which appears in parallel with R) is
sufficiently high for the purpose required.
The ratio of discharge to charge time-constant
+ rn)
CR/C(rs8+r
D) should be very large and as capacitor
C is common to both this means that the ratio
Very large.
R/(r,+r
R /(r 8 +rn)
LI) should be very
The value of rss can only be reduced by increasing
the current capacity of the previous stage.
A finite value of rrnD results in partial d.c. restoration
as there will be an a.c. component developed across
it which, of course, appears at the output.
3
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'~~rs

1.

CR
TO CR
SLOPE
DUE TO
SLOPE DUE

/

1!~~--rr

I

fEQUALS MEAN VOLTAGET
L
ACROSS R
j

I
I
l
I

'

i PEAK
PEAK
TOPEAK
PEAK TO
CIRCUIT
l1 OPEN
OPEN CIRCUIT
AT
i• VOLTAGE
VOLTAGE AT
INPUT
I
INPUT

EARTH POTENTIAL
(THIS DOES NOT
APPEAR AT.
THE OUTPUT)
restoration
Fig. 3. Diagram showing how efficiency of d.c. restoration
depends on diode and generator resistances.

The resistance R will form the grid to cathode d.c.
and
tube and
picture tube
or picture
return path of the following valve or
that
is therefore restricted to a value not greater than that
recommended by the valve manufacturers to avoid
the
effects due to secondary emission or gas within the
leakage
any leakage
valve. In parallel with R also will appear any
the
due to dust, etc., and the input resistance of the
following stage.
Incomplete d.c. restoration means that black level
demonis demonthis is
will vary with signal amplitude and this
strated in the following example.
are
pulses are
In Fig. 3, negative-going line sync pulses
restoring
shown which have been applied to the d.c. restoring
comof comcircuit of Fig. 2, with the following values of
periods:ponents and periods:—
0.05~-tF
= O.OSfiF
= 200kn
R =
C =
ttsec( discharge
90
rD = 200 n (nominal)
^ = OOnsecCdischarge
time)
(charge
9~-tsec (charge
1.8kO
r, = 1.8kn
t2 = 9/rsec
time)
10,000~-tsec
The discharge time constant CR is 10,000/jscc
t 1 ).
(i.e. about 100 times t,).
Under stabilized conditions let the average voltage
average
the average
t 1 equal 20V, when the
E across R during h
be:current flowing through it during this time will be:—
20/1,000/200,000
= 0.1mA
x 1,000/200,000 =
20
and
This current will discharge C slightly during t,t 1 and
the
replenish the
to replenish
conduct to
t 2 the diode will conduct
during t-i
of
lost charge with an average conduction current of
(r^/O.l
1.0mA
X 0.1 = LOrnA
(t
1 /t 2) X 0.1 = (90/9) >:
the
The charge and discharge currents flow through the
cause voltage
generator in opposite directions and cause
drops in rss during the negative and positive excursions of the waveform.
The mean loss in rss during t11 is (1,800 x 0.1)/1,000
=
= 0.18V which may be quite unimportant.
LOrnA
During t2,, however, the charge current of 1.0mA
1.8
flows through rss and rrn
D causing voltage drops of 1.8
voltage
and 0.2 respectively, and this means that the voltage
is
for blanking level above the zero datum line is
is
lower than it should be by a total of 2.0V (this is
shown in Fig. 3). When the signal amplitude
changes the voltage error due to rss and rrn
D will also
change-for instance, if a picture signal is added to
change—for
is
E is
the waveform such that the average voltage E

will
currents will
doubled then the discharge and charge currents
be doubled and blanking level will vary; in fact
blanking level will vary with signal amplitude to the
same extent as the voltages across rss and rrn
D and
herein lies a serious deficiency of d.c. restoration.
(and
To minimise the variation of blanking level (and
all other picture tones) the ratio of R to (rss+rn)
+rD)
should be made as high as practicable, but even so
some variation is inevitable.

Use of Stabilizing Bias
When the conduction peaks are pulses of constant
almost constant voltage
duration and frequency an almost
r0 may be obtained by stabilizing
loss due to rss and rt,
curre~ through R. This is done by
the discharge current
connecting R to a point of negative potential instead
of to earth, when the discharge current through R
will be largely independent of signal amplitude
variations, the average signal voltage being a small
proportion of the total voltage across R (see Fig. 4).
The value of R must be increased otherwise the
discharge current will be excessive, resulting in aa·
large conduction current (to replenish the charge on
C) and a large constant voltage loss due to rss and rrn.
D.
Automatically with the increase in value of R, the
increased-this
time-constant CR is appropriately increased—this
shading.
signal shading.
being necessary to minimize signal
It should be thoroughly understood that the fall
in d.c. level during r,t 1 is a fixed percentage (dependent
on the discharge time-constant CR) of the total
bias.
signal and the applied bias.
voltage due to the mean signal
If the time-constant is not increased, the same
percentage of a much larger voltage would result in
which
an unacceptable fall in d.c. level at the output which
the
on the
would appear as shading from left to right on
reproduced picture.
As an example, let R be increased ten times from
200k Q to 2.0M n and connected as shown in Fig. 4
200kn
to a negative supply of 180V.
the
= 20V the
With a mean signal amplitude of E =
O.lmA
discharge current is the same as before at 0.1mA
=
180+20
+20 =
(for the total mean voltage across R is now 180
+rD during t22 is
200) and the voltage across rss+rn
2.0V as before.
(for
When the mean signal voltage is doubled (for
= 40, the total voltage across R
example) so that E =
10 %, i.e. from 200 to 220, and
is only increased by 10%,
r s + rnu likewise increases by only
the loss across r,,+r
to
2.0 to
from 2.0
%, i.e. from 2.0 to 2.2V (instead of from
10
10%,
4.0V in the first example).
This reduced variation of blanking level represents
a distinct improvement and might be acceptable for
relies
some purposes, but the method employed still relies
t 1 /t 2 being constant. In d.c. restoring
on the ratio ++
the complete television waveform there will be
variation of blanking during the field sync which
provides a much longer conduction time tt22 than the
t 1)
line syncs (and a much shorter discharge time t,)
producing a characteristic distortion of field syncs,
which may be reduced by reduction in value of rss·.

D.C. Restoration in Sync Separators
To d.c. restore a signal in which the syncs are
positive the diode connections must be reversed, i.e.
with its cathode earthed and its anode connected
to the output (to stabilize the current through R in
this case a positive bias must be applied).
With a negative-going signal, d.c. restoration may
JANUARY
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convenientl y take place at the grid of aa
sometimes conveniently
amplifier
d.c. amplifier
valve, when the valve becomes aa d.c.
which
d.c. which
mean d.c.
suitably negatively biased by the mean
of
peaks of
positive peaks
results from the rectification of the positive
· the applied signal.
•
„
usually
restoration usually
In sync separator circuits d.c. restoration
whose
valve whose
takes place at the grid of a separator valve
and
screen and
reduced screen
by reduced
grid base is suitably restricted by
high
anode potentials. Under these conditions aa high
positive
h.t. positive
to h.t.
up to
value of grid resistor may be taken up
grid
the grid
when the
because, even in the absence of signal when
screen
and screen
becomes slightly positive, the anode and
reduced
dissipation will not be high owing to the reduced
potentials.
,
d.c
of d.c
purpose or
real purpose
the real
It must be understood that the
very-lowof very-lowloss of
restoration is to correct for the loss
removed
completely remove
component s which are completely
frequency components
d.c. _resto!er
the d.c.
to the
input to
The input
couplings. The
by a.c. couplings.
restorer
dtstoruon
l.f. distortion
hum, l.f.
substantiall y free from hum,
should be substantially
order
the order
of the
frequencies of
to frequencies
down to
disturbance s down
and disturbances
t?ese
for these
~ully for
correct fully
to correct
attempt to
any attempt
for any
cjs, for
of 25 c/s,
timed1scharge timeshort discharge
such aa short
require such
effects would require
waveline waveeach line
during each
constant that serious shading during
form would be produced.
sync
in sync
important in
not important
is not
Line waveform shading is
is
grid is
the grid
on the
separators provided the picture on
SOI,llethus aa somecut-off; thus
valve cut-off;
always beyond separator valve
be
may be
CR may
constant CR
time constant
what shorter discharge time
video
the video
for the
specified for
than specified
used in the d.c. restorer than
some
of some
correction of
case and this provides a useful correction
l.f.
surges, l.f.
(e.g. surges,
level (e.g.
blanking level
of blanking
disturbance s of
of the disturbances
synchronizi ng
of synchronizing
lack of
d istortion, etc.) which cause aa lack
distortion,
(particularl y
resulting in field roll and line tearing (particularly
at the top of the picture).

Level
Blanking Level
Economy in Providing Fixed .Blanking
waveform
peak-to-pea k amplitude of a television waveform
The peak-to-peak
is
component is
d.c. component
grc:ater when the d.c.
considerabl y greater
is considerably
view
in view
absent than when blanking level is fixed and in
simply
used simply
sometim~s used
of this d.c. restoration is sometimes
as an economy measure.
INPUT
VIDEO INPUT
VIDEO
NEG. SYNC
WI TH NEC.SYNC
WITH

c

-BIAS

c

VIDEO INPUT
wYi~EPo~~Psu/Nc
WITH P05. SYNC o--.----ll t----1--- -.----o

+BIAS

Fig.
4. D.C. restorer circuits with negative and positive bias
Fig. 4.
to stabilize discharge
qischarge current through R.
to

H.T.
| +250
V H.T.
+250V

v._

VI~

?

OUTPUT
VIDEO
VIDEO OUTPUT
CORRECTEI)
WITH CORRECTED
WITH
LEVEL
BLANKING
BLANKING LEVEL

nl

C

1

CLAMP
SWITCHj

~~m~

by
represented by
Fig. 5. Clamping circuit with clamp switch represented
ordinary switch.

television-p icture
It is found that with average television-picture
the
peak-to-pea k amplitudes in the
signals the ratio of .peak-to-peak
therefore aa
l.4/l, therefore
two cases may be of the order of 1.4/1,
power
valve handling the a.c. signal will require aa power
capacity of twice that of a valve handling the signal
when blanking level is fixed. This is very important
transmitter s where kilowatts are involved.
in transmitters

Action of Clamping
Clamping is carried out by closing an electronic
lineeach linemicrosecon ds during each
switch for a few microseconds
the
adjusting the
blanking reference period, thereby adjusting
charge on a coupling capacitor (and hence the voltage
the
of the
line-freque ncy correction of
across it) to obtain a line-frequency
level.
representin g blanking level.
output voltage representing
to
Clamping ensures that blanking level prior to
substantiall y
each line waveform is maintained at a substantially
wavdorm must contain during
constant value. The wawform
which
periods which
line-freque ncy reference periods
- blanking line-frequency
bear a constant or partially constant relationship
of
action of
to blanking or to black level. By the action
brought
line-freque ncy references are brought
clamping these line-frequency
re-inserting
thereby re-inserting
to a definite horizontal datum, thereby
and
level and
component , fixing blanking level
the d.c. component,
are
which are
reducing all distortions of the waveform which
substantially
substantiall y below line frequency.
clamp
the clamp
A clamp circuit is shown in Fig. 5 with the
closes
switch represented simply by a contact which closes
each'
during each
t) during
microsecon ds (for a time t)
for a few microseconds
line-blanking
line-blankin g period.
voltage
Whilst the switch is closed the output voltage
is
this is
and this
zero and
is zero
out to the grid of the next stage is
vout
level.
blanking level.
the value chosen (in this case) for blanking
up
During the time t the coupling capacitor C charges up
to
equal
be
out)
Cva—
)
will
be
equal
to
and the voltage across it (v
a out
level
vvaa which is the anode voltage for blanking level
decided by the valve current IIa.
a.
When the clamp switch is opened vvout
0^t will remain
changes
(apart from a slight error) at zero until vvaa changes
clamp
the clamp
with variations of the signal. When the
blankfor blankswitch closes again any change in vaa for
through
C through
ing level will either charge or discharge C
of
RAA and the resistance of
the anode load resistance R
assumed
is assumed
the clamp switch (which for the present is
the
appear the
RAA will appear
to be zero). In parallel with R
be
may be
a.c. resistance of the valve raa,, but this may
RA.
ignored as its value is so much higher than R
A.
time-consta nt
The effective charge and discharge time-constant
at
remain at
to remain
is to
CRA,
will thus be CR
A, and if the output is
opened
is opened
zero for blanking level when the switch is
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CRAa must be short in comparison with the time tt
CR
for which the switch is closed, in fact C will be
(t/CRA)
exp- (r/CR
charged or discharged to within cxp
A) of
the required value.
5 JJ-Sec; in
In practice t may be of the order of 2 to 5uscc;
=5k0 and
RAA=5kn
t=5JJ-sec,
this instance let t5,uscc3 then with R
exp-3=0.05, i.e. 5%.
C=333pF, t/CR
=3 and exp—3=0.05,
t/CRAA=3
To illustrate clamp action let the starting condifollows:tions for blanking level be as follows:—
lOrnA (this is a function of the
= 10mA
1I0a =
input signal) v..._
then v aa =
= 200V
va—out =
= 200V
and Va-out
OV.
= 0V.
vout =
200 - 200 =
= 200-200
Therefore Vout
Let some change occur in the input signal so that
blanking level is slightly less positive at the grid
of the first valve, then just before the clamp switch
closes, for blanking level
. I aa becomes 9mA
va =
= 205V
Va
out remains at 200V
hutv
but Vaa—0Ut
205-200V =+ 5V.
vout =
= 205—200V=+5V.
so that Vout
This is the error in blanking level immediately
before the clamp switch closes.
5JJ-sec. Va
Now close the clamp switch for Sfisec.
va immedRAA increases
iately falls to 200V, the current through R
OmA, the valve continues to take 9mA, the extra
to 110mA,
1mA being used to charge up C.
5%
5 JJ-Sec the current entering C falls to 5%
After Sfisec
RAA falls
of 1mA, i.e. 0.05mA; the current through R
RAA being 45.25, vaa is
to 9.05mA; the voltage across R
250-45.25=204.75V; vVa-out
a-out is also 204.75V.
The clamp switch is now opened and v aa immediately rises from 204.75V to 205V, because the
current into C ceases and the valve still takes 9mA,
tla

BLANKING
DURING
DURING BLANKING

:::::~
SWITCH 'I
CLAMP
CLAMP SWITCH
CLOSED
:|
CLOSED

SWITCH
I CLAMP SWITCH
OPENED
OPENED
lII CLAMP

: -5J.z.sec-:
tlour

•

:

I

BLANKING i1
OUR I NG BLANKING
DURING
++5V
5V
I

0V
oV

=rA
---7

CLAMP
SWITCH
CLAMP SWITCH
CLOSED
CLOSED
Fig. 6.

.:

+H .T.

c

CLAMP PULSE
.GENERATOR

"'l-Voca
..1
APPLIED
PULSES APPLIED
CLAMP
CLAMP PULSES
.
Cz
VIA C,

APPLIED
PULSES APPLIED
CLAMP PULSES
CLAMP
VIA C,
C1
VIA

Fig. 7. Two-diode clamp switch.
level correction will always be left on the waveform.
The capacitor C must be much smaller in value
than is usual for video couplings and therefore the
input resistance of the following stage must be very
high to provide a suitable coupling time-constant
for line frequency. In most cases the grid leak
effect.
for the following valve is omitted with no ill effect,
line
as the grid potential is established once in each line
by the clamp; but with large valves internal gas
may be a problem and this can set a lower limit
for the value of C.
So far it has been assumed that the clamp switch
when closed has zero resistance but in practice this
will not be the case. Any clamp switch resistance
(R
(Res)
cs) will increase the charge and discharge timeC(RA +Res) and the
constant which now becomes CCRi+R^)
effectiveness of the clamp is dependent on the ratio
Rcs=2k.O,
=3k!l and R
RAA=3kf2
t/C(R
+Res).
t/C(RAA+R
cs). If R
c,;=2kfl, the error
after clamping will be the same percentage as before
(assuming no other component is changed) although
the gain of the first stage will, of course, be reduced.

1

Two-diode Clamp Switch

l
I

I1- ERROR IN
TIBLANKING LEVEL
·~-:r!~~~~~~rA~EP~~~
| AFTER CLAMPING
CLAMP
SWITCH
CLAMP SWITCH
OPENED
OPENED

Voltage changes on circuit of Fig. 5 during clamping.

va-out remains at 204.75V therefore Vvout
=205
but Va-out
0 ut=205
.
-204.75=+0.25V.
+0.25V.
-204.75=
This is the error in blanking level after one clamp+ 5V is reduced
ing action, thus the original error of +5V
to +0.25V, i.e. is reduced to 5%.
If there is no further change in blanking level
during the next line this error will be further reduced
to 55%
% of 5 %, i.e. to 0.25 %, and so on.
It can be seen that the clamp action is very powervariations of blanking level which
ful, reducing all Variations
occur reasonably below line frequency.
Voltage changes during clamping are shown in
Fig. 6 and it will be noted that evidence of blanking-

The circuit of the simplest form of clamp switch
be
is shown in Fig. 7 Semiconductor diodes may be
used instead of thermionic devices provided that
their back resistances are sufficiently high to maintain the coupling time-constant.
Correctly timed clamp pulses of the appropriate
duration and polarity are applied to the two diodes,
C 2•
C 1 and C2.
D 1 and D2, via the capacitors C,
D1
The pulses are d.c. restored by the diodes and
al
Cj and C2
c2 are charged so that the potentials at a!
cl
and k22 are negative and positive respectively during
t1 •
the discharge time +
During rt22 the outputs of the clamp pulse generator
C1
are in series opposition to the voltages across Q
and C22,, causing the diodes to conduct and to ret1 •
R 1 and R2 during q.
plenish charges lost through Ri
When the diodes conduct the junction point of
kkj1 and a22 (which is also connected to the output) is
brought to the required clamping potential, which
under balanced conditions, will be earth potential.
C 1 and C2 discharge
t 1 the capacitors Q
During q
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SLOPE DUE TO 01

vk2

•

time-cohstaut C r

SCHARGE TIME-CONSTANT C2 R2 2

OUTPUT BETWEEN
BETWEEN
OUTPUT
1lkz && V
Vaa|1 BOUNDARIES
BOUNDARIES
^2
t,

I

VOLTAGE
VOLTAGE W
ACROSS .
Dl
Dt && rrsl
SI

~t ·

/

~t

VOLTAGE
VOLTAGE
ACROSS
ACROSS
D
D22 && rrs2s2

-

I

I
I

I

1

I

I
II

EARTH POTENTIAL
POTENTIAL
EARTH
\
OUTPUT CLAMPED
TO EARTH

J+-+1
1t 2 1

_ _____ .JI

I
I
I
1

I
I
I
I
1

I I
I :I
________ JR

L----- - ~cHARGE-iiME

SLOPE DUE 10 0 1 "'
"ar"J SLH^To-Dls-»-TmTc-ONSTATT-C
1Rl L„Fig. 8. Action of two-diode clamp switch (Fig.
(Fig. 6) working
under balanced conditions.
Vdl

CONSTANT

c,

I .... - - -

R 1 and R22,., the
th~ diodes
diode~ are
ar~ biased to
slightly through Ri
non-conduction, and the junction
JUnction point
p~mt is
IS free .to
non-conductionj
move in potential within the potential boundaries
boundanes
a 1 and ka
k 2 ,, as shown in Fig. 8.
of a!
The amplitude of the clamp pulses must .be
be
sufficient to ensure that the video signal will not
drive the diodes into conduction, otherwise severe
distortion will result due to the shortening of the
coupling time-constant by the low-resistance path
to earth.
If the circuit and pulses are perfectly balanced
the output is clamped to earth but if the symmetry
of the circuit is disturbed or if the clamp pulses
are unequal in amplitude, it will be clamped to a
potential either positive or negative with respect
to earth, depending on the severity and nature of
the unbalance.

Calculation of Clamping Potential
It is useful to be able to calculate the potential to
which the output is clamped under practical conditions of slight unbalance due to circuit and pulse
tolerances, or deliberate unbalances designed to
achieve the required bias for the following stage.
Assuming in the &st
first instance that blanking level
is correct (i.e. that no correction current is flowing
through the switch) and that stable operation has
been reached, two principles will be apparent:—
apparent:(!)
(1) that charge currents through the diodes will be
equal (because the diodes are in series)
(2) the discharge currents through R,
R 1 and R22 will
be equal (otherwise the charge currents would
be unequal).
Let e =
= mean voltage across R,
R 1 + R22 during tt 11 ,,
when the discharge current will be
!discharge
R2)
^discharge = ej(R1
^/(Rl +
~1~ Ra)
The charge current which flows during rt 22 to
replenish the charge lost during ^
t 1 will be
Icharge
= !discharge
t1/t2 —
= [W(Ri
[e/(Rl +
+ R2)]t1/t2
^-charge
^-discharge X h/L
Referring to Figs. 7 and 9, adding up the voltages
around the circuit and equating them to peak-topeak outputs of the clamp-pulse generator, we have
Voct +
+ ®|IC2
®001
Vuc2 = Ce +
+ [e/(Ri
[e/(Rl +
+ Ra)]
R2)] (tj/fa)
(t1/t2) (r
(rsl
+ rTs2
+
si +
82 +
rm +
+ n,
rv22) +
+ [e/(Ri
[e/(R1 +
+ R22)] (rsl
+ rs2
• • (1)
(I)
81 +
82) ..
Where vocl
001 and v0O2
002 are the open-circuit peak-to-
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peak voltages from the clamp-pulse generator,
generator,.
[eARj
[e/(R 1 +
+ R
R2)]
Ct1/t2) (r
(rsl
sl +
+ rr s2
s2 +
+ rrv1
+ r^)
rD2) =
=
2)] (tjtz)
m +
voltage lost during rt22 in generator and diode resistance
r
and [e/CRi
[e/(R 1 +
+ Ra)]^,!.
R 2 )](rs1 +
+ rssz)2) == voltage lost in generator resistance during t 1. Now let
r + r
(t1 /t 2)(rs 1 +
+rs
+ '"1.2)
rv2) +
+ rrslsl ++ rrs2s2 == aa
(LAaXLi
s22 + rm
m+
when Eqn. 11 becomes
v 001 +
+ ®0C2
v 002 =
= ee +
+ c.a/CR!
e.aj(R1 +
+ R22)) ..
®001
..
(2)
Let 6=^
e = e1 +
+ 62e2 where e1 = voltage across Rj
R1
during ^
t 1 and fie22 =
= voltage across R22 during tu
1 , then
e/(R1 +
+ Ra)
R 2) =
= «i/Ri
e1 /R1 =
= e2/R22
«/(»!
and e2 =
= e^R^Rj.
e1 .R 2/R1 •
Substituting in Eqn. 2,
Voct +voc2 =
= e1 L
+e2+e1.ajR1
= Cjjl
e1[l T
+CCR2+a)/R1)]
®oci~l~®oo2
c2 -h c1.(3/R1 —
((Ra+a)/Ri)]
a
)/Ri)]
• • (3)
and e11 —
= (v
(voocl
+ foca)/!!
V00 J/[1 +
+ ((Ra
((R 2 +
+ a)/R
01 +
1)]
Sil;nilarly
Similarly it may be shown that
e
e22 =
= (®0C1
(voCl +
+ ®002)/[1
Voc2)/[l +
+ ((Rl +
+ <2)/R
a)/R2)]
. . , (4)
2)] . .•
From Fig. 9 (which shows how the output is clamped
by the overlapping clamp pulses) the voltage v·v0out,
,,t,
between the output and earth, may be calculated
by summation of the voltages as follows:—
follows:Vout
= - «!
e1 (vrsl
t1) +
+ vocl
(vrst
+
Vout =
(v
(v
001 rsi during
rs, +
vrm during tt 22))
Vrm
where wVrsl
= voltage across rsl
Vrv
rsl =
rI>11 = voltage
81 and v
across rrvlll1
=
= - ej
e1 - (eif^/Rj)
(e1rs1/R1) +
+ vVoct
- (eatj/RFj)
(e1t1/R1t2) x
X
0C1 —
(rsl
+rDl)
(''si +''1.1)
substituting from Eqn. 3 for ^
e1 and manipulating
slightly
v
Vout
= ®oci
Vocl '- [(Voct
+ ®oo2)/(Ri
Voc2)/(Rl +
+ Ra
R2 -b
+ u)]
a)] [Rj
[Rl +
out =:
[(®ooi h
Tst +
+ (hAa)
Ct1/t2) (Li
(rsl +
+ rTm)]
'"si
.. (5)
m)]
Similarly substituting from Eqn. 4 for e22,, it may
be shown that
v
Vout
= - ®oc2
Voc2 "b
+ t(®oci
[(vom ~b
+ ®ooa)/(Ri
Voc2)/CR1 "b
+ Ra
R2 "b
+a)]
[R2 +
+
out =
f)] [Ra
r
rs2
+ (fjAa)
(t1/tJ Asa
(rs2 +
+ fca)]
rv 2)]
s2 +
• • (6)
Vrsz

OUTPUT CLAMPED
TO THIS POTENTIAL
EARTH POTENTIAL

Fig. 9. Illustration of calculation of clamping potential with
two-diode clamp switch.
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or
potenti al-fixed or
further potential—fixed
earthed (or taken to aa further
desired) .
variable as desired).
automa tic
in automatic
useful in
particul arly useful
method , particularly
Anotherr method,
Anothe
ratio
the ratio
vary the
to vary
circuits, is to
blanking-level
blanking -level control circuits,
amplitu des.
clamp-p ulse amplitudes.
of clamp-pulse
be
may be
out_ may
of v'Vout
unwant ed changes of
In some cases unwanted
menratios menthe ratios
of the
variatio ns of
inadver tent variations
caused by inadvertent
of
disadva ntage of
severe disadvantage
represe nt a severe
tioned and may represent
example
For example
switch. For
clamp switch.
two-dio de clamp
the simple two-diode
clamp-p ulse
of clamp-pulse
ratio of
the ratio
in if the
hum may be clamped in
frequen cy.
amplitudes
des varies at hum frequency.
amplitu

P05. r
PULSES .

Resistance
Clamp -switch Resistance
EfTective
ve Clamp-switch
Effecti
effective
the effective
is the
conside red is
Another
Anothe r aspect to be considered
time.
clampin g time.
resistan ce during clamping
clamp-switch
witch resistance
clamp-s
to
C isis to
capacito r C
couplin g capacitor
When the charge on the coupling
slightly
become s slightly
point becomes
increase d the output point
be increased
through
current through
of current
increase of
resultan t increase
positive with a resultant
decrease of current through
C 2., and rs2
D2, C„
82,, and a decrease of current through
C isis
capacito r C
when capacitor
Similarl y when
C 1 and rsl
Dl, Q
Similarly
81.•
slightly
become s slightly
point becomes
output point
ed the output
discharged
discharg

£

TO REQUIRED
CLAMPING POTENTIAL

TO REQUIRED
CLAMPING POTE.NTIAl

be
may be
connection may
Dotted connection
switch. Dotted
Four-d~ode clamp switch.
Fig. 10. Four-diode
omitted.

CHARGE
CURRENT

C

CHARGE
CURRENT

OUTPUT

O-EmA +00+V

OUTPUT

ll'

0*2m
A
0·2mA
same
the same
give the
obvious ly give
express ions will obviously
These two expressions
useful
and useful
conveni ent and
result and thereby provide aa convenient
calculation.
check in calculation.

le:Example:—
Examp
=
1.5k0, rr~,2 =
= 1.5k-O
90k0, rrsl
= 90ka,
R2 =
1101d1,
81 =
Let R.! = 110k
a, R„
2.5k H,
2.5k0,
rTDl = 300 n,
700 0,
= 7000,
0, rTn2
r)2 =
peak-to -peak,
30V peak-to-peak.
v 001
peak-to -peak,
vu0C2
00 2 = 20V peak-to-peak,
4.7 fLSec
= 4.7/isec
94/Lsec, rt 22 =
tf,1 = 94nsec,
period)
line period)
total line
fLSec =:r total
Note: l.t 1 +' it22 = 98.7 uscc
~Note:

2"l mA

P0S. c, ll-9mA
'
PULSES^- '
+0-42V N
imA
Z'lmA

D4(a)

^ l-SmA

tjt,
= 20/1.
= 94/4.7 .=
/t2 =
tl
+
1,500 +
+ 1,500
700) +
+ 700)
300 +
+ 2,500 ++ 300
= 20(1,500 +
a =
2,500
=
=

101,000.
101,000.
36,000)
+ 36,000)
30
- (50/304,000)
(110,000
1,500 +
+ 1,500
0,000 +
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(50/304,000)
(90,000 +
2,500 +
+ 2,500
,000)
(50/304
+
20
64,000)

C
HI

out
of vvout
depende nce of
These results indicate the dependence
values
compon ent values
values, component
·on
on the balance of circuit values,
amplitu des.
and clamp pulse amplitudes.
very
the very
has the
describe d has
The simple clamp switch described
negative
or
positive
a
g
providin
important
facility
of
providing
a
positive
or
negative
nt
importa
may
circums tances may
some circumstances
out and this in some
value for vout
bias
positive bias
either aa positive
necessit y for either
obviate the necessity
the
ensure the
to ensure
potentiometer
potentio meter or a . negative supply to
stage.
following stage.
the following
of the
potentia l for the grid of
requiredd potential
require
variable )
or variable)
preset or
(either preset
of vVout
adjustm ent of
This adjustment
out (either
of
ratio of
effective ratio
the effective
obtaine d by varying the
is often obtained
between
potentio meter between
interpos ing a potentiometer
R 2, by interposing
Ri1 and R,,
R
connect ion
variable connection
the variable
resistors) with the
two resistors,
these two"

OUTPUT

l-QmA

Vmit , —
Vout=

-= + 25.74
- 20 +
= + 5.74V.
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0*2 m A -0.04V
T
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when CC isis discharging.
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negative and
and. the current through Dl, Q
C 1 and rrst
sl
increases whilst that through D2, C,
deC 2 and rrs2
s2 .decreases. Thus the two branches of the clamp switch
swttc?
1s
are in parallel and its effective mean resistance is
(rDD11 +
+ >-r sl81)) in parallel with (r(rDD22 ++ rs282).).
(r
R 1 and R22 are ignored because their values are
Rj
l:uge
sl and rs2
s2 and C!
cl and C2
c2
large in comparison with r(1
need not be considered in the calculations because
mean values of current and voltage have been
used (not peak values).
C 1 and C2 are
Provided C]
±20% would be
~e
nearly equal in value (variations of ^20%
t e
hardly noticeable) and many times greater than the
coupling capacitor C, it is unnecessary to take them
into account.
Using the values given for the previous example:
example:rrsl
sl = 1.5k O,
0, rs2
0, rrDl
===:' 3000,
300 0, rD~ = 7000,
70~ 0,
82 = 2.5k n,
Dl =
effective
dunng· clamping
clampmg time
t1me
effective mean resistance during
1' 1520 · . .
= (1,800 X
X 3,200)/(l,800
3,200)/(1,800 +
=
+ 3,200) = 1,1520.
This value
value of
of switch
switch resistance
resistance may
n;taY be excessive
excesstve if
tf
This
very
reqmred. ·
very firm clamping action is required.

Four-diode Switch
Some
of the
the disadvantages
disadvantages of
~f the two-diode
two-d~ode clamp
~lamp.
Some of
switch
may be
be avoided by usmg
four-dwd~ circuit
ctrcmt
switch may
using a four-diode
as shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 10.
I t may be necessary to increase
mcrease
as
10. It
the available
available clamp-pulse
damp-pulse current to ensure that all
the
diodes
diodes are driven well into conduction (ensuring
low
low forward resistance) but the simple addition of
·rwo
damp-switch
two diodes D3 and D4 reduces the clamp-switch
resistance and renders the clamped potential vout
out
substantially independent of the ratios of clampa~so of R,
pulse amplitudes, rsl81 and rs2f 2 and also
R 1• and R22.•
The effective clamp-switch
clamp-swttch resistance is
IS reduced
because rsl
rn 4
82 are shunted by rn 3 and
81 and rs2
respectively, in fact the resistance is approximately
(rm
+ rrD3)
(rnD22 +
(r
+ r^).
rn 4 ).
m +
D3) in parallel with (r
The required clamping potential (which may be
earth potential) must be supplied from a lowimpedance source for the circuit to be fully effective.
During clamping time, in the absence of correction
current charging or discharging the coupling capacitor C, all diode currents will be equal (assuming
equal diode resistances). Any correction current
flowing into or out of C unbalances these currents
as shown in Figs. 11 and 12. In these examples
the diodes have mean resistances of · 200 O
0 each
(when conducting) and the mean correction current
is 0.2mA.
0.2rn.A. rsl
81 and rs2
82 are assumed to be high in value
compared with the diode resistances and the mean
conduction current is 4.0mA.
·

Design Features
With both two-diode and four-diode clamp switches
transient breakthrough will occur, producing
" whiskers " on the video waveform, if the
the pulses
pulses
are slightly dissimilar in width or
or shape
shape at
at the
the tips,
tips,
if the stray capacitances of the switch circuit are
unbalanced, or if the output impedances of the
clamp pulse generator are dissimilar. (When a
diode is conducting its chief feature is
is its
its low
low
resistance but when it is non-conducting it behaves
as if
if it were a small
smal1 capacitor.) ·
Failure of the diodes to conduct simultaneously
(due to the asymmetries mentioned) results in the
the
edges of the clamp pulses becoming differentiated
through the capacitance of a diode just before it
conducts, thus producing the whiskers.

(a)

noise & SPURIOUS
EFfECTS

PICTURE BUCK
CAMERA BLANKING

(b)

- PICTURE BLACK
SY5TEM BLANKING
(SET BY"LIFT"\
V CONTROL )
NOISE i. SPURIOUS
~N01SifFf~~~IOU!>
EFFECTS
---PICTURE BLACK

X

WAVEFORM CLIPPED
CLIPPED
WAVEFORM
OFF
OFF

-'SYSTEM BLANK IN(;
sET BY"un")
( CONTROL

-1\---V_b.J- _\!:. _v_- u-: -PICTURE BLACK
~--7\-/ll\--~--PEAK WHITE

(c)

-PICTURE BLACK

~SYSTEM BLANKING
"^"SYSTEM

Fig. 13. Television waveforms from
from camera, before sync is
is
added, showing how clamping assists the processing of
of aa signal
signal
by holding it steady,
enabling
system
blanking
to
be
inserted
steady, so
so
system
to be inserted
at a constant level,
level. (a) Raw camera signal clamped at
at cameracamerablanking level,
level. (b) System blanking added to push camera
blanking, · noise and spurious signals below clipping level.
leveL
(c) Waveform after clipping: further clamping may be
be carried
carried
out within period to be filled by later addition of syncs;
syncs; but
but
after syncs are added clamping usually takes place during back
back
porch.
This effect may be reduced by connecting a small
differential capacitor across Rj
R 1 and R,,
R 2, with the rotor
earthed, to equalize the stray capacitances. The
adjustment is made for ·minimum
minimum breakthrough
(as observed on an oscilloscope) with clamp pulses
acting but with no video signal applied to the stage.
Of course, when the clamp is actually correcting
blanking level slight distortion of the waveform
(as shown in Fig. 6) is inevitable.
The effectiveness of clamping is greatly affected
by the extent and nature of noise in the reference
period. To reduce the ill effects (e.g. line flashing
and streaking) of clamping on peaks of noise or
spurious signal it may be necessary to reduce the
firmness of the clamp action (" soften " the clamp)
by increasing the charge and discharge time constant
in which the clamp switch resistance, the coupling
capacitor and the output impedance of the previous
stage are all involved.
A useful method of softening the clamp is to replace
the connection between the output point and the
junction of D1
D 1 and D2 with a resistance of an
appropriate value (usually several thousands of
ohms). This resistance serves a secondary purpose of
partially isolating the stray capacitance of the switch
from the video path thereby increasing the gainbandwidth product.
·
In colour television, clamp circuits
circui.ts which handle
the complete signal must be softened in a special way
to avoid (a) variations of line level due to clamping
on the sub-carrier burst in the back porch, and, more
important, (b) distorting the sub-carrier burst by
clamping ·on
on it, and so providing an inaccurate
colour sync for colour receivers. One method is to
connect an inductance between the output point and
the junction of D1
D 1 and D2, which, in conjunction
with its self-capacitance and a parallel damping
resistance, inserts a high impedance at the sub-
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NETWORK
DELAY
DElAY NETWORK

+H.T.

COMPOSITE | -A- 1
VIDEO 8, SYNC lr = = -f SYNC
>■ 11—»—T"
I SEPARATOR

PUlSES
ClAMP PULSES
NEC.
NEG. CLAMP
PUlSES
POS,
ClAMP PULSES
POS. CLAMP

PHASE
SPLITTER

LEVEL------ CUT-OFF LEVELCUT-OFF
SEPARATOR
SYNC SEPARATOR
TO SYNC
INPUT TO
INPUT
.
PICTURE 1
NEG.
NEG. PICTURE

INCIDENT WAVEFORM AT B '

INCIDENT WAVEFORM AT B /

gene14. Clamp-pulse geneFig. 14.
ration using a tapped delay
c1rcuit of
network in anode circuit
sync separator. First waveform is input to sync
as
separator and appears os
inverted sync pulses at
separator anode, which
appear slightly delayed at
point B. Short circuit at
end of line causes phase
reversal so that further
delayed reflected waveform
to
adds to original at 6B to
produce narrow spikes within .
back-porch interval.

AT BB „
REFLECTED
WAVEFORM AT
REFlECTED WAVEFORM
PHASE)~
IN PHASE)
(DELAYED
REVERSED IN
(DElAYED 4& REVERSED
s
---'----'

POS. PULSES WITHIN, BACK PORCHi
B/
RESUlTANT WAVEFORM AT B'
RESULTANT
CliPPER~
BY CLIPPER
REMOVED BY
NEG.
PUlSES REMOVED
NEG. PULSES

-m
I5. Upper trace, after
Fig. IS.
clamping: lower trace, before
low·
clamping, showing lowfrequency distortion.

Fig. 16. Upper trace, after
clamping: lower trace, before
clamping, showing hum.
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1962

The
carrier frequency in series with the switch. The
to
low to
Q of this parallel circuit must be sufficiently low
avoid ringing (which would mar the signal)
signal) produced
.
by the action of the switch.
switch.
very
The timing and duration of clamping 1s
is very
~amera
important. The raw signal from a television camera
e
penods.
contains camera line- and field-blanking P
'i°f~. of
405-l~ne
8f.Lsec
8/nsec and 400f.Lsec
400|usec respectively, in the 405-hne
at _lme
clamp at
to clamp
practice to
system.
system. It is common practice
line
penods,
these periods,
within these
2,usec within
frequency for about 2uscc
which can contain spurious noise signals.
n~ed
t?e need
av~id the
t~ avoid
chosen to
is chosen
time is
clamping time
short clamping
A
A short
With
c1rcmt~ with
m circuit*,
timing in
pulse timing
of pulse
great precision
for great
for
precision of
fi!mness of the
unequalised delays and to reduce the firmness
.
descnbed).
method described).
the method
to the
addition to
(in addition
clamp
clamp (in
VIdeo
the video
of the
levels. of
reference levels
the reference
held the
Having
Having held
fieldand. fieldhne~ and
system lineclamping, system
by clamping,
steady by
signal
signal steady
the
m the
r~specuvelr in
1400~-~:sec respectively
and 1400/xsec
(18f.Lsec and
"blanking
blanking (18uscc
adJustment
wtth an adjustment
apphed, with
405-line system) is now applied,
of ~a
b¥, ;peans
bl~~k. by
relation~hip .to
of
of its relationship
to picture black
means of
pedestal,
hft,
termed hft,
vanously termed
1s variously
which is
control
control which
pedestal,
~ig. 13).
(see Fig.
~evel " (see
black level
or "" black
set-up "" or
"" set-up
13).
waveform,
the waveform,
present m
blankmg present
system blanking
With
With system
in the
and
frequency
line
at
out
carried
be
may
clamping
clamping may be carried out at line frequency and
occupied
be occupied
to be
later to
periods later
the periods
within the
lie within
timed to
is timed
is
to lie
that
so that
porch) so
back porch)
the back
from the
distinct from
(as distinct
by
by syncs
syncs (as
of
bottom of
the bottom
at the
appear at
will appear
produced will
whiskers produced
any
any whiskers
be
may be
and may
inserted) and
are inserted)
they are
(when they
syncs (when
the
the syncs
removed by clipping. The duration of the clamp
pulses may be increased to five or six microsecondsmicroseconds—
generally not more, otherwise an increase in precision
necessary-and the firmness (or ""hardbecomes necessary—and
hardness ") may be increased as required.
In both the cases quoted the video signals are
without syncs (but with camera blanking or with
system blanking) and must be clamped with pulses
derived from a synchronous source (usually from
the line drive).
With composite video signals, i.e. with line and
field syncs, clamping occurs at blanking level in the
back porch and after every trailing edge in the field
sync, therefore clamp pulses must be derived from
the separated sync waveform and not from line
available-otherwise severe
drive-even
drive—even if it were available—otherwise
distortion
t ortion of the field sync would occur due to sync
dis,
level being raised to blanking level.
The peak-to-peak amplitude of a video signal
will generally be not less than about one volt at a
clamped stage, otherwise whiskers and transients may
be significant in comparison. It is essential that the
video signal should not .drive
drive the diodes into
conduction otherwise severe differentiation will
occur due to the small value of the resultant time
constant of the video coupling when the output
point has a low-resistance path to earth. Therefore,
to ensure that the d.c. restored clamp pulses hold
the diodes
diode~ in a state of non-conduction during
active line time, in spite of major changes of blanking
levels due to surges etc., the amplitude of the pulses
should be several times greater than the video
Tllis represents a difficulty in the case of
signal. This
clamping (as opposed to d.c. restoration) in receivers.
If clamp pulses are derived from line flybacks,
they will be at line frequency and therefore unsuitable for reasons before mentioned unless totally
suppressed by some means during field syncs;
also the
C 1 R l1 and C22 R22 must be
~he time constants C,
sufficiently long otherwise the diodes will not be
biased into non-conduction during this time.
Clamp pulses may be easily derived from the
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separated sync waveform. The usual method is to
use a short-circuited tapped delay network in the
anode circuit of the sync-separator valve followed
by a clipper and phase splitter as shown in Fig. 14.
· The clamp pulses should be free from impulsive
noise, of constant mark-space ratio and reasonably well
shaped at the tips. Provided the pulses are symmetrical and of sufficient amplitude, the waveshape
during non-conducting periods may be surprisingly
poor without ill effect, but hum and low-frequency
disturbances which are unbalanced (i.e. are not
complementary on the two sets of pulses) will imprint
their defects on the video signal.

Effectiveness of Clamping
Clamping greatly attenuates effects due to hum,
l.f. microphony, h.t. surges, gain-control d.c.
changes, switching, fading, mixing and cutting (in
the control of programmes), · l.f. distortion and all
disturbances reasonably below line frequency, provided the signal is not actually modulated by these
effects. For example, the superimposed component
Of
of hum due to the use of a.c. for television lighting
is greatly reduced.
In television transmission the amplifiers following
the insertion of the line-frequency reference periods
need not respond fully to lower frequencies: low
frequency distortion, which causes a variation of
blanking level, is largely corrected by clamping
provided any circuits used are not overloaded and ·
will accommodate the video-signal amplitude without
modulation of the signal due to non-linearity.
In addition to a residue of distortion or hum
remaining after clamping, as shown in Fig. 6, there
is also the uncorrected portion of distortion or
hum which occurs during each line time. For
example, assuming a perfect clamping action, with
50-c/s hum, the line coincident with the region of
greatest rate of change in the hum cycle will be
vary in amplitude) to the extent of
shaded (i.e. will Vary
=peak
(vhum
vhum sin (3607202.5)
peak hum voltage).
(360°/202.5) V {v
Vhum
hnm =
The other lines will be shaded to a varying lesser
degree until at the peak of the hum cycle the shading
negligible~ assuming linear circuits.
will be negligible,
Figs. 15 and 16 are photographs of field waveforms displayed on a double beam oscilloscope,
showing the degree of correction, obtainable by
clamping, of low frequency distortion and hum.
The four-diode switch circuit may be used for
sampling as well as clamping. The coupling capacitor C is increased in value and the junction of
D3 and D4 is taken to earth through a capacitor,
whose charge will then vary with the level existing
in the signal at the times during .which the switch
is closed. If normal clamp pulses are used, the
voltage which appears across the capacitor may be
amplified and used as negative feedback to an earlier
stage (or a video side chain) to reduce blanking level
variations. A resistance across the capacitor provides
a suitable discharge time constant.
The circuits described throughout this discussion
have been used in television transmission for many
years and the author is not aware of their origin but
would like to emphasize that he is not responsible
for their design.
The author would like to thank the Director of
Engineering of the British Broadcasting Corporation
for permission to publish this article.
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WORLD OF WI
Project OSCAR
Project
OSCARBY the time this note appears in print OSCAR—
Radio—will
Orbiting Satellite Carrying Amateur Radio-will
have been in orbit a fortnight.
formight. The lOlb
101b satellite,
which is sponsored by the American Radio Relay
League, was launched from a Discoverer rocket on
December 12th. It carries a 0.1 watt c.w. transmitter
which operates on 145Mc/s and is keyed with the
morse letters HI; information from the satellite
being transmitted by variations in the number of
His sent in ten seconds.
The main object of the exercise is "to
" to arouse
amateur interest in the new age of space communications" and to enable amateurs throughout the
world to submit reception reports from which it
is hoped to obtain useful information on propagation, Doppler shift, etc.
The co-ordinator for U.K. participation is W. H.
Allen (G2UJ) of 24 Arundel Road, Tunbridge
.Wells,
W ells, Kent, from whom further details are obtainable. Enquirers are asked to send a stamped
addressed envelope.
BMEWS
THE training of staff for the installation and operation of the Fylingdales centre of the Ballistic Missile Early Warning System has been entrusted to
RCA Great Britain who have established a school
for the purpose at their Sunbury-on-Thames headquarters.
In all nearly 400 technicians will be required to

LESS
man the station, which is the third in the BMEWS
network; the others being in Greenland and Alaska.
The training manager of the school is Wing Cdr.
F. C. Lowe, who was until recently the head of the
Air Ministry's Radio Training Branch. He has a
staff of 22 instructors, recruited from industry and
research establishments, who recently returned from
the U.S.A. where they underwent 13 months' training. The two leading instructors are G. G. Boyt,
formerly with International Computers and Tabu- ·
lators, and R. G. Morris, formerly with the Electrical Research Association.
Some 30 different courses, ranging from one
month to nine months' duration and covering advanced radar, data processing and high-speed computer technology and associated maintenance, are
planned.

Satellite Communications.—A
Communications.-A Study Group of the
Conference of European Postal and Telecommunication
Administrations had a three-day meeting in London at
the end of November to consider various problems that
might arise in the field of telecommunications via artificial earth satellites. It was attended by representatives
from twelve European countries and Capt. C. F. Booth,
of the G.P.O., was chairman. The U.K. delegation
\V. J. Bray, J. W. Grady and
comprised J. T. Baldrv, W.
J. E. Golothan.
Space Communications Project.—An
Project.-An active repeater
communication satellite to be launched later in 1962
by the U.S.A. authorities will enable tests to be conducted on television transmissions and two-way speech
communication between Goonhilly Down, Cornwall, and
the American station at Rumford, Maine. S.T.C. are
to supply the G.P.O. with a transmitter, which will be
installed in a room built into the 85ft diameter steerable
aerial now being erected at Goonhilly Down. The
transmitter will operate in the region of 2,000Mc/s, and
will deliver a f.m. output of 10kW.
lOkW.
Pay TV.—A
TV.-A permanent three-programme pay-television demonstration has been mounted by British Telemeter Home Viewing at its new headquarters at 11
Albemarle Street, London, W.l. For the demonstration
a film is transmitted over a microwave link from Highgate, a second film from telecine equipment in the
building and the third ""service",
service", consisting of street
scenes over a closed-circuit link, is a " free " programme.
With the standard domestic receivers used for the
demonstration the B.B.C. and I.T.A. transmissions are
also receivable.

? * - • h.'f . .
*** * * *
/

I.T.N. Re-equlpped.—Control
Re-equipped.-Control desk in the central apparatus
room of the rebuilt suite of Independent Television News at
W.C.2. The desk provides control
Television House, London, W.C.2.
facilities for vision and sound circuits,
circuits. sync pulses and intercom.
The illuminated panel above the desk gives a visual picture of
the various video sources and destinations.

Scientific Research in Schools.-Over
Schools.—Over sixty separate
scientific investigations are being administered by the
Royal Society's Committee on Scientific Research in
Schools. Recent or current research projects in the
radio field include "The
" The measurements of ionospheric
drifts" at the County Secondary School, Tregaran,
Cardiganshire; "'Whistler
" Whistler atmospherics" at Ipswich
School, Suffolk; and"
astronomy"" at Westminster
and " Radio astronomy
School, London. The Committee looks forward both
to receiving further requests from science teachers, and
to the continued support of the Fellows of the Royal
Society and others, in acting as advisers and assistants
in the extension of its activities.
WIRELESS
WORLD, January
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Dip. Tech.—The
Tech.-The first
first students
students to
to receive
receive the
the Diploma
Diploma
Dip.
in Technology
Technology after
after taking
taking aa. specialist
specialist electronics
elec~onics course
course
in
are included
included in
in the
the latest
latest list
hst of
of passes
passes issued
Issued by
by the
the
are
National Council for Technological
Te::hnological Awards.
Awards .. They
They are
are
National
nine
students from
from the
the Northern
Northern Polytechnic,
Polytechruc, London,
London,
nine students
who completed
completed aa 4-year
4-year sandwich
sandwich course
course in
in the
the physics
physics
who
and technology
technology of
of electronics,
electronics, and
and are,
are, incidentally,
incidentally, the
the
and
first
"Northern" students
students to
to receive
receive the
the award.
award. The
The
first "Northern"
recipients
are:
Lee (first
(first class
class honours),
honours), G.
G. Pye,
Pye,
recipients are: A. R. Lee
W. K.
K. Chapman,
Chapman, K.
K. Piper,
Piper, D.
D. G.
G. Wells
Wells and
and D.
D. A.
A.
W.
rartridge,
all
of
S.T.C.;
and
E.
B.
Castling,
D.M.
M.Horley
Harley
Partridge, of S.T.C.; and E. B. Castling, D.
and
B
Raine
of
Thorn
Electrical
Industries.
The
total
and B. Raine of Thorn Electrical Industries. The total
number of
of Dip.
Dip. Tech.
Tech. awards
awards is
is now
now 685
685 including
including 10
10
number
to women.
R.S.G.B.-For the fifth successive
successive year
year the
the Radio
~a~io
R.S.G.B.—For
Great Britain
Britain records
records an
an increase
increase _in
m its
1ts
Society of Great
at the
the end
end of
of June
June was
was 10,644,
10,644,
membership. The total at
10,036 the
the year
year before.
before. Of
Of this
this number
numbc:r
compared with 10,036
amateur transmitting
transmitting licences;
licences; approxiapproxi5,558 held U.K. amateur
lcen
country's total
total of
of 10,237
10,237 jlicence
mately 54% of this country's
C|
holders. The
The total
total number
number of
of licences
licences includes
includes 83
83
holders.
transmitters.
amateur television transmitters.
Electronic Aids
Aids to
to Banking
Banking is
is the
the subject
subject of
of aa symsymElectranic
posium, which
which is
is being
being organized
organized by
by the
the Institution
Institution of
of
posium,
Electrical Engineers,
Engineers, to
to be
be held
held at
at Savoy
Savoy Place,
Place, London,
London,
Electrical
W.C.2, on
on January
January 17th
17th and
and 18th.
18th. Object
Object of
of the
the symsymW.C.2,
bring together
t~gether bankers
ba_nkers and
and designers
designers of
of
posium is to bring
handlmg machines
machmes so
so that
that problems,
problems,
electronic data handling
users'
latest developments
developments can
can be
be discussed.
discussed.
users' needs and latest
by GBR,
GBR, Rugby,
Rugby, on
on 16kc/s
16kc/s
Time Signals transmitted by
times aa day
day instead
instead of
of twice
twice as
as in
in
are now radiated four times
past. Since December
December 1st
1st the
the signals,
signals, which
which are
are
the past.
the Royal Greenwich
Greenwich Observatory,
Observatory, are
are
provided by the
0300, 0900,
0900, 1500
1500 and
and 2100
2100 GMT.
GMT. The
The
transmitted at 0300,
are also
also radiated
radiated by
by the
the followfollow0900 and 2100 signals are
transmitters GAY25,
GA Y25, 5807kc/s;
5807kc/ s; GPB30,
GPB30,
ing short-wave transmitters
10332.5kc/s
GIC37, 17685kc/s.
17685kcjs.
10332.5kc/s and GIC37,
TV.-The Trinidad
Trinidad government
government has
has
West Indies TV.—The
to operate
operate the
the West
West Indies'
Indies' first
first teletelegranted a licence to
company, Trinidad
Trinidad and
and Tobago
Tobago
vision station to a new company,
in which
which the
the majority
majority shareshareTelevision Service Ltd., in
holding is held
heid jointly
jointly by
by Rediffusion
Rediffusion and
and Scottish
Scottish TeleTeleBroadcasting System
System of
of America
America
vision. The Columbia Broadcasting
shareholder. The
The service,
service, which
which isis planned
planned
is also a shareholder.
November 1962,
1962, will
will include
include commercial
commercial
to start in November
programmes.
programmes.
the South
South African
Mrican Broadcasting
Broadcasting
Immediate task of the
complete its
Corporation isi~ to complete
its v.h.f.
v.h.f. sound
sound broadcasting
broadcasting
network to give
giVe a 17-hour-a-day
17-hour-a-day service
service in
in nine
nine lanlanguages-English, Afrikaans
guages—English,
Afrikaans and
and seven
seven Bantu
Bantu dialects.
dialects.
Although there are no
no plans
plans for
for the
the introduction,
introduction, in
in the
the
near future, of a television
television service
service (as
(as reported
reported in
in the
the
last issue), the
the masts
masts for
for the
the v.h.f.
v.h.f. system
system could
could
accommodate TV aerials " ifif and
and when
when "" television
television comcomMrica.
menced in South Africa.

Amsterdam
A~sterdam Firato.—The
Firato.-The organizers
organizers of
of the
the AmsterAmsterdam
d~m international
mternational radio
radio show
show have
have advised
advised us
us that
that there
there
will
Will not
not be
be an
an exhibition
exhibition this
this year.
year. The
The next
next Firato
Firato
Will
will be in
in 1963.
1963.
Television
:r~tevision For Singapore.—^According
Singapore.-According to
to the
the Finance
Finance
Minister,
Mm1ster, Dr. Goh Keng
Kcng Swee,
Swee, Singapore
Singapore can
can expect
expect
to
to have
h~ve. aa television
television service
service by
by the
the end
end of
of 1962,
1962, as
as plans
plans
for its
for
lts inauguration
mauguration have
have reached
reached an
an advanced
advanced stage.
stage.
Radar weather forecasts
forecasts are
are available
available by
by telephone
telephone to
to
farms
~arms in
i~ central
centr~l Sweden
Sweden from
from Arlanda,
Arlanda, Stockholm's
Stockholm's new
new
InternatiOnal airport.
international
auport. The
'The forecasts
forecasts cover
cover 99 hours
hours aa day,
day,
from 1I p.m.
!rom
p.m. to
to 10
10 p.m.
p.m. This
This weather
weather radar
radar installation
installation
is the
Is
the first
first and
and only
only one
one in
in private
private use
use in
in Sweden.
Sweden.

Worldwide Broadcasting
Broadcasting Services
Services isis the
the title
title adopted
adopted
set up
up jointly
jointly by
by E.M.I,
E.M.I. and
and Pearl
Pearl
for a new company set
advertising specialists,
specialists, to
to provide
provide sound
sound
& Dean, the advertising
and/ or television broadcasting
broadcasting services—equipment,
services-equipment,
and/or
matenal-anywhere in
in the
the world
world
staff and programme material—anywhere
the"
emergent countries".
countries". The
The managmanagbut especially in the
" emergent
company, which
which has
has its
its headquarters
headquarters
ing director of the company,
London, W.l,
W.1, isis A.
A. J.]. Mathers
Mathers who
who
at 33 Dover Street, London,
years with
with Overseas
Overseas Rediffusion
Rediffusion and
and was
was
was for ten years
physical establishment,
establishment, administraadministraresponsible for the "" physical
operation"
television in
in Western
Western Nigeria.
Nigeria.
tion and operation
" of television
Directory.-Prepared and
B.E.A.M.A. Directory.—Prepared
and published
published by
by
the British Electrical
Electrical &
& Allied
Allied Manufacturers'
Manufacturers' AssoAssociation in its
its golden
golden jubilee
jubilee year,
year, the
the first
first edition
edition of
of aa
new B.E.A.M.A. Directory,
Directory, lists
lists more
more than
than 1,000
1,000 differdifferent electrical and allied
~llied products
products made
made in
in Britain
Britain by
by
member firms and includes
mcludes aa reference
reference section
section in
in GerGerman, Spanish, French,
French, Portuguese
Portuguese and
and Russian.
Russian. More
More
than 15,000 copies are
are being
being distributed
distributed to
to buyers
buyers all
all
Copies are
are available
available from
from the
over the world. Copies
the AssoAssociation at 36 Kingsway, London,
London, W.C.2,
W.C.2, price
price £3
£3 (10
(10
dollars) each.
. E.I.B.A. Year · Book.—The
Book.-The 1961
1961 edition
edition of
of the
the Year
Year
Book of the Electrical Industries
Industries Benevolent
Benevoient Association,
Association
now published, shows that
that 1,166
1,166 people
people applied
appEed to
to itit for
fo;
help during ·the
the year—an
year-an increase
increase of
of 8%
8 % on
on the
the previous
previous
year. Income went up
up by
by only
only 6%,
6 %, and
and the
the Association
Association
still further
further income
income in
in order
order to
to
emphasizes the need for still
wh:ch is
is being
being made
finance the extension which
made to
to Broome
Broome
Surrey for
for old
old people.
Park, its home in Surrey
people. The
The year's
year's
donors include the B.B.C.,
B.B.C., B.R.E.M.A.,
B.R.E.M.A., B.V.A.,
B.V.A.,
R.E.C.M.F., R.T.R.A., the
the Radio
Rad :o Industries
Industries Club
Club and
and
many radio and electronics
electronics manufacturers.
manufacturers.
1962.-A comprehensive
F.B.I. Register 1962.—A
comprehensive guide
guide to
to aa
substantial
F.B.I.
sub~tantial cross
cro_s~ section
section of
of U.K.
U.K. industry,
industry, the
the ""F.B.I.
Bnt1sh Manufacturers—1962,"
Manufacturers-1962," contains
Register of British
contains lists
lists
and services
~ervices of
of over
over 8,000
8,000 member
member firms
firms
of the products and
information on
together with information
on trade
trade associations,
associations, trade
trade
are French,
marks, etc. There are
French, German
German and
and Snanish
Soanish
for the
glossaries. Published for
the F.B.I,
F.B.I. by
by Kelly's
Kelly's DirecDirectories Ltd. and Iliffe Books
Books Ltd.,
Ltd., Dorset
Dorset House,
House, StamStamford Street, London, S.E.1, at
at 50s,
50s, post
post free.
free.

Euradio, a federation of
of European
European radio
radio and
and TV
TV
retailers with headquarters
headquart~rs in
!n Copenhagen,
Copenhagen, Denmark,
Denmark,
has been formed. Its
Its aim
ann is
1s to
to promote
promote an
an intensive
intensive
exchange of trade and business
business information
information between
between
member countries, which
which include
indude Denmark,
Denmark, Sweden,
Sweden,
and West
West Germany.
Germany. At
Holland, France, Austria and
At present
present
represented though
though the
the Radio
Radio and
and TeleTelethe U.K. is not represented
Association isis understood
vision Retailers' Association
understood to
to have
have the
the
question of participation
participation under
under review.
review.
Marconi Historical
. Marco11:i
~istorical Exhibition,
Exhibition, commemorating
commemorating the
the
diamond
~ham~nd jubilee
JUbilee of the
th~ first transatlantic
transatlantic wireless
wireless signal,
signal,
IS being
bemg held at the
the Science
is
Sc1ence Museum,
Museum, South
South Kensington,
Kensington
December 13th
13th to
to January
January 25th.
25th.
London, from December
'

WHAT THEY
THEY SAY
WHAT
SAY
All-Industry Committee.—"
Committee.-" These
These are
are difficult
difficult times
times
for the radio
radio and television
telev~sion retailer.
retailer. One
One of
of the
the things
things
that is so worrying isis that
that the
the Government
Government has
h1s seen
seen fit
fit
to reduce the initial payment
payment for
for television
television rentals,
rentals but
but
has not done the same
same in
in the
the hire-purchase
hire-purchase field.
field.'.. . . . .
This discrimination is both
both unfair
unfair and
and unjust.
unjust. We,
We in
in
the industry, intend to
to tackle
tackle this
this for
for the
the first
first time
time' by
by
forming a committee,
committee, representing
represen:ing all
all sections—manusections-manuretailers, co-ops.—which
facturers, wholesalers, retailers,
co-ops.-which can
can
speak with one voice
voice and
and whose
whose purpose
purpose will
w.i.ll be
be to
to
examine problems of
of this
this kind
kind and
and find
find the
the best
best solusolution."-R. J. Piercy, president
tion."—R.
president of
of the
the Radio
Radio &
& Television
Television
Retailers' Association,
Association, speaking
speaking at
at the
the annual
annual dinner
dinner of
of
the Association's
Association's Birmingham
Birmingham Centre.
Centre.

Wireless
WIRELESS World,
WORLD, January
jANUARY 1962
1962
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Personalities
alities
Person
Sir Edward Appleton, F.R.S., principal and vice-chancellor University of Edinburgh, is to receive the 1962
Medal of Honour of the Institute of Radio Engineers
"for
" for his distinguished pioneer work in investigating the
ionosphere by means of radio waves." The medal,
animal technical award,
which is the Institute's highest annual
will be presented at the I.R.E. International Convention
in New York City on March 28th. Sir Edward, who
is 69 and has been at Edinburgh University since 1949,
was secretary of the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research for 10 years from 1939, prior to which he
was for three years Jacksonian Professor of Natural
Philosophy at Cambridge University.
W. A. S. Butement, C.B.E., B.Sc., D.Sc. (Adelaide),
Watson-Watts'
who was a member of Sir Robert Watson-Watts'
original radar team and is now chief scientist in the
Australian Department of Supply, has been elected a
Fellow of the Institution of Radio Engineers (Australia).
When appointed chief scientist in 1949, at the age of
45, he was also given executive charge of what is now
known as the Australian Defence Scientific Service,
which includes the Woomera Range. Dr. Butement,
who during the latter part of the war was Assistant
Director of Scientific Research in the U.K. Ministry
of Supply, received an award from the Government for
" his contribution to the development of radar installa"his
tions"" which included the ""split"
tions
split" method of d.f. and
a fire control system using echoes from shell splashes.
Elecof ElecDr. F. C. Williams, C.B.E., F.R.S., Professor of
has
trical Engineering in the University of Manchester, has
been elected a member of the Council of the Royal
Society. He was a lecturer at Manchester University
before the war and after seven years in the Scientific
Civil Service, he returned to the University in 1947 as
professor of electrotechnics and director of the electrotechnical laboratories. During the war Professor
Williams was concerned with radar circuitry and in
I.F .F.
recognition of his work on the development of I.F.F.
(Identification, Friend or Foe) he recently received the
American John Scott award.
A.M.I.E.E.,
C. W. Sowton, O.B.E., M.Sc., A.C.G.I., A.M.I.E.E.,
Overseas
the Overseas
was recently appointed staff engineer in the
Radio Planning and Provision Branch of the G.P.O.
Since 1951 he has been concerned with the technical
aspects of the sound and television broadcasting services in this country and especially on questions of
frequency allocation. He has served on many national
and international radio committees and is secretary of
the technical sub-committee of the Television Advisory
Committee. Mr. Sowton's most recent assignment was
as U.K. representative on the panel of experts appointed
by the Geneva conference to investigate ways of relieving pressure in the h.f. band.
R. L. Higgin,
Riggin, A.M.I.E.E., who joined the Plessey
Company in March, 1959, as group commercial executive of the Components Group, has been appointed
general manager of the group which operates factories
at Ilford, Towcester, Sheffield and Havant.
Patrick E. Haggerty, president and director of Texas
Instruments Inc., whose U.K. associates are Texas
Instruments Ltd., has been elected president for 1962
E~ineers, which has a memof the Institute of Radio Engineers,
bership of 93,000. He succeeds Lloyd V. Berkner, who
is president of the Graduate Research Center of the
Southwest, Dallas, Texas.
Kreps recently joined Telequipment as chief
L. D. Rreps
development engineer. He had previously been engaged
on oscilloscope development with E.M.I. Electronics
and Marconi Instruments.
14

D. A. Bell, M.A., B.Sc., Ph.D., M.I.E.E., for the past
12 years on the teaching staff of the University of
Birmingham, has been appointed director of the recently
established research laboratory set up at Blounts
Court, Sonning Common, Reading, by AMF Ltd., the
U.K. subsidiary of American Machine & Foundry Company, which has a wide range of interests in applied
physics, chemistry, electronics and automation. ·Dr.
Dr.
Bell, who has frequently contributed to Wireless World
and our sister journal Electronic Technology, is aa
graduate of Oxford University and received his Ph.D.
degree from Birmingham University for work on fluctuations of electric current in conductors and semiconductors. He was with Cossors for some years until 1946,
when he joined British Telecommunications Research
apwas apLtd., where he stayed until 1949 when he was
pointed lecturer in electrical engineering at Birmingham.
courses
He subsequently became supervisor of graduate courses
in information theory.

Dr. D. A. Bell

K. G. Huntley

chief
as chief
Ltd., as
Keith G. Huntley has joined Adrema Ltd.,
electronics engineer and will be responsible for the
Comformation of a Data Processing Division at the Company's new factory at Cosham, Portsmouth. After war
he
Officer he
service with the Royal Signals as a Wireless ·Officer
was
and was
1947 and
in 1947
joined E.M.I. Research Laboratories in
studio
television studio
of television
associated with the development of
Admiralty.
the Admiralty.
for the
equipment and classified projects for
chief
been chief
has been
is . 38, has
Since 1956, Mr. Huntley, who is_
Industries.
electronics engineer to Rank Precision Industries.
D. L. Oldroyd, B.Sc., Ph.D., recently apointed Head
at
Ltd., at
of the Research Division of Ampex Electronics Ltd.,
Reading, Berkshire, will direct research programmes in
the
data storage and retrieval. After graduating from the
physics,
University of Glasgow with a B.Sc. degree in physics.
Dr. Oldroyd joined the Post Office Research Station at
TelecomDollis Hill. During the war he was at the Telecommunications Research Establishment.
In 1948 he
returned to the Physics Department of the University
He
of Glasgow as a research student and Fellow. He
obtained his Ph.D. degree there before leaving in 1955
Nuclear
for Nuclear
to join CERN (the European Organization for
Research). Since 1959 he has been with the U.K.A.E.A.

Harold D. Garland has joined Magnavox Electronics
design.
for design.
Ltd. as chief engineer with responsibility also for
After an apprenticeship with Peto Scott, followed by
service with R.E.M.E., he joined the Ferguson Radio
and
Corporation. In 1953 he was appointed chief radio .and
audio engineer by Philco (Overseas) Ltd. After Philco
were absorbed into the Thorn Group, he was appointed
chief export radio engineer to the group. He is 35.
JANUARY 1962
Wireless
WORLD, January
WIRELESS World,
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AMPLIFIER
120/200
WATT AMPLIFIER
200 WATT
120/

e^ualitfy sufyuipmsMt

peak
watts peak
200 watts
over 200
and over
signal and
continuous signal
watts continuous
deliver 120
Will deliver
Will
120 watts
be
may be
and may
load and
of load
type of
any type
with any
stable with
completely stable
Audio.
Audio. ItIt isis completely
freat frewatts at
over 120
to over
devices to
other devices
o r other
motors or
drive motors
to drive
used to
used
120 watts
other
or other
form or
standard form
in standard
cps in
30 cps
to 30
down to
20,000 down
from 20,000
quencies
quencies from
noise
the noise
0.2%and the
than 0.2%and
less than
is less
distortion is
The distortion
order. The
to order.
frequencies
frequencies to
for
provided for
is provided
output is
parallel output
series parallel
-95 dB. A floating series
level —95
level
occupies
amplifier occupies
running amplifier
cool running
this cool
and this
V. and
200-250 V.
100-120
100-120 V. or 200-250
12;1121 inches of standard rack space by II inches deep. Weight 601b.

AMPLIFIER
WATT AMPLIFIER
0 WATT
30/5
30/50

MIXER/ AM PLIFIER
ELECTRONIC
EC TRON IC MIXER/AMPLIFIER
EL

Audio. With
peak Audio,
watts peak
50 watts
and 50
signal and
continuous signal
watts continuous
30 watts
Gives
Gives 30
voice coil feedback disi
tortion is under 0.1% '
and when arranged for
■.
....
feed back and ;|
tertiary feedback
'''
100 volt line it is under
-.-~jl
0.15%
0.15%.. The hum and t J
B*
noise is better than
—85 dB referred to |g
gp
-85
30 watt.
It is available in our
standard steel case with
standard
Baxendale tone controls
Baxendale
and up to 4 mixed inputs, which may be balanced line .30 ohm
microphones or equalised P.U.s to choice.
microphones

The 12-way electronic mixer has facilities for mixing
12
12 balanced line microphones. Each of the 12 lines
has its own potted mumetal shielded microphone
transformer and
and input valve, each control is
hermetically sealed. Muting switches are normally
fitted on
channel and the unit is fed from its
each channel
on each
fitted
own mumetal
mains transformer and
shielded mains
mumetal shielded
own
metal rectifier.
rect ifier.
metal

This high fidelity 10/15 watt Ultra Linear Amplifier
has a built-in mixer and Baxendale tone controls.
The standard model has 4 inputs, two for balanced
30 ohm microphones, one for pick-up C.C.I.R.
compensated and one for tape or radio input.
Alternative or additional inputs are available to
special
special order. A feed direct out from the mixer is
standard and output impedances of 4-8-16 ohms or
100 volt line are to choice. All inputs and outputs
100
are at the rear and it has been designed for cool
continuous operation either on 19 x 7in. rack panel
form or in standard ventilated steel case.
form
9! in . deep.
7! x 9Jin.
Size 18 x 7J
Size
Price of standard model £49.

MIXE R
ELECTRON IC MIXER
12-WAY
12-WAY ELECTRONIC

i.

Also
Meters.
Programme Meters.
Peak Programme
and Peak
mixers and
3-way mixers
Also 3-way
4-way mixers
mixers with
stereo mixers
S-way stereo
x 5-way
and 22 x
mixers and
4-way
outputs
Details on reetc. Details
chambers, etc.
echo chambers,
for echo
outputs for
quest.

N

Full details and prices
pnces of the above on request

VORTEXION LIMITED, 257-263 The Broadwa_y, Wimbledon, London,S.W.19

VORTEXION LIMITED, 257-263 The Broadway,Wimbledon,London,S.W.19
6242-3
and 6242-3
2814 and
LIBerty 2814
Telephones;
Telephones: LIBerty

London"
Wimble, London"
"Vortexion, Wimble,
Telegrams: "Vortexion,
Telegrams:

D
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TOP OFF

TOP OFF
A tape recorder is only
only as
as good
good as
as its
its microphone.
microphone.

If you cut a top note off
off in
in the
the mike,
mike, you
you can't
can't
blame the recorder if the
the note
note isn't
isn't there.
there.
If there's distortion at the
the start,
start, there'll
there'll be
be
a din in the end. Give your
your recorder
recorder aa fair
fair chance.
chance.
Give it a balanced, wide-frequency
wide-frequency input.
input. Give
Give itit
a good microphone. Give
Give it
it an
an Acos
Acos microphone.
microphone.

USE
AN

MIC 39
A crystal hand microphone of
exceptionally attractive
exceptionally.attractive
appearance. Extended frequency response; noise-free
noise-free
cable and die-cast liner to
minimise hum and ensure
excellent signal-to-noise ratio.
ratio.
Available with table-stands
and floor stand adaptor.
U.K. Retail price 33 gns.
Other
Other Acos microphones
include the famous fold-away
MIC 40 (35/-) the MIC 28
(SO/-) and a
Lapel Microphone (50/-)
superb new
new-stereo
nucrophone
stereo microphone
(^6.6.0)
(£6.6.o)
standard
Acos microphones are standard
British
equipment with most British
high-quality tape recorders.
recorders.

ACOS
MICROPHONE

ctlso
ARE I ADOING
/DOING THINGS
THINGS IN
IN STYLI
STYLI
COSMOCORD LTD WALTHAM CROSS
TEL: WALTHAM
COSMOCORD
CROSS HERTS
HERTS •·TEL:
WALTHAM CROSS
CROSS 27331
27331
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Industry
from Industry
News
News from
H.M.V. Distribution
Distribution Change.—Record
Change.-Record players
players and
and
H.M.V.
M~ster's
tape recorders
recorders bearing
bearing the
the trade
trade marks
marks "His
" His.Masters
tape
Voice"
and Marconiphone
Marconiphone are
are now
now solely
solely distributed
distnb~ted
Voice" and
by
the British
British Radio
Radio Corporation,
Corporation, following
following aa .revised
rev1sed
by the
agreement between Electric &
& Musical
Musical Industries
Industnes Ltd.
Ltd.
and
Thorn Electrical
Electrical Industries
Industries Ltd.
Ltd. B.R.C.
B.R.C. was
was
and Thorn
created
under an
an agreement
agreement whereby
whereby E.M.I,
E.M.I. ceased
ceased
created under
television and
and radio
radio sets,
sets, but
but nh~s
direct manufacture of television
subsequently
sound-reproducing equipment,
equipment. lTh_1s
subsequently made sound-reproducing
ni
revised
that B.R.C.
B.R.C. now
now handle,
h~ndle, m
revised arrangement means that
sou
Great
Britain and
and Northern
Northern Ireland,
Ireland, all
all domestic
domestic soll;nd
Great Britain
.^
products, including
including TV,
TV, radio
radio and
and radio-grams,
radio-grams, carrying
carryu~g
products,
these
two brand
brand names.
names. E.M.I,
E.M.I. announce
announce. that
that t_heir
these two
domestic
sound products
products and
and components
components ^
will continue
contmue
domestic sound
under the
the E.M.I,
E.M.I. trade
trade mark,
mark,
to
be available,
available, mainly
mainly under
to be
Th
for
the home
home and
and export
export markets.
markets. The
present E.M.I.■
for the
present
G
l ndebo rn e ~k.
range
which
includes
the
Glyndebourne
IV
Stereorange which includes the 1 y
^ ?r^
A
t~e Voicemaster
Vmcel?aster 65A
?SA
gram, aa range
range of
of record
record players,
players, the
gram,
tape
recorder,
and
the
EPU
100
pickup,
will
contmue
tape recorder, and the EPU 100 pickup, will continue
and sold
sold by
by E.M.I,
E.M.I. under
under marks
marks other
other than
than
to
be made
made and
to be
H.M.V. and Marconiphone.
Marconiphone.
H
ewlett-Packard, the
the American
American manufacturer
manufacturer of
of prepreHewlett-Packard,
cision
electronic instruments,
instruments, has
has formed
formed aa British
British subsubcision electronic
sidiary
company, Hewlett-Packard
Hewlett-P2ckard Ltd.,
Lt~i._, with
with factory
fac:tory
sidiary company,
at Dallas
Dallas Road,
Road, Bedford.
Bedford. Initial
Imt1al emphasis
emphasis at
at
premises at
premises
the plant
plant will
will be
be on
on manufacturing
manufacturing aa range
range of
of counting
counting
the
and measuring
measuring instruments,
instruments, but
but new
new products
products will
will be
be
and
developed in the near
near future,
future, itit isis stated.
stated. U.K.
U .K. selling
selling
agents for the new
new company
company are
are Livingston
Livingston LaboraLaboratories Ltd.,
L td., 31
31 Camden
Camden Road,
Road, London,
London, N.W.I
N .W.l (Tel.:
(Tel.:
Gulliver 8501), who are
are also
also sole
sole representatives
representatives for
for the
the
whole range of imported
imported Hewlett-Packard
Hewlett-Packard instruments.
instruments.
HeUermann-Deutsch Link.—The
Link.-The Connectors
Connectors Division
Division
Hellermann-Deutsch
H eUermann Ltd. is being absorbed
absorbed into
into aa new
new comcomof Hellermann
pany-Hellermann
Deutsch Ltd.—which
Ltd.-which has
has been
been set
set
pany—Hellermann Deutsch
Ltd. (parent
(parent of
of
Bowthorpe Holdings
Holdings Ltd.
up jointly by Bowthorpe
Deutsch Company,
Company, of
of Banning,
Banning,
HeUermann) and the Deutsch
Hellermann)
California. Bowthorpe have
have aa 51%
51% interest.
interest. AA new
new
factory is to be built
built at
at East
East Grinstead,
Grinstead, Sussex,
Sussex, where
where
Deutsch connectors
connectors will
will be
be proproHeUermann and Deutsch
both Hellermann
duced.
temporarily be
be addressed
addressed to
to
duced. Enquiries should temporarily
the new company at Gatwick
Gatwick Road,
Road, Crawley,
Crawley, Sussex.
Sussex.
the tape
tape recorder
recorder and
and comcomWalter Instruments Ltd., the
ponent manufacturers of Garth
Garth Road,
Road, Morden,
Morden, Surrey,
Surrey,
have gone into voluntary liquidation.
liquidation. A
A statement
statement of
of
affairs lists liabilities amounting
amounting to
to £256,292
£256,292 and
and assets
assets
estimated to produce £120,446.
£120,446. At
At aa recent
recent meeting
meeting of
of
creditors C.
C. E. M.
M . Emmerson, of
of 28
28 King
King Street,
Street, LonLondon, E.C.2, and H. W. Pitt, of
of 100
100 Park
Park Street,
Street, London,
London,
W.l,, were appointed joint
W.l
joint liquidators.
liquidators. Walter
Walter HeadHeadquarters Service Centre
Centre Ltd.,
Ltd., 154
154 Merton
Merton Hall
Hall Road,
Road,
London, S.W.9, is a new
new company
company formed
formed to
to provide
provide
servicing facilities .for existing
existing Walter
Walter tape
tape recorders.
recorders.
Stocks of spare parts are also
also held.
held.
Decca's chairman, Sir Edward
Edward Lewis,
Lewis, reports
reports that
that
steady expansion in their
their Navigator
Navigator marine
marine business
business
continues and marine contracts
contracts at
at home
home and
and abroad
abroad
now total over 7,000. A
new Decca
Decca marine
marine service
service
A new
depot has
~epot
l}as been opened in
in Grimsby.
Grimsby. Hi-Fix,
Hi-Fix, Decca's
Decca's
in
hghtwe1ght
has now
now been
been in
in use
use in
lightweight survey equipment, has
thirty different areas throughout
thirty
throughout the
the world,
world and
and the
the
latest version of the Danish
Danish Arkas
Arkas automatic
autom~tic pilot,
pilot
which the company has helped
helped to
to develop,
develop, has
has already
already
been
taken up
?~ by
by 30
30 British
British shipping
shipping companies.
companies. In
In
been .ta.ken
the civil
CIVIl aviation
av1at1on field, Decca
Decca have
have developed
developed an
an aid
aid
to help solve the traffic problem
to
problem in
in the
the upper
upper air
air space.
space.
The system is named HARCO (Hyperbolic
The
(Hyperbolic Area
Area CoverCoverage) and is an impiroveraent
age)
improvement on
on Standard
Standard Mark
Mark X
X Decca
Decca
and compatible with it.

the
Microwave & Semiconductor
Semiconductor Devices
Devices Ltd.,
Ltd., isis the
title
of aa new
new British
British company,
company, formed
formed to
to exploit
exploit the
the
title of
microwave applications of
of semiconductor
semiconductor devices.
devices . .ManManaging director is Dr. James
James T.
T . Kendall,
Kendall, previously
previously with
with
Texas Instruments and Plessey.
Plessey. M.S.D.
M .S.D. have
have premises
premises
at Skimpot Trading Estate,
Estate, Luton,
Luton, Beds.,
Beds., and
and besides
besides
diodes, will
will also
also offer
offer the
the
producing varactor and mixer diodes,
components manufactured
manufactured by
by MicroMicrorange of microwave components
wave Associates Inc.;
Inc;.; Burlington,
Burlington, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, with
with
The range
range
whom the company is closely
closely associated.
associated. The
includes waveguide components
components and
and test
test equipment,
equipment,
magnetrons, ferrites and
and solid
solid state
state devices.
devices. M.D.S.
M.D.S.
executive directors are R. G.
G . Hibberd
Hibberd (chief
(chief engineer),
engineer),
Tither (sales);
(sales); all
all
M
(technical) and
and J.J. J.J. Tither
M.. S. Alderson (technical)
three were previously with Texas
Texas Instruments.
Instruments.
M.I.P. Repair Service.—In
Service.-In addition
addition to
to full
full after-sales
after-sales
service for all instruments
instruments of
of their
their own
own make,
make, Measuring
Measuring
Ltd. have
have expanded
expanded their
their repair
repair
Instruments (Pullin) Ltd.
manufacturers' products
products and
and are
are
service to cover other manufacturers'
the repair
repair and
and servicing
servicing of
of all
all
now able to undertake the
moving-iron and
and electroelectrotypes of moving-coil, moving-iron
mechanical measuring instruments
instruments of
of both
both precision
precision and
and
The Service
Service Department
Department isis located
located
industrial grades. The
at 73 Avenue Road, Acton, London, W.3.
W.3.
are now
now manufacturing
manufacturing and
and
Shipton Automation are
marketing the Gate telephone
telephone answering
answering machine,
machine, folfolof the
the former
former Gate
Gate Electronics
Electronics
lowing the acquisition of
factory at Hemel
Heme! Hempstead,
Hempstead, Herts.
Herts. Shipton
Shipton have
have also
also
recently opened a new
new showroom
showroom centre
centre in
in Africa
Africa
London, W.C.2,
W.C.2, to
to display
display aa
House, 64-78 Kingsway, London,
, range of communications
communications equipment.
equipment. Closed-circuit
Closed-circuit
Siemens &
& Halske,
Halske, which
which ShipShiptelevision equipment by Siemens
also on
on view.
view.
ton market in this country, isis also
New Ferranti electronics laboratory,
laboratory, opened
opened recently
recently
at Silverknowes, Edinburgh, cost
cost £175,000
£175,000 to
to build
build and
and
people. Approximately
Approximately 35,000
35,000
will employ about 200 people.
sq ft of floor space is allocated
allocated to
to laboratories;
laboratories; aa drawing
drawing
bay; aa development
development workshop;
workshop; and
and
office; an installation bay;
an administrative area.
A Scientific Instrument Centre
Centre is
is being
being built
built by
by Pye
Pye
on a site in Cambridge. C.
C. O.
0. Stanley,
Stanley, Pye
Pye group
group chairchairshareholders, stated
stated that
that ""the
man, in his report to shareholders,
the
Centre · would do justice
justice both
both to
to the
the standard
standard of
of work
work
we are producing and to
to the
the expansion
expansion we
we hope
hope for
for in
in
the years to come.
come. Building
Building has
has been
been going
going on
on for
for
nearly two years. The
The premises
premises are
are only
only partially
partially
occupied, but before the
the end
end of
of the
the financial
financial year
year [March
[March
31st next] we hope to have an
an official
official opening
opening in
in CamCambridge of what will be
be the
the Scientific
Scientific Instrument
Instrument Centre
Centre
of the City of Cambridge."
Cambridge."
Gas Purification &
& Chemical
Chemical Co.
Co. Ltd.—"An
Ltd.-" An unsatisunsatisfactory trading year for the group,"
group," says
says chairman
chairman D.
D. D.
D.
Mathieson, reviewing results
results for
for the
the twelve
twelve months
months to
to
June 30th, when there was
was aa trading
trading deficit
deficit of
of £14,872
£14,872
against the previous year's
year's profit
profit of
of £811,034.
£811,034. Dealing
Dealing
the group,
group, of
of Grundig
Grundig
with the individual companies of
of the
states: "This
"This company
company was
was
(Great Britain) Ltd., he states;
expected to contribute substantially
substantially to
to our
our profits
profits but
but
are extremely
extremely disappointing
disappointing and
and are,
are,
the trading figures are
in the main, responsible
responsible for the
the adverse
adverse results
results of
of the
the
Group."

Aerialite Ltd.—Group
Ltd.-Group net
net profits
profits decreased
decreased from
from
£159,542 for 1959/60
1959/60 to
to £81,129
£81,129 in
in the
the year
year to
to May
May
31st last. L. S. Hargreaves,
Hargreaves, chairman,
chairman, feels
feels that
that the
the
downward trend in profits has
has been
been halted
halted and
and that
that the
the
company can look forward to
to raising
raising profit
profit levels.
levels.
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Radio & Television Trust Ltd., announce that the
for
unaudited group trading profit before providing for
30th last,
taxation for the six months to September 30th
amounts to £191,723. This figure, which does not include any profit from Thermionic Products (Electronics),
Ltd., acquired on September 30th, compares with
£265,782 for the full year to March 31st, 1961.
British Insulated Callender's Cables report that group
was
1961 was
of 1961
net trading profit for the first half of
£3,321,000, an improvement of 18% over the first six
months of 1960, and of 17% over the second half of
that year. Sir William McFadzean, chairman, states
are
that on the basis of current figures, the indications are
that the improvement should at least have been maintained during the second half of 1961.
Ltd.-Consolidated profit on trading
Plessey Co. Ltd.—Consolidated
during the year to June 30th last was £3,422,659 as
compared with £4,227,597 for the preceding twelve
months. Net profit was £1,712,886 (£1,907,850).

Brush Crystal Company, of Hythe, Southampton,
manufacturers of electronic components, announces
that Treasury consent has been given to a scheme
whereby control of the company is transferred from its
major shareholder, Charterhouse Industrial Holdings,
to Clevite Corporation, of Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A.
thr·ee magneticSolartron have received an order for three
tape recorders which will be used by the Department
of Scientific and Industrial Research observing stations
for recording data, telemetered from instrumentation
satellites. One machine has already been delivered to
the Falkland Isles. The second machine will be used
in Singapore, and the third in association with the
Minitrack installation operated by the Radio Research
Station at Winkfield.
Telefis Eireann, the Irish television service, have
taken delivery of a mobile four-channel outside broadA
Ltd. A
cast vehicle equipped by · E.M.I. Electronics Ltd.
microwave link has been included so that pictures can
to
up to
to the Dublin studio from up
be transmitted back to
50 miles away.
Kemet Solid Tantalum Capacitors are now being
marketed in the U.K. by the Kemet Division of Union
aTe made in
capaci1ors are
Carbide Ltd. At present these capacitors
the U.S.A., but home production is planned for early
Co .. Durham,
next summer at the company's Aycliffe, Co.
·
factory.

Amphenol-Borg Ltd., advise that their Amphenol
Electronics Division is now located at new factory preTankerton; Whitstable, Kent
mises at Thanet Way, Tankerton,
(Tel.: Whitstable 4345). The new development affords
three times the area of the original Burgess Hill site,
as well as room for future expansion.
British Communications Corporation, a subsidiary of
Radio & Television Trust Ltd., have moved their administrative headquarters, development division and
sales department, from High Wycombe to Neasden
(Tel.: Dollis Hill 8511).
Lane, London, N.W.10 (Tel.;
Gardners Radio Ltd., the transformer manufacturers
of Somerford, Christchurch, Hants, advise us of a
change of name to Gardners Transformers Ltd., as from
January 1st.
f7
Pamphonic Reproducers Ltd., have moved from 17
W.1, to new premises at WestStratton Street, London, W.l,
Stratton
morland Road, Colindale, N.W.9 (Tel.: Colindale 7131).

I.S.B.
Transmitters.-Value of an Admiralty order for
I.S.R Transmitters.—Value
Marconi NT204 independent sideband communication
Marconi
transmitters is £900,000 and not £90,000 as quoted in
transmiHers
the last issue.

News.-Standard Telephones & Cables has
S.T.C. News.—Standard
taken occupation of a 50,000 sq ft building at Monkstown, near Belfast, to provide facilities for training factory operatives to start production on equipment called
for under the G.P.O.'s telephone development programme. S.T.C. has also acquired the share capital
Phrenix Internal Telephone Systems Ltd. and the
of Phoenix
Private Telephone & Electric Co. Ltd., both previously
Phrenix Telephone & Electric Works Ltd.,
owned by the Phoenix
The Hyde, London, N.W.9. The S.T.C. Valve Division advise that it is now acting as agents for the British
Isles for a range of products including travelling-wave
tubes and direct-viewing storage tubes, made by International Telephone & Telegraph Corporation, U.S.A.

Armstrong Whitworth Equipment, of Gloucester,
have concluded an agreement with Penny & Giles, of
Hams, whereby A.W.E. will place their
Christchurch, Hants,
sales and publicity organization at the disposal of the
smaller firm. A.W.E. are to market Penny & Giles'
trimsextensive range of precision stabilisers, pressure transducers and their aircraft crash recorder throughout the
world within the Hawker Siddeley Group framework.
Microwave Instruments Ltd., a member of the Hilger
& Watts Group, is establishing a London sales office at
N .W.1 (Tel.: Gulliver 5636) on
98 St. Pancras Way, N.W.I
F . Collings as representative.
January 1st, with M. F.
Tape Heads Ltd. (formerly Bradmatic Productions
Ltd. and now a member of the B.S.R. group) has moved
to High Street, Wollaston, Stourbridge, Worcs. (Tel.:
Stourbridge 6021).

OVERSEAS

TRADE

U.K. exports of electrical and allied engineering pro£238M
ducts amounted to £23
8M for the first nine months of
10 % increase
1961, which is a record and represents a 10%
on the corresponding period of 1960. These figures indie?
te an annual rate of £316M. A large increase came
dicae
from the electronics sector which rose from £50M to
£60M. The most spectacular increases were made in the
J anuary-Septemexports to the Common Market. For January-September 1961 a total of £34M was exported to the Common
% over the JanuaryMarket countries, an increase of 45 %
September period, 1960.
Agents.-The Solartron Electronic Group
Japanese Agents.—The
have appointed the Kyokuto Boeki Kaisha organization
of Tokyo as exclusive agents in Japan.

Solartron have manufactured a 50-channel data logger
to meet a requirement of the Polish Electricity Generating Authority. It is designed to monitor and record
information concerning temperatures, pressures and flow.
Indonesia.-Avo, a company in the Metal
Meters for Indonesia.—Avo,
Industries Group, has been awarded a contract to
supply 1,000 Multiminor Model 2 measuring instruments to Indonesia.

Marconi radio communications equipment for a transmitting station near Ankara was presented by the British
Government to Turkey as part of its programme of technical assistance to member countries of the Central
Treaty Organisation.
Poland.-Following a
E.M.I. Television Cameras for Poland.—Following
~ arsaw earlier
successful demonstration of equipment in Warsaw
E.M.I. vidicon camera channels have been
this year, two E.M.I,
ordered on behalf of Polskie Radio, Poland.
7

passeng-:!r terminal at Kai-Tak
Hong Kong's new passenger
International Airport is equipped with Pye closed-circuit
W estrex.
television and the public address system is by Westrex.
JANUARY 1962
Wireless World,
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Transistor Inverters : a Single View
Transistor

Inverters:

a

Single

View

1.DERIVATION OF THE NEGATIVE
NEGATIVE RESISTANCE
RESISTANCE CHARACTERISTIC
CHARACTERISTIC
1.-DERIVATION
By THOMAS RODDAM

THERE
which gives
gives more
more pleasure
pleasure
ThERE is nothing which
to aa young
young engineer
engineer than
than the
the devising
devising of
of aa new
new
to
circuit which he can call his own.
own. You
You will
will recognize
recognize
this
as aa gross
gross error,
error, for
for most
most young
young engineers
engineers show
show
this as
aa healthy
healthy interest
interest in
in wine
wine (Chateau
(Chateau Burton)
Burton) and
and
music, and their passions
passions are easily
easily aroused
aroused if
if anyanything
their wine
wine and
and their
their song.
song.
thing comes between their
Their training is often such
such as
as to
to fix
fix in
in their
their minds
minds · ·
the idea
idea that
that all
all these
these circuits
circuits are,
are, somehow,
somehow, differdifferthe
ent.
Hartley, Meissner,
Meissner, Clapp,
Clapp, Pierce,
Pierce,
ent. Colpitts, Hartley,
Cobley (O.
(0. U. T. Cobley, of
of course)
course) are
are all
all inventors
inventors
of separate oscillator circuits.
circuits. No
No doubt
doubt this
this makes
makes
it
easy to
to plan
plan examination
examination papers
papers and
and itit certainly
certainly
it easy
helps to pad out the
the textbooks.
textbooks. It
It may
may even
even help
help
to
busy although
although if
if you
you have
have
to keep the patent lawyers busy

· Fig. I. Basic inverter
inverter circuit.
circuit.

ever taken counsel's opinion
opinion on
on aa patent
patent problem
problem
you may wonder why they should
should be
be kept
kept busy.
busy.
The same proliferation of elegant
elegant variations,
variations, which
which
is by no means confined
confined to
to oscillator
oscillator circuits,
circuits, isis
appearing among the transistor
transistor inverters.
inverters. II have
have no
no
intention of listing the
the various
various types
types of
of circuits
circuits here:
here:
quite different.
different. II intend,
intend,
I intend to do something quite
indeed, to examine the common
common ground
ground from
from which
which
all these variants appear. It
It must
must be
be noted
noted that
that there
there
is some purpose in describing
describing the
the individual
individual circuits
circuits
in detail for the benefit
benefit of
of circuit
circuit designers
designers but
but
unless attention is concentrated
concentrated on
on the
the special
special
design features of a particular
particular circuit
circuit itit seems
seems to
to be
be
much easier to consider it
it merely
merely as
as aa case
case of
of aa
general system.
system. Curiously enough
enough itit isis the
the more
more
elementary texts which
which overlook
overlook this
this principle
principle
completely and reproduce what
what are
are virtually
virtually the
the
in turn,
turn,
same generalities about each
each special
special case
case in
thus squeezing out the really
really interesting
interesting information
information
about what makes each special
special case
case so
so special.
special.
A transistor inverter isis aa power
power oscillator
oscillator of
of some
some
kind, designed usually to
to operate
operate at
at the
the highest
highest
possible efficiency, without too
too much
much regard
regard for
for
waveform, except so far as this
this is
is related
related to
to efficiency,
efficiency,
or frequency
or
fre quency stability. Enough
Enough circuits
circuits have
have been
been
published in Wireless World for
for me
me to
to save
save myself
myself
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trolJ,ble of drawing aa typical
typical one.
one. In
In general
general
the trouble
we can say that we shall
shall have
have one
one or
or two
two transistors
transistors
connected as a single-stage
single-stage amplifier
amplifier with
with the
the load
load
in the collector or emitter
emitter lead
lead and
and aa signal
signal fed
fed back
back
reversal to
with a phase .reversal
to the
the base.
base. The
The feedback
feedback
to the base will be taken
taken through
through aa series
series impedance
impedance
of some kind and the base
base may
may be
be returned
returned to
to the
the
emitter in some way through
through another
another impedance.
impedance.

Negative Resistance Characteristic
Characteristic

Although the most interesting
interesting circuits
circuits are
are the
the
push-pull inverters, their essential
essential symmetry
symmetry makes
makes
it possible for us to make
make aa cut
cut along
along the
the axis
axis of
of
symmetry and consider only one
one transistor.
transistor. NeglectNeglecting the battery supply the
the basic
basic circuit
circuit becomes
becomes that
that
shown in Fig.
Fig. 11 which shows
shows aa transformer
transformer feeding
feeding
back a fraction k of the
the signal
signal which
which appears
appears across
across
the load R
RL.
worry about
about the
the characteristics
characteristics
i. Do not worry
of the transformer, because
because we
we are
are not
not going
going that
that
far through the circuit.
circuit. All
All we
we need
need to
to consider
consider
is the circuit shown in Fig.
Fig. 2.
2. Across
Across CB
CB we
we will
will
impose a Voltage —
- V which
which produces
produces aa voltage
voltage kV
kV
across AB. As it happens.
happens, Fig.
Fig. 22 is
is too
too difficult
difficult for
for
me and so I have made use
use of
of Thevenin's
Thevenin's theorem
theorem
to translate it into Fig.
Fig. 3,
3, in
in which
which we
we have
have an
an
input across A' B
B of kYZ^/YZ,
kVZ 2 /(Z 1 —
+ ZZ22)) and
and aa source
source
impedance of Z =
= Z
Z11Z.
Z i2!(Z
/(Zl1 +
+ ZZ22).). Now
Now we
we can
can
treat the transistor amplifier.
amplifier.
The emitter current is
is taken
taken to
to be
be I,I, so
so that
that the
the
emitter stands at IR22.• II propose
propose to
to neglect
neglect the
the base
base
resistance and to
to consider
consider the
the internal
internal emitter
emitter
resistance as part of R
R22.• Then
Then we
we have
have aa current
current IjI 1

c

Fig. 2.
2. Active part of the circuit
circuit
of Fig. I.I.

B

B

Fig. 3. After using Thevenin's
Theorem on Fig. 22 we can conconsider only,
only _this simple circuit.
circuit.

1963
1962
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I

V/Ic and this is therefore
- V/I,,
looking in at CB will be —
to-R.
equal to
— R.
To make matters a little easier at this stage let us
= R
Z1 =
~oo and Z,
take Z22-i-co
R,.1. We then have
1 rR2 + R
RiO-a)]
1 (1 ex)]
R = ~
k _ aex
aex
In this case there is no doubt about it at all: R is
- R is a negative
just an ordinary resistance and —
resistance.,
resistance, as ordinary as negative resistances come.
The only thing we need to know is whether it is
short-circuit stable or open-circuit stable. There
cannot be much doubt about this because we need
- V across the terminals and we
to have a voltage —V
cannot get that if the terminals are short-circuited.
current/Voltage characteristic is then of one
The current/voltage
N-form shown in Fig. 4, with the turnover points
defined by positions at which the parameters have
changed sufficiently to make I| R I| rise to infinity.
The characteristics of negative resistance circuits
have been described before in these columns.* We
can see that if we connect a positive or conventional
resistance R across terminals C and B the total
loop impedance will be zero and current will flow
through R. We can apply a load line to the characteristic curve in Fig. 4 and see that if the resistance is
greater than R there are three intersection points.
For the centre one conditions are unstable but the
two extremes are stable so that in a circuit of this
kind the working point will move off to one or other
of the stable intersections.
In the simplified form we see that the turn-over
points can only be obtained by making either
k = 0 or aex = 0. If we can make the system stable
at the left-hand end and then in some way cause the
intersection points to slide upwards the circuit
will be forced to snap over to the right. There are
two basic methods of achieving this result. We
can displace, and if necessary, deform, the load line
upwards or we can displace and deform the characteristic downwards. It is not impossible that we should
right-l!.and stable
do both. To get back from the right-hand
point we need either of two mechanisms which are
essentially similar but opposite in direction.
In the full form for R we see that we can send R
off to infinity by the means already described, making
exa = 0 or k = 0, by making Z22go to zero or by making
Z11 go to infinity. I think that it can be taken for
granted that if the impedance is infinite it does not
much matter whether it is resistive or reactive so
that we can send R off in a complex direction, as we
shall if either of the Z's contains reactance, without
being too worried. The proof of this statement is
related analytically to the proof of Nyquist's Rule.
We have talked about the negative resistance
going off to infinity, but in practice we are only
above·
concerned with it rising (in numerical value) above
the load resistance R ;L·. There is one more possible
mechanism for shaping the characteristic, and that
is an increase in R2.• This must not be overlooked
because R22 includes the internal emitter resistance
of the transistor which we know to be currentdependent.
It might be as well at this stage to construct a
typical characteristic to replace the rather general
negative squiggle of Fig. 4. Let us take a transistor
= 1/9 and
ex)/ex =
- a)/a
= 0.9, which will make (1 —
having aex =
R,1 =
= 90 ohms. To get a first approximation we shall
R
July
** "Ohm's
Ray," July
"Cathode Ray,"
by "Cathode
Resistance," by
Negative Resistance,"
and Negative
Law and
"Ohm's Law

[&

v
Fig. 4. Short-circuit stable negative resistance characteristic with a resistive load line.
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Fig. 5. Idealized and semi-practical negative resistance
characteristic, looking in at CB in Fig 3.
3,
1 =2
t=l

1= 3

t= 0
I
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Fig. 6.

v

Time-dependent load line of an LR circuit.

ex) I driven through Z and
- a)
which we know is (1 —
we can write
- ex)ZI
= (1 Zl 1 =
- IR22) == ZU
(kV'
(kV a)ZI
or
kV = [R22 +
+ (1 cx)Z]I
- a)Z]I
kV'
but
kV
/(Zl1 + Z22)
= kVZ22/(Z
kV' =
so that
Zl + Z2
cx)Z]
- oc)Z]
zj" z2)) [R2 + (1 k1 ((zl
V/I = ~

k V Z22
1 /Zi + z,
Z1Z2
R2 + (1
(1 Ot) z~f~J
-ex)
~z2) [R2
= k~ V(zl z7^
Z,
slightly,
= exl
Ic =
Finally, putting I,.
al and rearranging slightly.
a
V
Z
R
) = R
- ex)]
Z1 (1 —
+, Z.d
R2 +
~ = ~ [Z11R 22 + ^2
R
aex
T,
Z,a
exol
k Z
Ic
2ex
You will remember that we began by imposing a
voltage —V
Ic is a
- V across the terminals CB and that I,,
consequence of this. The impedance seen when

1960, p.
343.
p. 343.
1960,

{Continued on page 19)
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Wharfedale

68a

INTRODUCE the
THE

Wharfedale

introduce

•

sliml 1ne
slimline

2

growing demand
There is a growing
demand for
for high
high quality
quality
speakers for stereo
stereo which;
which;
Take up little space;
space; Cost
Cost below
below £25;
£25;
Go down to 30 cycles like
like all
all good
good compact
compact systems
systems today;
today;
Reproduce speech without
without honking;
honk_ing;
appearance and
Have attractive appearance
and appeal
appeal to
to the
the housewife.
hoilsewife.

■' - ./ft: 'K

M

The Wharfedale answer to these
these problems
problems isis the
the
Slimline 2, which is fitted
fitted with
with special
special 12in.
12in. and
and
4in. units with polystyrene
polystyrene cones.
cones. The
The attractive
attractive
cabinet is suitable for wall,
wall, floor,
floor, or
or table
table
illustrated.
mounting, as illustrated.
Size:
Size: 25in.
25in. xx 20in.
20in . xx Tin.
7in. Weight:
Weight: 32
32 lb.
lb.
Units:
Units: PST
PST I2/RS:PST
12/RS:PST 4.
4. Range
Range covered:
covered: 30
30 to
to 15,000
15,000 c/s.
cfs.
Power Handling:
Handling: 15
Power
IS watts
watts RMS
RMS or
or 30
30 watts
watts peak.
peak. Back
Back
fitted
fitted with
with glass
glass plates
plates for
for vertical
vertical and
and horizontal
horizontalwall
wall mounting
mounting
PRICE:
PRICE: £22/10/-.
£22/10/-. Deliveries
Deliveri es to
to commence
commence February
February 1st.
1st.
Tropical models available.
Description leaflet on
on request.
request.

m i*.

IDLE
BRADFORD
Yorkshire
Telephone: Idle 1235/6
1235;6
Telegrams: 'Wharfdel'
'Wharfdel'
Idle, Bradford.
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new ILIFFE
books

new

PflraiW

JANUARY,

ILIFFE

books

PRINCIPLES
OF TRANSISTOR
TRANSISTOR
PRINCIPLES OF
CIRCUITS
EDITION
CIRCUITS 2ND EDITION
Introduction to the design
design of
of amplifiers,
amplifiers, receivers
receivers
and other circuits
S . W. Amos, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.M.I.E.E.
A.M.I.E.E.
S.
A thoroughly revised and enlarged
enlarged edition
edition of
of this
this already
already
popular book. New sections include
include aa description
description of
of drift
drift
transistors and details of controlled
controlled rectifiers;
rectifiers; and
and among
among
the many new and revised figures is
is one
one of
of aa complete
complete
transistorised V.H.F.
V.H.F. receiver.
receiver. The
The first
first
circuit of a transistorised
two chapters, which have been
been completely
completely rewritten,
rewritten, deal
deal
with the basic properties
properties of
of transistors,
transistors, but
but the
the main
main
emphasis of the book is
is on
on circuit
circuit design.
design. Among
Among topics
topics
determination: of
of such
such quantities
quantities as
as
discussed are the determination
input resistances, stage gain,
gain, optimum
optimum load
load and
and power
power
output.

21s net
net · BY POST 22s
22s 2IOpp
210pp 125
125 diagrams
diagrams

PRINCIPLES OF SEMICONDUCTORS

PRINCIPLES OF SEMICONDUCTORS
Introduction to the properties
properties and
and applications
applications
of semiconducting materials
materials
M.I.E.E.
M. G. Scroggie, B.Sc., M.I.E.E.
Covers the many applications
applications of
of the
the use
use of
of semiconductsemiconductnot limit
limit itself
itself to
to the
the study
study of
of
ing materials and does not
over 100
100 graphs
graphs and
and line
line drawings,
drawings,
transistors. There are over
and 12 pages of photographs illustrating
illustrating the
the width
width of
of the
the
semiconductor field.
gives aa general
general survey
survey of
of
The introductory chapter gives
semiconductors and the simple
simple theory
theory of
of their
their peculiar
peculiar
then discusses
discusses the
the action
action of
of
properties. ' The author then
semiconductors and of
of the
the various
various types
types of
of
typical semiconductors
chapters give
give illustrations
illustrations of
of the
the
junctions. The final chapters
applications of semiconducting
semiconducting materials,
materials, examples
examples of
of
diodes and
and rectifiers,
rectifiers, tunnel
tunnel and
and
which include transistor diodes
zenner diodes, phototransistors,
phototransistors, solar
solar cells,
cells, varistors
varistors and
and
thermistors.

21
net BY POST 21s
21 s lid
II d I56pp
156pp illustrated
illustrated
21$S net
Obtainable from leading booksellers.
booksellers. Published
Published by:
by:

ILIFFE Books
ILIFFE
Books Ltd.
Ltd.

DORSET HOUSE-STAMFORD
HOUSE· STAMFORD ST-LONDON-S.E.I
ST ·LONDON· S.E.1
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take R
R2 =
= 00 and
and kk =
= 1,
1, which
which gives
gives us
us R
R=
= 10
10
take
must now
now place
place the
the —10
-10 ohm
ohm slope
slope
hms 2 We
We must
ohms
~n aa V
v-I
plot. Let
Let us
us now
now put
put in
in the
the battery,
b~tt~ry, which
which
cn
I plot.
to be
be 11
11 Volts.
volts . If
If the
the characteristic
charactenst1c extends
extends
we take
take to
we
above
this level
level the
the current
current cannot
cannot reverse,
r~v~rse, so
so that
that
above this
(llV
OA) is
is aa point
point on
on the
the characteristic.
charactenstlc. We
We also
also
(11V, OA)
assu~e
there is
is only
only 11 volt
volt across
ac~oss the
the
assume that when there
transistor it bottoms sharply
sharply and
and below
below this
this value
value
back to
to the
the point
point (0,
(0, 0).
0).
the graph
graph makes
makes its
its way
way back
the
The
result is
is shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 5.
5. It
It does
does not
not look
look
The result
like
the sort
sort of
of characteristic
characteristic we
W€ see
see in
in real
real life
life
like the
only
because of
of its
~ts very
very sharp
s~arp corner.
corne~. Otherwise
Oth:erwise
only because
it is
is aa very
very typical
typical transistor
transistor negative
negative resistance
resistance
it
characteristic such as II described
described in
in these
these columns
columns
for
the point-type
point-type transistor,
transistor, in,
in, II think,
think, 1953.t
1953.t
for the
current we
we know
know (from,
(from, for
for
At low values of current
Refe~ence Manual
Man~al of
of TransisT~ansis
example, the Mullard
M ullard Reference
tor Circuits, p. 75) that the
the internal
mternal emitter
emitter resistance
resistance
is
roughly, 25/1,,
25/I e ohms,
ohms, where
where IIe
is in
in milliamps.
milliamps.
is, roughly,
f is
This
will give
give us
us aa slight
slight softening
softening of
of the
the corner
corner
This will
0), a softening
softening which
which would
would be
be
round the point (11, 0),
much more noticeable if
if we
we had
had taken
taken kk =
= 0.1
0.1
and R,
R1 =
ohms to get
get the
the same
same value
value of
of R.
R . For
For
= 9 ohms
the example I have
have chosen,
chosen, however,
however, the
the most
most
significant rounding effect
effect will
will come
come from
from the
the
reduced value of aIX at low
low currents
currents and
and low
low voltages,
voltages,
roundings-off shown
shown in
in the
the
which will produce the roundings-off
dotted curve of Fig. 5.
5.
by the
the idea
idea of
of sinusoidal
sinusoidal
We are all so obsessed by
that we
we find
find itit very
very easy
easy
waves and Fourier analysis that
thing: at
at any
any instant
instant
to overlook one very important thing:
there is a current flowing through
through aa reactance
reactance and
and
there is a voltage across
across itit and
and the
the ratio
ratio of
of these
these
two factors is a number. Because
Because itit is
is not
not aa constant
constant
we search for a concept
concept which
which will
will enable
enable us
us to
to
identify the network element
element by
by aa single
single constant,
constant,
but, for a quick look, Volts/current
volts/current is
is given
given aa number
number
with a history.
history. If
If we
we know
know the
the value
value of
of this
this number
number
for Z,
Z1 and Z22 we can
can draw
draw aa characteristic
characteristic which
which
must be broadly similar
similar to
to Fig.
Fig. 5,
5, but
but with
with aa lower
lower
slope, to represent the
the general
general expression
expression at
at aa
time.
particular instant of time.

c
v
Fig.
Fig. 7.
7. Negative
Negative resistance
resistance characteristic
characteristic with
with moving
moving load
load
line.

v

Fig.
Fig. 8.
8. In
In push-pull,
push-pull, Fig.
Fig. 77 develops
develops inin this
this way.
Wireless World,
WIRELEss
WoRLD, January
JANUARY

Fig. 9. Near the
origin of Fig. 8 crossmay
over distortion may
give a stable point.
point.

v
\. v

\
Time, like an ever-rolling
ever-rolling stream,
stream, must
must not
not have
have aa
stop. Let us keep out
out these
these ja>
j w terms
terms which
which can
can so
so
easily please us. For an inductance
inductance we
we have
have
V
= L dl/dt
V=
di/dt
V is constant,
or I =
= Vt/L if
ifV
constant.
or V/I =
= L/t
Ljt
and for capacitance
I=
= CdV/dt
CdV/dt if I is constant
constant
giving V/I
V /I =
= t/C.
We see that the voltage/current
voltage/current ratio
ratio is
is just
just aa number
number
which depends on the length of
of time
time aa situation
situation has
has
the simplest
simplest conditions
conditions and
and
existed. I have chosen the
thrown away constants
constants of
of integration
integration because
because the
the
results look clearer that
that way.
way. As
As itit happens
happens these
these
rather simple forms suit almost
almost all
all inverter
inverter circuits.
circuits.
Let us consider the circuit
circuit shown
shown as
as an
an inset
inset in
in
Fig. 6. For the resistance
resistance we
we get
get aa current
current ti11=
= V/R
V/R
and for the inductance
inductance aa current
current ii22 =
= Vt/L,
Vt/L, making
making
the total current I ^
V
j.
For
various
= v(~ +
For various values
values
of t we can draw the characteristic
characteristic shown
shown in
in the
the main
main
This is
is very
very important
important and
and very
very
part of the figure. This
simple, although a small
small sample
sample test
test II have
have carried
carried
out suggests that there is
is initially
initially some
some sort
sort of
ofbuilt-in
built-in
mechanism in the mind
mind which
which refuses
refuses to
to grasp
grasp the
the
meaning of the figure. Curves
Curves which
which can
can be
be derived
derived
from it are familiar, however,
however, and
and itit may
may help
help you,
you,
if you cannot accept
accept it as
as itit stands,
stands, to
to take
take V
V=
= conconstant and plot out I as aa function
function of
of t,t, which
which will
will have
have
a shape which you should
should recognize.
recognize. You
You must
must
Fig. 66 in
in the
the end,
end, because
because itit isis
come to grips with Fig.
this moving characteristic
characteristic which
which determines
determines the
the
switching mechanism of the
the inverter.
inverter.
For the present we shall
shall continue
continue to
to study
study the
the
simplified transistor circuit
circuit in
in which
which Zz2
= oo
00 and
and
2 =
Z
= Rj
R 1 so that the value
value of
of R
R does
does not
not contain
contain
Zi1 =
any reactive elements and is
is therefore
therefore time-invariant.
time-invariant.
Now we take the approximate
approximate characteristic
characteristic and
and
apply to it a load line in
in the
the form
form shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 7.7.
BAC and
and this
this will
will give
give us
us the
the
The load line is BAG
choice of two stable positions,
positions, B
B or
or C.
C. Since
Since point
point A
A
supply voltage
voltage the
the only
only stable
stable
corresponds to the supply
situation will be at B.
B. Now
Now we
we take
take the
the load
load to
to
consist of an inductance and
and aa resistance
resistance in
in parallel.
parallel.
As time passes the load
load line
line will
will swing
swing round,
round,
first to CB' and then to
to CB".
CB". When
When itit reaches
reaches CB"
CB"
there is only one stable
stable intersection
intersection point,
point, C,
C, so
so that
that
the working point must
must jump
jump there.
there.
When this happens the
the voltage
voltage across
across the
the inductinductand the
the load
load line
line starts
starts to
to swing
swing
ance falls to zero and
in the
the B'
B' region
region again.
again. The
The transition
transition
back until it is in
back may be, and I suspect
suspect always
always is,
is, produced
produced by
by
bringing C to the left of
of AD
AD when
when only
only one
one transistor
transistor
is involved. In the push-pull
push-pull case
case we
we can
can set
set up
up aa
composite load characteristic
characteristic of
of the
the form
form shown
shown in
in
Fig. 8. Here the triggering
triggering at
at B"
B" on
on one
one side
side produces
produces
t "Transistors",
"Transistors", February-December,
February-December, 1953.
1953.

1962
1962
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a very large shift in C and thus pulls the other side
right down to the B region. Critical examination
of the cross-over region is needed, as you can see
see
from the enlarged view in Fig. 9. Here there is aa
stable centre point and the system may rest symsymmetrically. One of the practical design problems
problems
is to make sure that this cannot happen.
We are getting perilously near some practical
foundadesign, something I wish to avoid until the foundations are properly laid. Let us leave this for
for the
moment and go back to the general form
form for
for the
the
negative resistance. This, if you look back, contains
contains
terms in Z
Z,1 and 1/Z22. We have seen that if
if the
the
circuit elements are reactive we must regard them as
numbers which change with time. We can look more
closely and see that if zl
'L^ increases or z2
Z2 decreases
decreases
with time the effect will be to increase the value
Value of R.
R.
A resistive load line can now be drawn in
in Fig. 10
10
which shows the progressive movement of the
negative resistance characteristic from
from CB to CB'
CB'
to CB", where a transition must take place. This
This is
is
the pattern we shall observe if Z
Z,1 is capacitive and
and
z22 resistive or if zl
Z
Z, is resistive and z2
Z2 inductive.
Again we can develop a push-pull characteristic so
so
that triggering is always at the B end and not at
at the
the
D end.
Single-ended systems raise a problem which II feel
feel
at the moment is too difficult for an elementary
treatment. It is this: if the starting state is at
at point A,
A,
what is it that decides whether a stable state will be
sought at B or D? The answer is tied up with the
way in which the system will behave at very high
high
frequencies and the way it is tackled has been relegated to an appendix. There is always in singleended systems a second mechanism, a storage
mechanism, at work. When D is reached the storage
system takes over and holds the conditions on
on
a drift path from D down to C and then away towards
A. Once in the neighbourhood of A
A the stable
condition at B will be sought.
Near the beginning of this article, when
when the
the
negative resistance characteristic first appeared, II
referred to some long-lost articles on the negative
resistance characteristics of point contact transistors.
Now we have quite a family of devices which have
have
B

D

v
fixed, but the negative resistance
Fig. 10. Load line is fixed,
resistance
characteristic is time-dependent.
RL

I

r----------,

~JVV0~-1--~~--~~I--~

I
I
I

R

I

I

~------~------~~,---J

I

I

NEGATIVE
NEGATIVE
RESISTANCE
RESISTANCE

BOX
BOX

I
I

I
I
I

L - - - - - - - - - __j
Fig. II. To determine the trajectories we must include
include a stray
ccpicitance C.
caf>Jcitance

built-in, as it were, the feedback
feedback mechanism we
have been studying and which can be represented in
in
general terms by Fig. 4. Avalanche transistors,
transistors,
tunnel diodes and silicon controlled rectifiers
rectifiers are
are
three classes which come to mind. Although II do
do
they
not propose to discuss the ways in which they
can be used for inverters it is necessary to
to mention
mention
them here because in circuits used with these devices
you will often find a commutating capacitor used as
to
an extinguishing path. The purpose of this is to
drive the load-line sharply downwards so that
that there
is no intersection in the positive B region, after
after which
which
the working point swings up along the zero-current
axis to the D region. This is only a very rough
rough
statement of what happens and is mentioned here
purely as an aside.
At this stage we can pause for recapitulation. By
leaving out everything which is not needed in aa
theoretical study of inverter circuits we have reduced
fairly simple one
one
the system for investigation to a fairly
which turns out to produce a short-circuit stable
then
negative resistance facing the load. We have then
shown how a time-varying element either in the load
load
working
or the amplifier system can cause the stable working
point to be displaced in such a way that triggering
triggering
takes place and the second stable state is sought.
for the
When we look back at the expressions for
negative resistance we see that two of the terms
(l -— rx)/rx
a)/a which we
we
contain arx while the third is Z 1(1
might write as Z
ZJfi
ZJct'.
1 /rx'. This term is obviously
1 /f3 or Z
much more dependent on the frequency characteristics of one transistor than the other and it is
is worth
worth
considering it more closely. We can write
a
a
jw/ w 0')
~ rx o7(i
rx'' =
0 '/(1 +
+ W<V)
w 00'' is the cut-off frequency in the common
where co
emitter connection. Let us now take Z
Z,1 as made of
of
a parallel combination of resistance R
R,1 and capacicapaciC,, so that zl
Z, == Rt/(1
R1/(l + jjtuQRJ,
wClRl), which
tance CD
considering,
will make the term we are
a
Z^l
Ri.
1 + jw / w 0 '
- rx)) =_ R
Z 1 (1 —
1 • 1
wC 1R 1 •
rxa0'' 1 + jjoiCiRi.
rxa.
Now we choose C
Q1 so that w
oj/CiR,
= 1,
1, and this
this
0 'C 1 R 1 =
'. We have, in effect, moved
reduces to simply R
Ri/a
moved
0'.
1 /rx 0
our frequency dependence up to the alpha cut-off
indeed.
frequency, a very substantial improvement indeed.
This is a result of considerable practical importance.
importance.
We must now turn to the question of the practical
practical
inverter circuits and examine how they are derived
derived
from this common basis. We may also see how
unwanted effects can appear.
APPENDIX
The problem is to determine which of the two
two stable
points will be sought if a negative resistance system
system isis
released at some arbitrary point in the (V, I) plane. For aa
too
sufficiently simple example the problem is not too
intractable. If we take a very special case of the circuit
have
we
0
=
Za-^oo,
have
we have considered and put Z
2 -+ oo, R 22 =
simply
R=
(RFkSo) (I
(1 + jo^c)
jwfwo)
R1 /kf3 = (Rl/kf3o)
= Ri/k/3
in which we now write
(RFkS,,)
(R^/kAi^o) == Ln,
Ln ,
R n and (Rl/kf3owo)
(R
1 /kf3 0 ) = R„
giving us
R—
R„ +
jwLw
+ jfL,,.
= Rn
R
Now we take note of a very important fact:
fact: the circuit
circuit
in a transient state is only aware of the negative resistance
region of the characteristic. Although we talk of seeking
seeking
one stable point or the other this is not true, because
because the
the
stable regions are produced by characteristic non-linearinon-linearities, like the cut-off, which do not influence the
the linear
linear
region. Like the lemmings, the working point heads off
Wireless
World, }ANUARY
January 1962
WIRELESS WORLD,
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di
and dt

B

BB

Fig. 12. Trajectory
elements.

■

B
B
B

K

a

BB

changing
the changing
corner, the
the corner,
near the
until, near
direction until,
right direction
the right
in
in the
by
produced by
rounding-offproduced
the rounding-off
to the
corresponding to
value of R corresponding
round
swinging round
trajectory swinging
the trajectory
brings the
region brings
non-linear region
the non-linear
the
analysis
simple analysis
For aa simple
points. For
stable points.
the stable
on the
converge on
to converge
to
happens
what happens
out what
find out
simply find
and simply
this and
about this
forget about
we can forget
mathematics.
more mathematics.
just more
rest isis just
the rest
region: the
linear region:
in the linear
having aa
characteristic having
with aa characteristic
We are concerned then, with
so
0), so
(V 0, 0),
point (Vq,
through aa point
passing through
- R, and passing
slope of —R,
equation
that it must satisfy the equation
V=
jwLn)I
+ j^LJI
(Rn +
Vo= V
0 — (R„
written
which is better written
V=
Ldi/dt
RniVo= V
0 — R
nI — Ldl/dt
load
through aa load
system through
this system
Suppose that we are feeding this
shown
as shown
C, as
capacitance C,
stray capacitance
is aa stray
there is
R L and there
resistance R,
circuit
this circuit
Fig. 11. Then for this
in Fig.
Vj =
RLI
v ++ R/,I
jwCRL) V
+ joiCR,)
(1 h
= (1
vl
=V
dVfdt.
CRL dV/dt.
RLI + CR,
+ R,!
v+
We therefore have:
dV = Vi1 —
V - R^
-V-RLI
dV=V
CRL
dt
dt
CR,

V0

R I
V- R„I
- V
n
L
L

so that

dl
di

CRL
Vq
— R„I
Rni CRi
V- V
Vo —

RL(T
VV1-dV=
dV Vi
-V
- Ril"
L

■ B■
m
I

=

■

■

charWe can take a typical charin
shown in
the one shown
acteristic like the
10,
= 10,
V00 =
which V
Fig. 12, for which
= 44
RI =
and R,
Vj
= 11 and
Rn=
= 20, R„
V1 =
reprewhich would be fairly repreinverter
watt inverter
sentative of a 75 watt
Then
running below full load. Then
di
dl
dV

4C
+I)
10
- (V +
I) 4C
104I) . L
+ 41)'
- (V +
' 20 L
v|
10
18
20
into
divided into
plane isis divided
The
The plane
II
and II
four areas. In areas II and
negative
term isis negative
this term
while this
positive while
- (V + I) positive
we have 10 —
20 —term 20
the term
IV the
and IV
areas II and
In areas
in areas III and IV. In
two
other two
the other
in the
negative in
is negative
and itit is
4I) is positive and
+ 41)
(V +
di/dV isis
of dl/dV
value of
the value
III the
and III
areas. Thus in areas II and
negative.
IV itit isis negative.
positive, while in II and IV
0,
= 0,
+ I)I) =
(V +
- (V
10 —
line 10
the line
Furthermore, in crossing the
+4I)
20-(V
line 20
the line
crossing the
in crossing
di/dV
dl/dV goes to zero, while in
—(V-1-4I)
therefore
can therefore
We can
infinity. We
through infinity.
goes through
di/dV goes
= 0, dl/dV
=
Which
shown. Which
trajectories shown.
typical trajectories
put in the four dashed typical
the
from the
this from
see this
can.see
We can
them? We
way do we travel along them?
expression
4I)
dV = 20 - (V + 41)
dt
4C
4C
dt
·
now
are now
arrows are
The arrows
line. The
R L line.
below the R,
which is positive below
point
stable point
which stable
apparent which
now apparent
is now
12. It is
added to Fig. 12.
point
starting point
the starting
know the
you know
that you
will be sought, provided that
will
line will
boundary line
The boundary
trajectory. The
and follow out the trajectory.
identified
be identified
can be
and can
C and
and C
L and
of L
depend on the values of
This
and RRnn.
RL and
of R^
junction of
the junction
as passing through the
. This
systems,
complexsystems.
more complex
to more
applied to
be applied
can be
general principle can

SOLWAY
AT SOLWAY
STATION AT
V.L.F. STATION
NATO
NATO V.L.F.

T

North
the North
of the
facilities of
communications facilities
To
0 augment the communications
greatest
the greatest
ensure the
to ensure
and to
Organization and
Atlantic Treaty Organization
work
disturbances, work
ionospheric disturbances,
possible immunity from ionospheric
very-lowhigh-power, very-lowbuilding aa high-power,
has just started on building
of
coast of
the coast
on the
station on
radio-telegraph station
frequency (v.l.f.) radio-telegraph
Cumberland.
Solway Firth, Cumberland.
the
between the
airfield between
disused airfield
The site, which is aa disused
Solway
the Solway
on the
Cardurnock on
villages of Anthorn and Cardurnock
has
station; itit has
v.l.f. station;
for aa v.l.f.
suitabk for
Firth, is particularly suitable
peninsula
of aa peninsula
extremity of
the extremity
at the
an area of some 700 acres
acres at
the
and the
resistivity and
low resistivity
of low
in a region of fairly flat
land of
flat land
loadings
mast loadings
heavy mast
supporting heavy
subsoil is capable of supporting
without undue difficulty.
the
of the
centre of
the centre
at the
The transmitter will be
located at
be located
radial
six radial
of six
consist of
will consist
site, and the aerial, which
which will
masts
thirteen masts
from thirteen
suspended from
rhombic-shaped sections
sections suspended
site.
whole site.
the whole
practically the
cover practically
600-740 ft high, will cover
section
each section
enable each
This arrangement of the aerial
will enable
aerial will
without
to
maintenance without
for maintenance
the ground for
lowered to the
be lowered
to be
aerial
The aerial
fouling mast stays or
obstructions. The
other obstructions.
any other
or any
fouling
will be
one
about one
conductors about
cadmium-copper conductors
of cadmium-copper
built of
be built
:Vill
working
inch
the working
withstand the
to withstand
enable itit to
to enable
in diameter, to
mch in
adunder adcorona under
voltage (120 kV) without
perceptible corona
without perceptible
enough
verse
strong enough
be strong
to be
also to
and also
conditions, and
verse weather conditions,
to
loadice loadthe ice
Should the
ice. Should
of ice.
coating of
heavy coating
support aa heavy
~o support
ing
designed
the designed
beyond the
increase beyond
conductors increase
the conductors
on the
mg on
will
gear will
maximum value, halyard-tension-limiting
halyard-tension-limiting gear
the
cause the
prevent the
and prevent
aerial and
the aerial
lower the
winches to lower
the winches
cause
overstressed.
being overstressed.
structures being
conductors and supporting structures

in
inductor in
helical inductor
fixed helical
by aa fixed
tuned by
The aerial will be tuned
automatically
be automatically
will be
latter will
The latter
series with a variometer. The
capaciaerial capaciin aerial
variations in
for variations
controlled to compensate for
be
will be
inductors will
These inductors
effects. These
tance due to weather
weather effects.
transmitter
the transmitter
in the
room in
copper-lined room
accommodated in a copper-lined
via aa
take1;1 via
be taken
will be
aerial will
the aerial
to the
lead-out to
building and the lead-out
An
room. An
inductor room.
the inductor
of the
roof of
large bushing in the roof
expected.
is expected.
30% is
of 30%
aerial circuit efficiency of
stage
drive stage
m W drive
50 mW
comprise aa 50
will comprise
The transmitter will
norits norat its
and at
amplification, and
of amplification,
stages of
followed by five stages
of
capable of
be capable
will be
kc/s itit will
19 kc/s
mal working frequency of 19
aerial. AA
the aerial.
into
dehvering
the
kW into
500 kW
of 500
power of
delivering a peak power
s8
specibeen specihas been
10 has
in 10
part in
within 11 part
frequency stability
stability within
fied.
up
speeds up
keying speeds
of keying
capable of
The transmitter will be capable
modulation.
AI modulation.
to 45.5 bauds using A1
the
from the
taken from
be taken
normally be
The power supply will normally
be
will be
generators will
emergency generators
600-kW emergency
mains, but two 600-kW
supply
to supply
as to
connected as
so connected
be so
will be
provided, each of which will
loads.
miscellaneous loads.
the miscellaneous
and the
transmitter and
one half of the transmitter
NATO
of NATO
countries of
member countries
by member
Competitive bidding by
resulted
has resulted
Office has
Post Office
the Post
by the
to a specification issued by
this
of this
provision of
and provision
design and
the design
in the contract for the
SysElectronics SysContinental Electronics
with Continental
station being placed with
are
associates are
British associates
whose British
Texas, whose
tems Inc. of Dallas, Texas,
aerials
and aerials
masts and
the masts
sub-contracts, the
Redifon Ltd. Under sub-contracts,
CalInsulated CalBritish Insulated
by British
erected by
will be supplied and erected
by
plant by
power plant
the power
and the
Ltd. and
Co. Ltd.
lender's Construction
Construction Co.
Ltd.
English Electric
Electr:c Co. Ltd.
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Physical Society Exhibition
Physical

Society

Exhibition

MANUFACTURERS AND RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENTS PARTICIPATING

THIS title is now a misnomer, for it is officially called
Annual Exhibition of the Institute of Physics and
the ""Annual
the Physical Society," since the amalgamation of the
two organizations, but it is likely to continue to be
known colloquially as the Physical Society Exhibition.
The 46th exhibition, which opens for five days at the
Royal Horticultural Society's Halls, London, S.W.I,
S.W.1, on
January 15th, will retain the "unique
" unique nature of these
annual exhibitions as scientific occasions rather than as
opportunities for displays of ordinary commercial
products."
Admission to the exhibition is by ticket obtainable
free from exhibitors or from 47 Belgrave Square, London, S.W.I.
S.W.l. Applicants are asked to enclose a stamped
addressed envelope to take the tickets measuring 4j
41- X
3in.
Bin. The exhibition opens at 10.30 on the first day
and 10.0 on the following days. Admission is restricted
to members of the Institute and Society until 2.0 on
the opening day. The closing time is 7.0 except on
the 16th (9.0) and 19th (1.0).
In addition to the research organizations and manu- facturers listed, a number of publishers and journals, including Wireless World and Electronic Technology,
have taken space.
The Handbook, containing descriptions of the exhibits, which is a useful reference book, is obtainable,
price 6s (postage 2s), from the organizers.
A feature of the exhibition is the series of annual lectures. This year, on the 16th Dr. C. A. Taylor will
speak on "A physicist looks at music," and on the 18th
R V. Jones' paper is entitled "The uses of elasProf. R.
ticity in instrument design." Lectures begin at 5.45.
A. E. I.
Aedes & Pollock
Admiralty
Airmec

Baird && Tatlock
Baird
Tatlock
Baker Instruments
Instruments
Baker
Baldwin Instrument
Instrument Co.
Co.
Baldwin
Barr &
& Stroud
Stroud
Barr
Beck, R.
R. &
& J.
J.
Beck.
Bellingham
Bellingham &
& Stanley
Stanley
Bristol Siddeley
Siddeley Engines
Engines
Bristol
Bristol, University
University of
of
Bristol,
British
British Iron
Iron &
& Steel
Steel Res.
Res. Assoc.
Assoc.
Brunei College
College of
of Technology
Technology
Brunei
Burndept
Burndept
C.N.S. Instruments
Instruments
C.N.S.
Cambridge
Instrument Co.
Co.
Cambridge Instrument
Cavendish
Laboratory
Cavendish Laboratory
Cardiff, University
Cardiff,
University College
College
Cawkell
Cawkell
Cooke, Troughton
Cooke,
Troughton &
& Simms
Simms
Cossor Instruments
Cossor
Instruments
D.S.I.R.
D.S.I.R.
Dawe Instruments
Instruments
Dawe
Decca Radar
Decca
Radar
Distillers
Distillers Co.
Co.
Dobbie
Dobbie Mclnnes
Mcinnes (Electronics)
(Electronics)
Doran
Instrument Co.
Co.
Doran Instrument
Dynatron Radio
Radio
Dynatron
E.M.I. Electronics
Electronics
E.M.I.
Edwards High
High Vacuum
Vacuum
Edwards
Ekco
Ekco Electronics
Electronics
Electronic
Electronic Instruments
Instruments
Electronic Tubes
Tubes
Electronic
Elliott
Elliott Brothers
Brothers
English
English Electric
Electric Valve
Valve Co.
Co.
Ericsson
Ericsson Telephones
Telephones
Evans
Electroselenium
Evans Electroselenium
Ferranti
Ferranti
Flann Microwave
Flann
Microwave Instruments
Instruments
Fleming Radio
Radio
Fleming

G.E.C.
General Radiological
Genevac
Griffin & George
Grubb Parsons & Co.
Harrison,
W.
Harrison, W.
Hatfield Instruments
Instruments
Hatfield
Hilger
Watts
Hilger && Watts
I.C.T.
(Engineering)
I.C.T. (Engineering)
Imperial
College of
of Science
Science
Imperial College
International
Nickel Co.
Co.
International Nickel
Isotope Developments
Developments
Isotope
Kent, George
George
Kent,
Lab
gear
Labgear
Levell
Electronics
Level! Electronics
London,
King's College
College
London, King's
London,
University College
College
London, University
Lucas, Joseph
Lucas,
Joseph
Manchester, University
Manchester,
University of
of
Marshall of
Marshall
of Cambridge
Cambridge
Megatron
Megatron
Mervyn Instruments
Instruments
Mervyn
Metals
Metals Research
Research
Meteorological
Meteorological Office
Office
Ministry of
of Aviation
Aviation
Ministry
Ministry
Ministry of
of Power
Power
Mullard
Mullard
N
.G.N. Electrical
Electrical
N.G.N.
Nagard
Nagard
Nash
Nash &
& Thompson
Thompson
National
National Inst.
lnst. for
for Medical
Medical Res.
Res.
National
Eng.
National Inst.
lnst. of
of Agricultural
Agriculturai.Eng.
National Inst.
lnst. of
of Oceanography
Oceanography
National
National
National Research
Research Dev.
Dev. Corp.
Corp.
New
New Electronic
Electronic Products
Products
Newcastle,
Newcastle, King's
King's College
College
Newport
Newport Instruments
Instruments
North Wales,
North
Wales, University
University College
College
Nuclear
Nuclear Enterprises
Enterprises

Optical
Optical Works
Works
Panax Equipment
Equipment
Panax
Raton
Paton Hawksley
Hawksley Electronics
Electronics
Perkin-Elmer
Perkin-Elmer
Planer; G.
G. V.
V.
Planer,
Plessey
Plessey Co.
Co.
Rye,
Pye, W.
W. G.,
G ., &
& Co.
C:o.
Racal
Racal Instruments
Instruments
Rank
Rank Cintel
Cintel
Reading, University
University of
of
Reading,
Royal
Royal College
College of
of Surgeons
Surgeons
Royal
Royal Meteorological
Meteorological Society
Society
Royston Instruments
Instruments
Royston
Sanders,
Sanders, W.
W. H,
H. (Electronics)
(Electronics)
Semiconductor
Thermoelements
Semiconductor Thermoelements
Shackman,
D., &
& Sons
Sons
Shackman, D.,
"" Shell
Shell "
" Research
Research
Singer
Singer Instrument
Instrument Co.
Co.
Smiths' Industrial
Industrial Division
Division
Smiths*

Southampton, University of
Stanton Instruments
Sunbury Glass Works
Techne (Cambridge)
(Cambridge)
Techne
Telcon
Telc'on Metals
Metals
Texas Instruments
Instruments
Texas
Thompson, J.
J. Langham
Langham
Thompson,
Thorn Electrical
Electrical
Thorn
Tinsley, H.,
H., &
& Co.
Co.
Tinsley,
20th Century
Century Electronics
Electronics
20th
U.K.A.E.A.
U.K.A.E.A.
Ultrasonoscope
Co.
Ultrasonoscope Co.
Unicam
Instruments
Unicam Instruments
University College
College Hospital
Hospital
University
Medical
School
Medical School
Southampton, University of
Stanton Instruments
Sunbury Glass Works

Venner

Watson,
Watson, W.,
W., &
& Sons
Sons
Wayne Kerr
Kerr Laboratories
Laboratories
Wayne

TAPERED-TUBE AERIAL
AERIAL

G . E.C .
General Radiological
Genevac
Griffin & George
Grubb Parsons & Co.

16-Mcjs three element Yagi
SHOWN in the photograph is aa /6-Mc/s
array made recently by J-Beam
)-Beam Aerials. The overall length of
each element is 30ft, each 15ft section consisting of a continuous length of tube with three steps of diameter, each 5ft
Sft long,
/.Sin, I.l25in
1.125in
the respective outer diameters of each step being I.Sin.
and OJSin.
0.75in. This method of construction was found to reduce
sag, the deflection at each end of the element being only
ohly I.Sin.
/.Sin.
A single tube of adequate diameter sags considerably more
than this, and a second advantage is
is a reduction of
of wind
resistance. The material used was aluminium to specification
resistance.
BAZSWp,
BA25Wp, supplied by the British Aluminium Company Limited.

Wireless
WIRELESS World,
WORLD, January
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Bel I iW^-Lee

PANEL

PANEL

FUSEHOLDERS

FUSEHOLDERS
■ . f

This is a miniature version
version (shown
(shown
approximately one and
and aa half
half times
times
full size) of the well-known
well-known stanstandard fuseholder
fuseholder L.1348
L.1348 below.
below.
Designed originally
originally for
for aa Services'
Services'
requirement, this
this component
component has
has
been type-approved for
for many
manyyears,
years,
and is now in use
use in
in equipment
equipment
throughout the world.
world. For
For miniaminiature fuse-links
fuse-links -§-"
|" xx fs-"
[g" diameter
diameter
such as L.562 and L.754
L.754 series.
series.
Fuseholders _of this
this type
type occupy
occupy
very little panel space,
space, and
and give
give
front access to the
the fuse-links
fuse-links for
for
replacement.
testing and replaceiDCd(;n'i:.

MINIATURE
PANEL FUSEHOLDER
L.S75
L.575
Specification: R.C.S.
R.C.S. 262.
262.
Current rating: 2·5
2-5 amp.
amp.
Max. working volts:
volts: 250
250 V.
V. a.c.,
a.c.,
230V.
230
V. d.c.
Breakdown voltage: Between
Between side
side tag
tag
and panel, 2,500 V.
V. (r.m.s.).
(r.m.s.).
Size: 00 (for~
,\in.
(forf in.
in. xx-j^
in. dia.
dia. fuse-links).
fuse-links).

STANDARD
FUSEHOLDER
PANEL FU~EHOLDER
L.I 348
L.l348
Current rating: 5 amp.
amp.
Max. working
working volts:
volts: 250
250 V.
V. a.c.
a.c.
Max.
Size: 00 (for
(for I!
1^- in.
in. x!
x ^ in.
in. fuse-links).
fuse-links).
Size:

Most
" products
products
Most""Belling-Lee
Belling-Lee''
ore
covered
by patents
patents
or
are.
covered by
or
registered
designs
or
applicar7g1stered
designs
or
appl
ications.
tlons.

BELLING
BELLING &
& LEE
LEE LTD
LTD
GREAT CAMBRIDGE ROAD. ENFIELD, MIDDX., ENGLAND
GREAT CAMBRIDGE ROAD, ENFIELD, MIDDX., ENGLAND

Telephooe: Enfield 5393
Telephone;
5393 • Telegrams:
Telegrams: Radiobel,
Radiobel, Enfield
Enfield

www.americanradiohistory.com
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I "BELLING-LEE
"BELLING-LEE"
NOTES
" NOTES
No. 36 of a series
Aerials for higher
higher definition
definition and
and
colour television.
·
television.
asked · what
what kind
kind of
of
We are often asked
receiving aerials will
will be
be required
required for
for
and for
for aa higher
higher
colour television, and
definition service, e.g.,
e.g., 625
625 lines.
lines. The
The
first consideration, of
of course,
course, isis the
the
frequency to
to be
be used,
used, but
but
transmission frequency
particularly with
with
reflection effects, particularly
colour, will be a more
more serious
serious probJem
problem
services. However,
However,
than with present services.
for aa long
long time
time been
been
the B.B.C. has for
programmes in
in colour
colour in
in
radiating test programmes
using its
its regular
regular
the London area, using
Band I channel, and
and these
these are
are
received perfectly satisfactorily
satisfactorily by
by
means of
of normal
normal
many people by mearis
television aerials.
But if present services
services are
are to
to be
be
maintained so that .existing
existing receivers
receivers
become redundant,
redundant, any
any new
new
shall not l?ecome
service will probably
probably have
have to
to be
be
radiated in a higher
higher frequency
frequency band,
band,
because those now in
in use
use are
are already
already
handling nearly as much
much traffic
traffic as
as they
they
without serious
serious
can accommodate without
interference. Even
Even ifif the
the
mutual interference.
were discontinued,
discontinued,
existing services were
transmission bands
bands are
are not
not
the present transmission
contain aa sufficient
sufficient
wide enough to contain
number of channels of
of the
the increased
increased
width that would be necessary
necessary for
for aa
carrier.
higher definition carrier.
The next higher bands available
available for
for
public entertainment services
services are
are IV
IV
frequencies from
from
and V, covering frequencies
470-585 Mcjs
Mc/s and
and 610-960
610-960 Mcjs,
Mc/s,
respectively. At
At these
these frequencies,
frequencies,
transmission is almost
almost confined
confined to
to
paths, since
since diffraction
diffraction
line-of-sight paths,
and, also,
also, most
most
effects are reduced and,
solid objects are
are more
more or
or less
less opaque.
opaque.
Moreover, although very
very high
high radiated
radiated
powers can be expected,
expected, perhaps
perhaps
around 1,000 kW,
kW, the
the amount
amount of
of
by a receiving
receiving aerial
aerial
signal picked up by
is related to its physical
physical size,
size, which
which for
for
with the
the wavelengths
wavelengths
these bands, with
lying between 65 and 30 em.
cm. approxiapproximately, is fairly
fairly small.
small. This
This means,
means,
are many
many more
more objects
objects
too, that there are
which are
are . large
large
in the landscape which
enough to act as
as reflectors,
reflectors, so
so that
that
"" ghosting"
ghosting " conditions
conditions are
are more
more
severe, with effects
effects that
that are
are less
less
tolerable-particularly with
tolerable—^particularly
with colour.
colour.
aerials isis therefore
therefore
A new look in aerials
gain with
with very
very
likely, combining high gain
properties. These
These
sharp directional properties.
requirements can be
be met
met by
by stacking
stacking
Yagi
which can
can be
be effected
effected
Y
agi arrays, which
compactly and economically
economically at
at these
these
frequencies.
frequencies. Such arrays
arrays have
have in
in fact
fact
already been designed
designed and
and made
made by
by
" Belling-Lee "" some years
years ago,
ago, and
and
''
thoroughly tested on
on the
the B.B.C.
B.B.C.
transmissions, and
and have
have
experimental transmissions,
B.B.C. and
and other
other
been used by the B.B.C.
authorities.
" Some mechanical
mechanical aspects
aspects of
of
Part 99 of ''
design "" will
mil appear
appear next
next ~nonth.
month.
Advertisement of
Advertisement
of
& LEE LTD
BELLING &
Great Cambridge
Cambridge Rd.,
Rd., Enfield,
Enfield, Middx.
Middx.
Great
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THE POINT
AT
POINT OF
OF CONTACT
CONTACT There
There are
are high
high back
back resistresistAT THE
among G.E.C's
G.E.C's subminiature
subminiature point
point contact
contact diodes,
diodes,
ance types among
more to
to the
the point,
point, there
there are
are devices
devicesfor
forany
anyapplicapplictoo. But, even more
crystal detectors
detectors to
to very
very high
high speed
speed switching
switching diodes.
diodes.
ation from crystal

[ G.~C.) SEMIC ONDUC TORS
s&c.

SEMICONDUCTORS

WRITE
FOR FULL
FULL DETAILS
DETAILS TO:
TO : THE
THE GENERAL
GENERAL ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC COMPANY
COMPANY LIMITED
LIMITED • • SEMICONDUCTOR
SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION
DIVISION
WRITE FOR
BROADSTONE WORKS
WORKS •• REDDISH
REDDISH •• STOCKPORT
STOCKPORT •• CHESHIRE
CHESHIRE
BROADSTONE
www.americanradiohistory.com

Collectors Upwards or
Positive Upwards?
Collectors

Positive

Upwards

or

Upwards?

THE
J. HE .subject of transistor graphical symbols and
transistor circuit diagram drawing has aroused much

subject of transistor graphical symbols and
transistor circuit
diagram drawing has aroused much
controversy.11-' 22'' 33
Like all my colleagues in the Circuits Research
Division at R.R.E., I have favoured, ever since starting work on transistor circuits, the symbol shown in
Fig. 1(a)
l(a) for an ordinary p-n-p junction transistor.
The symbol showp at (b), originally devised to represent a point-contact transistor, seems to me to
be quite inappropriate for a junction transistor. II
feel strongly that a good symbol should bear as direct
a relationship to the nature of the device it represents as is consistent with simplicity. Symbol (a)
well-it represents a thin
satisfies this requirement well—it
slice of semiconductor material with an emitter on
one side and a collector on the other; (b) does not
do this.
At the moment the official British Interservices
symbol for a p-n-p junction transistor is that shown
in Fig. l(c).
1(c). I have no quarrel with this, except
that the sloping lines seem to be an unnecessary
elaboration and make the symbol considerably more
trouble to draw.
Unfortunately there seems to be a very large trend
throughout most of the world towards symbol (b);
I think this is regrettable, and personally I shall
continue to use symbol (a).

Two Schools of Thought
However, the main concern in this article is not
transistor symbols as such, but the issue of whether
or not one should always draw a transistor circuit
diagram with the most positive supply line at the
top and the most negative at the bottom. This is,
I feel, a much more important issue than that of
the transistor symbol itself. There are two schools
of thought:
thought :—
(a) The school which maintains that transistor circuits should be drawn so that they resemble as
closely as possible their valve counterparts.
Since most valve circuits have been drawn with
the earth line along the bottom and the anodes
at the top of the valve symbols, this school
chooses, for example, to draw a simple twostage amplifier using p-n-p transistors in the
manner shown in Fig. 2. This makes it look
superficially like the valve amplifier of Fig. 3.
it would be arranged
With n-p-n transistors .it
as in Fig. 4.
(b) The school of thought (to which I belong)
which says one should always have the most
positive supply line at the top and the most
negative at the bottom. This school would
draw the two-stage amplifier with p-n-p transistors as in Fig. 5. This has the appearance of being upside down compared with a
* Royal
Royal Radar
Radar Establishment.
Establishment.
Wireless World,
WIRELESS
WORLD, January
JANUARY

By P. J. BAXANDALL,* B.Sc.
b.sc. (Eng.)

valve circuit and may well give an initial impression of unfamiliarity to some people. Why,
then, do Ir favour drawing it in this way?

In Support of " Positive Up ""
If simple amplifier applications such as that in
the above example were the only ones to which
transistors were applied, I might possibly be tempted

(c)

(b)

(a)

Fig. I. Some transistor symbols in common use.

Bs

INPUT

B3

OUTPUT

Fig. 2. Simple two-stage transistor amplifier with p-n-p

transistors.

.,..--------....-----o+2ooV
1
1
0+200V

l

OUTPUT

Fig. 3. Valve equivalent to circuit of Fig. 2.
2.

1962
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to agree with the Fig. 2 school of thought.
thought. However,
However,
the really decisive argument in favour
favour of
of drawing
drawing
circuits with the positive line at
at the top
top arises,
arises, in
in
non-linear
my opinion, when one comes to consider non-linear
telecircuits, such as time-bases, blocking oscillators, television pattern generators, etc.
eform circuits for
complex-waveform
for
Leaving aside such complex-wav
the moment, it is worth pointing out that,
that, even
even in
in
the field of linear amplifiers, difficulties
difficulties can
can arise
arise ifif
rds philosophy.
one does not adopt the positive-upwa
positive-upwards
philosophy.
6, which
which isis
Thus, consider the circuit shown in Fig. 6,
time ago.
ago. The
The
part of an amplifier I designed some time
special feature is the use of an n-p-n emitter-folemitter-follower stage, the earlier stages employing
employing p-n-p
p-n-p
transistors. By this means, with simple
simple direct
direct coupcoupling between the stages shown, one can get the
the major
major
the load
load
portion of the supply voltage across the
resistors of both stages, thereby minimizing
minimizing harharavailable output
output
monic distortion and increasing the available
into a fairly low impedance load. Since
Since the
the ampliamplifier has 50 dB of feedback, it was desirable,
desirable, in
in the
the
interests of stability, to avoid an
an a.c.
a.c. coupling
coupling bebetween the stages.
When confronted with a circuit such as
as this,
this,
school (a) must decide whether the rule
rule isis simply
simply
that the earth line must be drawn at
at the
the bottom,
bottom, or
or
whether it is that the collectors must be drawn
drawn upperuppermost. If the former, then the decision will
will just
just be
be
to draw Fig. 6 the other way up. If the
the latter
latter rule
rule
is to apply, then a difficulty arises,
arises, since,
since, whichever
whichever
way up the circuit is drawn, one or other of
of the
the
transistors will be the wrong way up.
up. A
A possible
possible

INPUT

Bi

a

l

OUTPUT

~:___ __Circuit of Fig. 2, but with n-p-n transistors.
Fig. 4.
transistors.

-30
T
U
INPUT
INPUT

L

OUTPUT
OUTPUT

J
-O-SV
V
----~~------~----~---------o-6

Fig. 5. Circuit of Fig~·
Fig. . . 2 re4rawn
redrawn with "positive
"positive up."
up."

solution is shown in Fig. 7, but is hardly
hardly elegant,
elegant,
I feel.
8—a twotwoConsider now the circuit shown in Fig. 8-a
ter stage
common-emitter
stage
stage amplifier consisting of a common-emit
al
follower. The unconvention
unconventional
feeding an emitter follower.
capacitor, instead
instead
feature is that the emitter bypass capacitor,
of being connected, as in normal practice,
practice, across
across the
the
emitter resistor, is connected as
as shown.
shown. This
This
arrangement, first proposed, 4as far as
as II know,
know, by
by
K. Holford of Mullard, Ltd./
Ltd., has very real
real advanadvancircumstance s--one capacitor is
tages in some circumstances—one
is made
made
to provide a measure of supply decoupling
decoupling as
as well
well
capacitor. (I
(I
as functioning as an emitted bypass capacitor.
have used this principle in various circuit designs,
designs,
described in the Journal of the British Sound
Sound ReReam left
left
cording Association, November, 1961, and II am
to have
have
with the feeling that it is a scheme we ought to
thought of years ago but did not!)
Would school (a) draw the circuit as
as in Fig.
Fig. 8,
8,
which follows the rule that the earth line
line should
should
be along the bottom, or would they invert
invert the
the circircuit, thereby satisfying the "collectors uppermost"
uppermost"
rule but moving the earth line up to the
the top?
top?
The above may, perhaps, have made some memmemother school
bers of the ""other
school"" feel that their
their case
case isis
rd as they had
not quite as straightforwa
straightforward
had imagined
imagined
—maybe not. However, as already stated, the
the really
really
-maybe
strong case for having the positive line
line at
at the
the top
top
arises, in my view, when one considers non-linear
non-linear
waveform circuits.
Now a special attitude of mind is required
required in
in
waveform circuit
circuit
order to be good at non-linear waveform
k—a rather
possessed by
by
wor
rather similar attitude to that possessed
work-a
the ingenious mechanical engineer who
who can
can
complicated
rapidly and intuitively fathom out how complicated
mechanisms work and how to adjust them correctly
or modify their design.
In thinking · about the functioning of
of non-linear
non-linear
waveform circuits, either as a designer or
or merely
merely
for the purpose of understanding some
some existing
existing
" points moving
moving
circuit, one is forever thinking about "points
up or down in potential," and one really
really does
does menmentally visualize these effects as up or down
down movements
movements
while looking at the circuit diagram.
diagram. The
The plain
plain
supply line
line at
at
fact is that unless one has the positive supply
the top and the negative at the bottom, one
one will
will be
be
frequently confronted with the situation that
that ifif the
the
potential of a point on the circuit
circuit moves
moves nearer
nearer to
to
the potential at the top of the circuit, then
then this
this will
will
be represented as a downward movement on
on the
the
waveform and will appear as a downward movement
movement
on any normal oscilloscope.
The convention of plotting graphs on a "positive
"positive
upwards, negative downwards"
downwards " basis is much
much older
than the science of electronics, and
and is almost,
almost, ifif not
not
quite, universally accepted. Since no reasonable
reasonable
person would, I imagine, suggest changing this
this conconvention, the only sensible way to draw circuit
circuit diadiards one,
positive-upwards
one,
grams seems to me to be the positive-upwa
so that the movements one visualizes when looking
looking at
at
the diagram are in the same direction as
as on
on the
the corcorresponding waveforms, and one does not have
have to
to
keep doing a mental inversion. The argument
argument about
about
it being desirable for transistor circuits to
to look
look supersuperficially like valve circuits is, II suggest,
suggest, of
of quite
quite
trivial importance compared with this argument.
argument.
waveform circirOn looking at some part of a new waveform
es, transistor,
cuit, whether it uses valv·
valves,
transistor, relays
relays or
or any
any
other active devices of the future,
future, one is likely,
likely, before
before
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Fig. 6.
sistors.
sistors.

1

common-emitter stage
stage feeding
feeding an
an
Fig. 8.B. Amplifier with common-emitter
emitter-follower.

Direct-coupled amplifier
amplifier with
with p-n-p
p-n-p and
and n-p-n
n-p-n trantran-

of circuits of all types than
than does
does the
the collectorscollectorsupwards convention.
In the Circuits Research Division at
at R.R.E.,
R.R.E., in
in the
the
r-------......----o-12V
draw
days of valve circuits, we were always
always careful
careful to
to draw
the most positive supply line at the
the top
top of
of aa diagram
diagram
and the most negative at
at the
the bottom,
bottom, in
in order
order to
to
facilitate thinking about waveforms.
waveforms. It
It seemed
seemed
INPUT
we would
would continue
continue doing
doing
obvious to all of us that we
this when transistors arrived. II must
must confess
confess that
that II
often find it~t worth while redrawing diagrams
~ften
diagrams in
in pubpublished articles, when
~hen not drawn
drawn on
on the
the positivepositiveupwards basis, before thinking
thinking in detail
detail ubout
ubout how
how
the circuits work.
the point
point of
of view
view
-Of
Of course, it may be argued that the
OUTPUT
important in
in non-linear
non-linear
I have been taking is only important
that ordinary
ordinary amplifier
amplifier circirwaveform circuits, and that
or even
even preferably,
preferably, be
be
cuits could equally well, or
drawn on a collectors-uppermost
collectors-uppermost basis.
basis.
think there
there isis an
an overoverMy view is that, since I think
------------4-----o +4·SV whelming case in favour of positive-uppermost
positive-uppermost diadiagrams for non-linear waveform circuits,
circuits, one
one had
had
FEEDBACK
better be consistent and
and use
use this
this same
same convention
convention
Fig. 7. Circuit of Fig.
Fig. 66 redrawn with
with "" collectors
collectors up."
up."
for all circuits—otherwise
circuits-otherwise awkward situations
situations will
will
arise when non-linear circuits
circuits and
and linear
linear amplifiers
amplifiers
or in
in borderline
borderline cases
cases
long, to say to oneself (see
(see Fig.
Fig. 9)
9) "what
"what happens
happens appear on the same diagram, or
when it is not obvious whether aa particular
particular circuit
circuit
to the voltage at the point PP when
when the
the active
active device
device is
is
the other.
other.
turned
turi?-~d on?"
on? " Before
Bef~re deciding whether
whether itit will
will go
go should be put in one class or the
Even in
?v~n
iz: an amplifier circuit,
circui~, where
where one
one is
is usually
usually
to digress
digress to
to consider
consider
positive or go negative, one has to
th~nkmg in
m terms
tert?s of small-signal
smal~-signal amplitudes,
amplitudes, loop
loop
or negative
negative to
to thinking
whether the top supply line is positive
positive or
anse when
when one
one may
may think
think
occasiOns can arise
gain, etc., occasions
one is
is negative,
negative, one
one gam,
the bottom
b.ottom one; and if the top one
more along the lines of waveform
waveform circuitry;
circuitry; when,
when, for
for
has, in
m effect, to say to oneself
oneself "" when
when the
the device
device
out
why
on
overexample,
reason
one
is
trying
to
reason
out
why,
on
overdown to earth,
earth, but
but this
this will
will
comes on, P will move down
unexpected type
type'of
of distordistoron the
the waveform."
waveform." loading the amplifier, an unexpected
appear as an upward movement on
tion appears on the waveform.
If, on .the other hand, one sticks
I~,.
sticks to
to having
having the
the
I suspect that the strongest opposition
opposition to
to the
the poslposipositive line
lme at the top and the negative
negative at
at the
the bottom
bottom
in all diagrams, then one never has
has to
to digress
digress in
in this
this
manner to consider the supply
?Jan_ner
supply polarity—one
polarity-one knows
knows
it will
1t
Will always be
he such that
that the movements
movements one
one visualvisualizes on the diagram will coincide with
with those
those seen
seen on
on
the waveform.
supply polarity
polarity
. Some people have said that since supply
is largely
IS
largdy aa mere
mere practical
practical detail
detail itit should
should not
not be
be
p
allowed to influence the
the drawing of
of the
the circuit
circuit diadiaSWITCHING
9.
Simple
switching
Fig.
gram
gral? any more than necessary,
necessary, and
and that
that always
always
' DEVICE
circuit.
circuit.
haying
the
collectors
uppermost
achieves
this
aim.
I
ha":mg
achieves this aim. I
maintain that the way to keep
mamt~in
keep supply
supply polarity
polarity details
details
as far
as
f~: into
mto the
the background
background as
as possible
possible is
is to
to adopt
adopt the
the
pos~tive-upwards
circuit diagrams.
diagrams.
positive-upwards convention in all circuit
This produces,
This
produces, in
in my
my opinion,
opinion, aa far
far closer
closer unification
unification
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the
on the
experts on
not experts
are not
who are
people who
the views of people
circuits themselves?
themselves?
positive-u pthe positive-upadopting the
by adopting
that by
I am convinced that
make itit
run, make
long run,
the long
in the
shall, in
conventio n we shall,
wards convention
quite aa
in quite^
employed in
those employed
even those
easier for people, even
circuits
how circuits
about how
clearly about
think clearly
to think
junior capacity, to
bright
of bright
likelihood of
the likelihood
increase the
even increase
work—it
work-it may even
occurring !
new ideas occurring!

-4·5V
+oV

R

C

1:1 I!

Yoursel f
Try it Yourself
simple
of aa simple
circuit of
the circuit
shows the
10 shows
In conclusion,
conclusion, Fig. 10
circuit.
generating circuit.
sawtooth generating
satisfactory sawtooth
but very satisfactory
different
two different
in two
drawn in
been drawn
has been
The same circuit has
article.
this article.
in this
discussed in
ideas discussed
the ideas
ways, according to the
why
just why
themselves just
for themselves
out for
reason out
to reason
I invite readers to
version
one version
using one
first using
shown, first
waveform s are as shown,
the waveforms
sufficibe sufficiwill be
(It will
other. (It
the other.
then the
and then
of the diagram and
the
regard the
to regard
purpose to
present purpose
the present
ently accurate for the
an
which isis an
device, which
switching device,
simple switching
transistor as aa simple
emitter
the emitter
to the
positive to
is positive
point PP is
open circuit when point
point
the point
when the
bottomed, " when
i.e. "" bottomed,"
circuit, i.e.
and a short circuit,
all
state, all
latter state,
the latter
In the
emitter. In
the emitter.
P is negative to the
being,
as being,
regarded as
be regarded
may be
electrodes may
trans~stor electrodes
three transistor
practithe practiIn the
potential. In
same potential.
the same
nearly enough, at the
be
may be
lead may
base lead
the base
in the
shown in
r·esistor shown
cal circuit, the resistor
functransistor functhe transistor
of the
paramet·e r rrw
omitted, the parameter
of
bb.
100
be 100
would be
value would
typical value
A typical
it. A
place of it.
tioning in place
during
flows during
current flows
base current
large base
ohms, so that quite aa large
on.)
transistor isis on.)
the transistor
most of the time the
n-p-n
an n-p-n
circuit ifif an
the circuit
draw the
How would you draw
used?
transistor were used?
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FUNDAMENTALS
FUNDAMENTALS OF
OF FEEDBACK
FEEDBACK DESIGN
DESIGN
1.THE FEEDBACK CONCEPT
1. —THE

By G. EDWIN

AN

_/\n engineer's life can be regarded as being serious limitations of active devices; we see the
concerned with two aspects of his problems. There appearance of close tolerance unit circuits as the
are, however, several different ways in which the cut basic step towards the mass production of systems,
can be made. He is concerned with both the idea just as accurate machining was the
~he basic step towards
and the hardware, the theoretical system and its the interchangeability needed for mass production
realization: he is concerned with passive network of machine guns and motor cars.
elements and active network elements: he is largely
Feedback theory is essentially a practical study.
engaged by the distinction between the ideal element Just as the playwright is concerned with the broken
and its practical, non-ideal, form. He may also be personal relationship and the probation officer is
convinced that the numerate need not be illiterate con_cerned
concerned with the broken social relationship, so
although the literate are too often innumerate. It may the feedback designer is concerned with the defects
not be surprising that the reproduction rate of engi- which impede him in the realization of a design.
neers is low.
The end of his road must be a happy ending with a
Active devices are at the very heart of engineering. piece of hardware functioning reliably: this is true
The network theorist may consider this to be the even when the hardware is simple. Without a really
rankest heresy, but there is no network which will full study of the literature it is impossible to be
respond to a lump of coal: network theory can only certain, but a rather cursory search suggests that
be a way of establishing rules for connecting or between the few pages in the handbook and the
applying active devices. The superior look of the full dress volume treating the most complex systems
mathematician turned engineer must not be allowed there is a gap where many engineers are left to
to discourage the more practical man who knows that struggle on their own.
he is working to enable coal from Newcastle to
Any study of feedback principles begins with the
produce sound in Southampton or to print informa- same diagram, shown here as Fig. 1. It consists of
tion in Pimlico. There was a tutor of Peterhouse two portions, the forward path, which is usually the
who held that the only career for a gentleman was to
enter the Diplomatic;
Diplomatic: politics, which might bring
o > i>->.—
/x
—>—» > a
you to be Foreign Secretary, was quite unsuitable.
Consider for a moment whether the Second Law Fig.
Fig.
I.
Basic
,f
I.
Basic feedfeedof Thermodynamics does not apply in an embassy back
back diagram.
diagram.
"
)
(Gresham's Law is leading to the disappearance
of legations).
—! $
I—
Active elements suffer from the very serious defect
that they are so imperfect. Passive elements are also
imperfect, but their imperfection can be regarded as amplifier and which has a gain, however defined,
simple and uniform whereas all active elements differ of /ip. times, and the feedback path which has a gain
{3, usually less than unity. The actual input to
to some extent from each other and change both with of fl,
time and with excitation. It is tempting to suggest the forward path is obtained by combining the
that they must be treated only by statistical methods, system input with the output from the feedback
but the practical engineer knows that he cannot tell path, and the usual convention is that this should be
a user that he has a 90 %
% chance that the system will an addition. The arithmetic of this system is easily
work: that attitude is reserved for the motor industry. performed. Unit input to the amplifier produces a
system output /j.p. and this results in an output from
p.f3. The system input is such
the feedback path of iJj.
A Slow Start
that when ft,9
p.f3 is added to it we get unity, and is thus
(1 —ftjS).
of the system is thus
!Lf3). The overall gain
James Watt is usually regarded as the first person (18
—mj
). Let us call this rP.t·
= ju/(l
p./(1p.f3).
f. We
to come to grips with this troublesome characteristic output/input =
can
now
consider
some
of
the
significance
of
this.
of active devices. His device, the steam
engine,
must
steam engine, must
have had parameters depending very sensitively on In general all the active elements will be in the
p., and fi
f3 will be a purely passive system.
the stoking history while the user demanded a amplifier ft,
(m and j3f3 are
used as names as well as for the characareused
constant speed. The invention of the governor (p.
represents the first conscious use of the feedback teristics of the boxes bearing these names.)
principle which is the subject of this study. Applica- Although mp. is a varying, distortion-producing unit,
tions in our own field were limited and on a rather the passive system pf3 can be regarded as almost free
of these defects. What happens if ftp. changes? We
ad hoc basis until the
the publication
publication of
of H.
H. S.
S. Black's
Black's
have:—
paper in the January 1934 issues of the Bell System have:/.Lj =
= ft/(I
p./(1 —ft£)
- p.f3)
ft/
Technical Journal and Electrical Engineering, and the
so that op.ffop.
<W<V =
— ffO22
= l/Jl
1/(l-p.f3)
general acceptance of the feedback principle then
or, OtJ-t =
- _ 11_ • Sop.
took a time which now seems to have been incredibly
or,
JL
/.Lf
based
on
the
concept
of
1P-f3
Ff
1 f-P
fIL
long. Systematic analysis
analysis
concept of
closed feedback loops can liberate us from the most
This means that if ft11- changes by some fraction Soft/ft
p.f p.
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proportio n,
different proportion,
in aa different
be in
will be
the change in ti~-'!f will
for
shall for
We shall
above. We
relationsh ip above.
the relationship
Sl-'111-Lt given by the
S/iflPf
positive
negative, nJ-L positive
be negative,
to be
consider p{3 to
this purpose consider
unity: aa
than unity:
larger than
degr~e larger
fair degree
be aa fair
J-Lf3) to be
(1— ij-P)
and (1
change
Any change
unusual. Any
not unusual.
is not
J-Lf3) is
(1value of 10 for (1
— ^)3)
It isis
factor. It
substantia l factor.
by aa substantial
reduced by
in nJ-L is thus reduced
feedback
much feedback
how much
just how
calculate just
to calculate
often necessary to
us
Let us
tolerance. Let
gain tolerance.
particular gain
give aa particular
to give
is needed to
expect
we expect
that we
and that
10, and
be 10,
to be
~-'! to
want ^
suppose that we want
feedno feed0, no
= 0,
With £f3 =
2. With
of 11 :: 2.
HJ-L to vary by a factor
factor of
take
us take
let us
Now let
20. Now
to 20.
10 to
from 10
vary from
~-'! will vary
back, H
-0.09.
= —0.09.
but ft{3 =
200, but
to 200,
100 to
juJ-L larger, varying from 100
about
which isis about
200119, which
to 200/19,
10 to
from 10
1-Lt varies from
Then i+f
1,000
from 1,000
ranging from
be /aJ-L ranging
step might be
10.5. The next step
from
ranges from
~-'! ranges
that ^
so that
-0.099, so
= -0.099,
to 2,000, with P{3 =
been
has been
attempt has
No attempt
10.05. No
2,0001199 or about 10.05.
10 to 2,000/199
because
out -exactly
deviations out
made to work these deviations
exactly because
operation
The operation
reality. The
its reality.
lost its
the problem has quietly lost
involve
usually involve
will usually
gain will
amplifier gain
of increasing the amplifier
active
the active
operating the
or operating
elements, or
adding extra active elements,
step
last step
The last
way. The
sensitive way.
elements in a more sensitive
1,000
of 1,000
for ^J-L of
range for
to aa range
us to
bring us
above might well bring
by aa
limits by
establish limits
easily establish
more easily
to 8,000 and we can more
=
write n1-Lt
can write
We can
approach. We
slightly different approach.
f =
to
[_
When
allowed to
When nll isis allowed
~f31(1-~-tf3)](-l l f3) .
[- iPI(l-iJ.p)](~llP).
the
and the
-1 I {3, and
= —l/P,
llt =
to ^
reduces to
this reduces
become infinite this
by
dominate dby
completel y dominated
is completely
system is
the system
performance
performan ce of the
deviates
of p{3 deviates
value of
finite value
with aa finite
system with
p. A practical system
{3.
the
as the
known as
J-Lf3), known
- fij3),
-~-tf31(1
factor —
w3/(l from this by aa factor
call
our call
with our
again with
begin again
can begin
we can
Now we
lip
J-Lf3 factor. Now
If 1-lt
-1110. If
= —1/10.
make p{3 =
and make
10 and
llt to equal 10
for Hf
where xx isis
lOx where
number Wx
some number
below some
must not fall below
fLI 10)
+ f/lO)
(fLi lO) I(l +
= (ft/10)/(I
have xx =
must have
we must
just less than unity, we
operation
straightfo rward operation
then aa straightforward
is then
It is
101fL). It
+ 10/fi).
11(1 +
=
= 1/(1
provide
will provide
which will
of ftfL which
value of
to find the minimum value
any
of any
of ftfL of
variations of
for variations
stability for
the required gain stability
about
worry about
to worry
need to
no need
is no
There is
amount upwards. There
minimum
this minimum
exceeds this
that ftfL exceeds
provided that
the range, provided
value.
.
.
of
variations of
to variations
reasoning to
the same reasoning
We can apply the
we
when we
see when
shall see
we shall
as we
itself, as
ftJ-L due to the signal itself,
intermodu lation
and intermodulation
distortion and
come to consider distortion
the
prepared the
have prepared
we have
however, we
problems.
problems . Already, however,
the
consider the
to consider
turn to
must turn
we must
and we
pit and
digging of a pit
feedback,
negative feedback,
of negative
applicatio n of
the application
basic problem in the
system.
the stability of the system.

Simple
worthwhil e. Simple
always worthwhile.
is always
it is
are to be used it
to
applied to
be applied
often be
can often
technique s can
approximate
approxim ate techniques
an
make an
to make
needed to
change needed
of change
indicate the kind of
fair
give aa fair
to give
and to
one and
stable one
unstable system into aa stable
elements
the elements
of the
magnitud e of
to the magnitude
approximation
approxim ation to
frank
This isis aa frank
added. This
or added.
changed or
which must be changed
nothing
than nothing
better than
is better
second-be st is
statement that the second-best
matter
no matter
that no
experienc e that
author's experience
and is based on the author's
many
room, many
examinati on room,
the examination
in the
what they write in
soldering
with aa soldering
think with
to think
content to
young engineers are content
the
for the
justification for
The justification
working. The
iron when they are working.
admore adthe more
that the
reading isis that
now reading
treatment you are now
many
too many
with too
us with
left us
have left
to have
seem to
vanced texts do seem
thought isis
where thought
level where
at aa level
hopeful experimenters
experimen ters at
actually easier.
of yfL
possibility of
the possibility
raised the
Since we have already raised
introduce
now introduce
might now
we might
phase shift we
containing a phase
shift
phase shift
have aa phase
also have
can also
we can
Since we
this explicitly. Since
so
-1 I {3so
= —l/P
fLt =
when y.f
is when
ideal is
the ideal
since the
in the P{3 path and since
the
considerthe
onlyconsider
need only
we need
jllf3l.d_, we
= \1IP\/Q,
that
1 /ifl .d. =
thatlfLtl.
because aa
convenien t because
particular ly convenient
nP
fLf3 effect. This is particularly
this
withthis
work with
to work
designed to
been designed
calculating
calculating device has been
later.
given later.
be given
will be
use will
its use
of its
descriptio ns of
factor and descriptions
used
that used
is that
which is
use, which
shall use,
we shall
terminolo gy we
In the terminology
write
can write
we can
calculator, we
for the calculator,
- lfLf31~

M 4., 1-j,Lf31.
i—M .d.
amplifier
the amplifier
ofthe
shift of
phase shift
total phase
Where now B()is
is the total
any
have any
not have
do not
we do
Usually we
path. Usually
and feedback path.
constant.
and fi{3 isis aa constant.
path and
feedback path
the feedback
phase shift in the
resthe rescalculate the
to calculate
us to
enables us
This expression then enables
the
in the
particular ly in
system, particularly
practical system,
ponse of a practical
the
where the
band where
the band
of the
edges of
the edges
at the
awkward regions at
this
that this
see that
shall see
We shall
becoming -positive.
feedback is becoming
positive. We
extremely
this extremely
of this
applicatio n of
is by no means the only application
use
to use
how to
discuss how
can discuss
we can
Before we
calculator. Before
useful calculator.
must
we must
is, we
system is,
of aa system
stability of
the stability
it to see how safe the
establish
which establish
rules which
basic rules
the basic
to the
turn our attention to
circuits ·
practical circuits
which practical
in which
way in
the way
and the
the stability and
them.
with them.
conflict with
are brought into conflict

Transm itter
Transistor
Transistor Transmitter
«»» ^ i

UJShW

u,

Stability
gain
the gain
J-Lf3= 1 the
have f^=l
we have
if we
that if
apparent that
It will be apparent
input,
any input,
For any
infinite. For
becomes infinite.
fLt, becomes
with feedback, ft/,
deteroutput deteran output
have an
shall have
we shall
no matter how small, we
system.
the system.
of the
overloadin g of
internal overloading
mined only by internal
negative.
with fiJ-L negative.
reached with
be reached
will be
This condition will
i:t:l
positive in
make fifL positive
to make
chosen to
have chosen
But although we have
cannot
we cannot
considerin g, we
are considering,
we are
the region of the signals we
Eliminate
frequencie s. Eliminate
all frequencies.
at all
condition at
maintain this condition
at aa
that at
find that
still find
shall still
we shall
and we
elements and
parasitic elements
all parasitic
of aa
travel of
of travel
time of
the time
sufficiently
sufficiently high frequency the
output
to output
input to
from input
distance from
signal
8ignal over the finite distance
input
an input
that an
so that
180°, so
of 180°,
shift of
phase shift
will represent a phase
80°)
cos(wt+1
fLe cos(«j/+
of y-e
output of
an output
as an
of ee cos
wf appears as
180°)
coswt
and
coupling and
circuits coupling
practical circuits
In practical
= —fie
coswt. In
- fLe cosmt.
=
frequenci es
at frequencies
effect at
this effect
produce this
parasitic reactances
reactances produce
these
ofthese
analysis of
the analysis
is the
and itit is
band and
in or near the signal band
writing
the writing
of the
most of
of most
basis of
the basis
effects which forms the
circuits.
negative-f eedback circuits.
on negative-feedback
low
fairly low
at fairly
operating at
circuits operating
The analysis of circuits
difficult.
rarely difficult.
but rarely
tedious but
sometime s tedious
frequencies
frequencie s is sometimes
feedback
negative feedback
of negative
reasonabl e amounts of
When reasonable

and isis
built and
has built
Kent) has
Chislehurst, Kent)
of Chislehurst,
Bond of
M. Bond
(Mr . M.
G3NWF (Mr.
transistorized.
fully transistorized.
that isis fully
transmitter that
RT transmitter
10-W 7-Mcfs RT
using aa IO-W7-Mc/s
power
silicon power
S. T. C. silicon
of S.T.C.
pair of
stage aa pair
output stage
for the output
Using for
has aa
transmitter has
the transmitter
push-pull, the
in push-pull,
TK202A, in
transistors, Type TK202A.
Contacts
TK252A. Contacts
Type TK252A.
employing aa Type
oscillator employing
crystal-controlled
crystal-controlled oscillator
Finland,
Denmark, Finland,
Bulgaria, Denmark,
in Bulgaria,
stations in
achieved include stations
Germany and Norway.

1962
JANUARY 1962
Wireless
WORLD, January
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(Advertisement)
(ADVERTISEMEN
T)

WIRELESS WoRLD

71

NEW
NEW FRAME
FRAME-GRID
CASCODE
AMPLIFIER
-GRID CASCO
DE AMPLI
FIER
MAZDA 30Ll7
30L17
T
he 30L17
The
30L17 isis aa high
high gain
gain low
low noise
noise double
double triode
triode valve
valve ofof
frame grid construction
construction designed
designed for
for use
use asas aa cascode
cascode RF
RF stage
stage
in VHF television tuners.
tuners.
Excellent stability
stability with
with high
high gain
gain has
has been
been achieved
achieved by
by giving
giving
considerable
considerable attention
attention to
to the
the arrangement
arrangement of
of internal
internal screening
screening
and connections. Each
Each section
section of
of the
the valve
valve has
has aa slope
slope ofof 1515
mA/volt at
at an
an anode
anode current
current of
of 15
15 rnA
mA and
and the
the variable-mu
variable-mu
characteristic results
results in
in good
good signal
signal handling
handling with
with low
low crosscrossmodulation.
Compared
Compared with
with the
the 30L15
30L15 atat 200
200 Mc
Mc/s
gain improvement
improvement
fs aa gain
of about 5 dB with
with aa timer
tuner noise
noise factor
factor of
of 66 dB
dB isis possible.
possible.
Heater Current (amps)
(amps)
0.3
hh,
0.3
Heater
Heater Voltage
Voltage (volts)
(volts)
Vh
7.2
Vh
7.2
MAXIMUM DESIGN
DESIGN CENTRE
CENTRE RATINGS
RATINGS
Anode Dissipation,
either section
section (watts)
(watts)
Padnax) 1.6
1.6
Dissipation, either
Pacmax)
Anode
Anode Current,
Current, per
per section
section (rnA)
(mA)
la(max) 1818
Iacmax)
Anode
Anode Voltage
Voltage (volts)
(volts) ·
Vaimax) 150
150
Va(max)
Negative Grid
Grid Voltage
Voltage (volts)
(volts)
Vg(max) -50
-50
Vg(max)
Grid
Grid to Cathode
Cathode Resistance,
Resistance, section
section II (Mn)
(MQ)
11
Grid to
to Cathode
Cathode Resistance,
Resistance, section
section 22 (kn)
(kQ)
22*
22*
Effective Grid
Grid to
to Earth
Earth Resistance,
Resistance, section
section 2(kn)
2(kn)
150t
Effective
150t
*Grid
*Grid current bias.
bias.
fWith potentiometer
bias from
from HT
HT line.
line.
tWith
potentiometer bias
INTER-ELECT
INTER-ELECTRODE
CAPACITANCES^
(PF)
RODE CAPACITANC
ES* (PF)
Input as
as Cascode
Cascode
dn
4.3
Input
Cin
4.3
Output as
Cascode
Com
3.1
as Cascode
Cout,
3.1
Anode'' to
to Cathode',
Cathode', Heater,
Heater, Shield
Shield
ca-n',h,s
L8
Anode
Ca~~
'~Js
1.8
Cathode" to
to Grid",
Grid", Heater,
Heater, Shield
Shield
Ck"-g",ii,s
6.6
Cathode"
Ck,
-~ ,h,s 6.6
Anode' to Grid'
Anode'to
Grid'
Ca'-g'
1.5
Ca -g
1.5
Anode" to Cathode"
Cathode"
Ca"-k"
.18
ca"-k"
.18
1
1
11
Anode
Anode' to
to Anode''
Anode"
ca'-a"
.002
Ca
-a
.002
Grid
' to Anode"
Grid'to
Anode"
Cg'-a"
.0025
cg
'-a"
.0025
*Measured
^Measured in
in fully
fully shielded
shielded pocket,
pocket, with
with cylindrical
cylindricalscreening
screeningcan.
can.
CHARACTER
ISTICS
CHARACTERISTICS (EACH
(EACH SECTION)
SECTION)
Anode Voltage
Voltage (volts)
(volts)
75
75
Anode
Anode Current
Current (rnA)
(mA)
15
15
Mutual Conductance
Conductance (mA/V)
(mA/V)
16.5
16.5
Approximate Grid
Grid Voltage
Voltage to
to give
give gm
gm =
—6
-6
165 11-A/V
uA/V (volts)
(volts)
165

TYPICAL CASCODE OPERATION
OPERATION
Grid current
current bias
bias circuit,
circuit, as
as shown
shown below.
below.
Anode
Anode supply
supply voltage
voltage (volts)
(volts)
200
200
Anode
Anode decoupling
decoupling resistor,
resistor, section
section 22 (kn)
(kn)
3.9
3.9
Grid current
current bias
bias resistor,
resistor, section
section 11 (kn)
(kQ)
560
560
Anode
Anode current (rnA)
(mA)
15.8
15.8
Combined
Combined mutual
mutual conductance
conductance (Liia/
(nia/nvgl)
(mA/V) 18.3
18.3
LIVg1) (mA/V)
Approximate
Approximate bias
bias voltage
voltage to
to give
give combined
combined
mutual
mutual conductance
conductance 100:
100 : 11 reduction
reduction (volts)
(volts) -8.2
—8.2

Mounting Position:
Position: Unrestricted
Unrestricted
Base: B9A (Noval)
Base;
(Noval)
Connections:
Connections;

h,s,* .
Qll/

/O

O

O Xk'in
O\

1

1•

1

9 : 51
kll
VIEW OF
VIEW
END
OF FREE
FREE ENO

k11

k 1n
out

.

h,sz ..
InIn operation
pin must
must b2be· 2arthrd
earthed through
throughh aa c:apac:ltor
capacitor
op2ration this
this pin
to
to chassis.(Ch-E>500pF]
~:hassis.(Ch-E>SOOpF)

MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS
DIMENSIONS (mm)
(mm)
Overall length
length
Seated Height
Diameter

56
56
49
49
22.2
22.2
~ "'~ ^O0=--JI 0>o~ W-:..)
"- 3
!2 I uII ^
,.._

0

0\

!!:!

.,.,

, :;,-ifr"r~--,g
20
?/ ~,
i/ ~~,
iirf ·=-- 20
::a.,

/

I

i'f

I1 \f JI

!

/;

I
I
I

J

/II I}'1f
~J // I
v I
/
i
'I I I
v v /; II I
I I
v vmBS
~ v/ J
v /
~
---:::::-1--~ --:::: --7 -6
-5 -4- -3
I

I

I

)'

I

pa=I·6W

-10

--

-9

3

2:
I

I

~--~/,;-

I

/

s:C

2:
I -<

1-

I0~
a::
a::
:::>

u

Ul

0
0

z

/

-<

..... /

,_- ~ ~

-8

-7

-6
-5
-4
-3
GRID VOLTAGE
VOLTAGE -VOLTS
GRID
- VOLTS

-2

-I

0

Typical
Typical Circuit
Circuit With
With Valve
Valve Section
Section I,1,
Grid Current
Current Bias
Bias
------.-----------+200V

[3

OUTPUT

fl
>IOOk.n.
±IO
/o
IOOk.n. :f:
101/o

IOOk.n.± 100/o
NOOkruilO^
C:DECOUPLING
CsDECOUPLING
CAPACITORS
CAPACITORS

-10
-iu

-9
-y

-0
-8

-6
-6
-5 -4
-4 ·--33 -2-2 -1
-5
0
GRID VOLTAGE - VOLTS
155 Charing
Charing Cross
Cross l'(oad,
Noad, London.
London.WC'.2
WC2 Telephone:
Telephone: GERrard
GERrard 9797
9797
mazda COMMERCIAL DIVISION 155
EXPORT DIVISION Thorn
Tnorn House,
House, Upper
Upper St
St Martin's
Martin's Lane,
Lane, WC'.2
WC2 Telex:
Telex; !215'.21
21521 Thorn
Thorn L.ondon
London
1
THORN — AEII RADIO
RADIO VALVES
VALVES && TUBES
TUBES LTD
LTD
THORN-AE
-7

GRID VOLTAGE- VOLTS

MAZ DA
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SEMENT)
(ADVERTI
(Advertisement)

Wireless World

R

NGE
QUE NCY CHA
ME GRID
NEW
VHP FRA
FRAME
GRID FRE
FREQUENCY
CHANGER
NEW VHF
A
MAZDA 30C17
TION
DESIGNED
OPERATION
NED FOR AGC OPERA
DESIG
The
30C17
is
a
new
VHF
high
gain
triode pentode
pentode frequency
frequency
"
triode
gain
The 30C17 is a new VHF high
changer for
for television
television tuners.
tuners. The
The pentode
pentode section
section has
has variable
variable
y
changer
tics enabling
mu characteris
characteristics
enabling its
its gain
gain toto be
be controlled
controlled from
from the
the
H
AGC line.
The
The application of gain
gain control
control toto the
the frequency
frequency changer
changer stage
stage
ulation
of a television tuner
tuner will
will greatly
greatly ease
ease the
the cross-mod
cross-modulation
requirements
IF valve
valve since
since the
the output
output from
from the
the tuner
tunercan
can
requireme nts of the IF
be kept lower when two
two stages
stages are
are controlled
controlled.. This
This leads
leads toto
ce of
ross-modu lation performan
ents in the
improvements
the AGC
AGC and
and ·ccross-modulation
performance
of
improvem
the whole receiver.
receiver. To
To give
give the
the utmost
utmost control
controlAGC
AGCcan
canbe
beapplied
applied
to
to three stages,
stages^ RF,
RF, Frequency
Frequency Changer
Changer and
and Common
Common VariableVariableAlternatively it
mu IF. Alternatively
it offers
offers the
the possibility
possibility of
of controlling
controlling the
the
two tuner valves only
only and
and using
using aa straight
straight IF
IF amplifier
amplifier with
with its
its

xt- gain.
•
attendant advantage
advantage of extra
extra IF
IF gam.
attendant
0·3
In
(amps)
Heater Current
Ih
0-3
Heater
·4
77'4
Vn
Heater Voltage
(volts)
Vn
Voltage (volts)
Heater
S AND DATA
IVE RATING
TENTATIVE
RATINGS
DATA
TENTAT
m Design Centre Ratings
Maximum
Ratings
Maximu
Triode
Triode Pentoode
Pentode
1·7
22
.Pa(max)
Dissipatio n (watts)
Anode Dissipation
Patrnwo
Anode
0·5
Pg2(max)
Screen Dissipatio
Dissipationn (watts)
(watts)
Pg2(ma«
Screen
250
250
Va(max)
Anode
Anode Voltage (volts)
(volts)
Va{max)
250
230
Vg2(max)
Screen voltage (volts)
Vg2(max)
Screen
Heater to Cathode Voltage
Voltage
Heater
200
h-k(max)rm s 200
V
(volts rms)
Vh—k(max)rms
200
18
18
max)
Ike
Cathode Current
Current (rnA)
(mA)
It(max)
18
Cathode
ces* (pF)
Inter-Electrode
Capacitances*
(pF)
Inter-Ele ctrode Capacitan
Cil
6·6
3·5
Cin
Input
>
'
Input
Coub
3·1
2·1
Cout
ut
Outp.
Output
^
0·008
1·8
Cg-a.
Control Grid to Anode
eg—a
1
0·01
Cgt-gl
Pentode
1
Grid
to
Triode
Grid
Grid
Grid 1 Pentode Cgt—gl
Anode Triode to
0·01
Cat-ap
Anode Pentode
Cat—ap
Anode
0·002
Grid Triode
Triode to Anode Pentode
Pentode Cgt-ap
Cgt—ap
Anode Triode to
Anode
O·OOS
Cat-gl
Grid 11 Pentode
Cat—gl
Grid
fully shielded
shielded socket
socket with
with can.
can,
Measured in fully
•♦Measured
ristics
Triode Characte
Characteristics

100
15

Va.
Anode Voltage (volts)
V»
Anode
a.
Ila
Anode Current .(rnA)
(mA)
Anode
ce (mA/V)
Mutual Conductan
Conductance
(mA/V) gm
gm
llP
Amplification
Amplification Factor ·

ed
g Position:
Mountin
Mounting
Position: Unrestrict
Unrestricted

Base
Base:: B9A (Noval)

Connectionss
Connection

"

8·5
20

9

op.

92m~-~'~91

t

T
kt\S1g3,kp

',

5 k
kp,g
kp,93,3 ,s,kt
. l

.

r —9
ir-I --

h

h

k
kt,s,g93,
Iq.s.
P
3 ,kp

9
kp.93.s'kt
t
SHIELD COMPLETELY
NOTE
NOTE,: SHIELD
COMPLETELTPENTODE.
SURROUNDS THE
THE PENTODE.
SURROUNDS
VIEW OF FREE END
ns (mm)
Maximum
Dimensions
(mm)
Maximu m Dimensio
56
Overall
Overall Length
56
49
Seated Height
49
Seated
·2
22
Diameter
22-2
Diameter

MAZDA
ZD A
MA
~f
II~
IE@
TG
T7T)TT(^V^W\T
mmibDWirVJN
1

NI

j!|f|J|
'Hi I f '
200
ON AT
OPERATI
TYPICAL
OPERATION
AT
200
Mc.s
TYPICAL
TYPICAL
OPERATION
AT
200Mc:s
Mc.s
E BIAS
CATHOD
WITH
WITH
CATHODE
CATHODE
BIAS
BIAa
WITH

cathodebias
biaswhere
whereitititisisisintended
intend toto apply
Foroperation
operat.ionwith
withcathode
For
with
cathode
bias
where
intended
apply
AGCtotothe
thefrequency
frequency
changer.
The
oscillator
voltag
voltage
oscillator
The
changer.
AGC
frequency changer. The oscillator voltage isis applied
applied
•.
to
toto the
control
grid..
thepentode
pentodecontrol
controlgrid
grid..
Pentode
Supply Voltage (volts)
(volts)
Supply
ng
Anode Voltage (approx.) (Decoupli
(Decoupling
Anode
Resistance,, Ra=4·7
Ra=4-7 k.Q)
kO) (volts)
(volts)
Resistance
=22 kD)
Screen Voltage
Voltage (approx.)
(approx.) (Rg
(Rg23=22
kH) (volts)
(volts)
Cathode Bias Resistance
Resistance (D)
(D)
gl Resistance (MD)
(MO)
g1
g1
gl Current (!-LA)
(pA)
Anode Current (approx.) (rnA)
(mA)
Anode
Screen Current (approx.)
(approx.) (rnA)
(mA)
Screen
ce at
Conversionn Conductan
Conductance
at 11 Mc/s
Mc/s (mA/V)
(mA/V)
Conversio
ce
Grid Voltage for Conversio
Conversionn Cqnductan
Conductance
reduction 10:
10 : 1 (volts)
(volts)
reduction
Triode
Triode

Vb

200

Va
Vga
Rw

170
155
100 ·
4·7

lei
la
Ig2
go.

0·6

Va
Va

Anode Voltage (volts)
Anode
Anode Current
Current (rnA)
(mA)
Anode

I a.

6·4
2·0
4·9

JOO

s

ON AT
TYPICAL
OPERATION
AT 200
200 Mc/s
Mc/s
TYPICAL OPERATI
WITH
GRID CURREN
CURRENTT BIAS
BIAS
WITH GRID
17 in
Operation with
with grid current
current bias
bias isis suitable
suitable for
for the
the 30C
30C17
in
Operation
existing tuners not provided
provided with
with AGC
AGC on
on the
thefrequency
frequencychanger.
changer.
existing
The oscillator voltage isis applied
applied toto the
the pentode
pentode control
controlgrid.
grid.
The

Pentode
ode
Pent
Supply
Supply Voltage (volts)
(volts)
ng
Anode
(approx.) (Decoupli
(Decoupling
Anode Voltage (approx.)
Resistance,, Ra
Ra=5
'6 kn)
kfl) (volts)
(volts)
= 5 ·6
Resistance
Screen Voltage
Voltage (approx.)
(approx.) (Rg
(Rg22=33
kD) (volts)
(volts)
=33 kn)
Screen
gi Resistance
Resistance (Mn)
(MQ)
g1
gl Current (!-LA)
(uA)
g1
Anode
Current (approx.)
(approx.) (rnA)
(mA)
Anode Current
Screen Current (approx.)
(approx.) (rnA)
(mA)
Screen
ce at
Conversionn Conductan
Conductance
at 11 Me/~
Mc/s
Conversio
2·6 V)
(Vhet(pb)
= 2'5
V) (mA/V)
(Vhet(pk)=

Vb
Vb

200
200

Va
Va

148
148
108
108

Vga
Vg2
Rgt
Rgl
Igi
Ia
la
lg2
Ig2

lgt

Anode Voltage
Voltage (volts)
(volts)
Anode
Anode Current
Current (rnA)
(mA)

0·1
0'1
2424

9·2
9'2

2·8
2'8

5·2
5'2

go
go

Triode
Triode

COMMERCIAL
DIVISION
CIAL DIVISION
COMMER
EXPORT
EXPORT DIVISION
DIVISION

'

Va.
Va
a.
Ila

lOO
100
s$

~

: GERrard 9797
15S Charing Cross Road, London, WC2 Telephone
Telephone:
GERrard 9797

155 Charing Cross Road, London, WC'.2

Thorn House, Upper St Martin 's Lane, WC'.2

Telex: 215'.21 Thorn London

Thorn House,
Upper St Martin's
Lane, valves
WC2 Telex: 21521
Thorn London
thorn-aei
radio
a tubes
ltd
-AEI RADIO VALVE S & TUBES LTD
THORN
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JLETTE S TO THE .EDITOR
endorse the
the op£nions
opinions expressed
expressed by
by his
his correspondents
correspondents
The Editor does not necessarily endorse

""Over
Over the Hump"
historic feat
feat
I VENTURE to doubt whether Marconi's historic
of 1901 in getting s_ignals
signals across the
the Atlantic
Atlantic in
in daylight
daylight
can ~~
be fully
fully expl~1~ed
explained by
by the
the favourable
favourable propagation
propagation
can
cond1t10ns
conditions then ex1stmg.
existing.
When the next sunspot
sunspot minimum
minimum period
period came
came in
in 1912
1912
When
radio communication was still
still predominantly
predominantly by
by means
means
+
of spark tr~nsmitters
transmitters and non-amplifying
non-amplifying receivers,
receivers, .
12V
techniques had been greatly refined.
refined.. Night-time
Night-time
though techmques
ranges of 2,000 miles were not
not uncommon
uncommon but,
but, in
in spite
spite
ran~es
of improvements,
Improvements, there appears to
to be
be no
no record
record of
of
+
daylight communication during the
the period
period at
at such
such
frequencies of
of the order thought
thought to
to have
have 100-ISOV
distances on frequencies
been used by Marconi in the original experiments.
experiments. EstiEsti- I00-I50V
mates vary, but the frequency
frequency is generally
generally given
given asas
I
something well above 100kc/s.
lOOkc/s.
It seems plausible to suggest that
that the frequency
frequency actuactually used may have been much lower;
lower; perhaps
perhaps as
as low
low
as 45-50kc/s,
45-SOkc/s, a value used very
very successfully
successfully during
during the
the
Fig. 2
1912 sunspot minimum for the ClifdenClifden-Glace
Bay
transGlace Bay transatlantic circuit.
12-volt oil-filled
oil-filled ignition
ignition coil.
coil.
winding of a standard 12-volt
H. FF.. SMITH.
SMITH.
Chichester.
H.
rectifier by
by means
means of
of aa short
short
On firing the controlled rectifier
positive gating pulse, the capacitor
capacitor isis discharged
discharged
through the SCR and the primary winding
winding of
of the
the
Electronic Ignition
ignition coil, producing a spark in the
the secondary
secondary circuit
circuit
The controlled rectifier ceases to
to conduct
conduct when
when the
the
A FEW weeks ago the motoring journals carried
carried aa brief
brief
falls below
below some
some critical
critical
description of an electronic ignition system,
system, using
using trantran- discharge current through it falls
d_escription
across itit isis reversed
reversed or
or rereLucas Ltd.
Ltd. Reduced
Reduced to
to its
its value or when the voltage across
sistors, developed by Joseph Lucas
zero It will not conduct
conduct again
again until
until aa new
new
high-power blocking
blocking duced to zero.
essentials, the system comprised aa high-power
its gate
gate electrode.
electrode. The
The
generator), triggered
triggered by
by aa pulsepulse- firing pulse is applied to its
oscillator (the spark generator),
oscillatory since
since itit takes
takes
shaping amplifier. The timing pulse
pulse was
was generated
generated capacitor discharge tends to be oscillatory
circuit and
and in
in practice
practice the
the
electromagnetically by a small transducer
transducer having
having one
one place through an LCR series circuit
reliably at the end
end of
of the
the forward
forward
fixed element (e.g., a coil on
on a magnetic
magnetic core)
core) and
and one
one SCR appears to cut off reliably
provided only
only that
that
moving element (a magnet or magnetic
magnetic yoke)
yoke) carried
carried half-cycle of the discharge current, provided
the firing pulse is of very short
short duration.
duration.
on the engine flywheel.
flywheel.
For test purposes a silicon unijunction
unijunction device
device makes
makes
I t occurred to the writer that an alternative
It
alternative approach
approach
Suitable types
types include
include
might be to employ a silicon-controlled
silicon-controlled rectifier,
rectifier, (SCR),
(SCR), a convenient pulse generator. Suitable
units 2G5B
2G5B or
or 4JDSA1.
4JD5A1.
in a pulse circuit of the type used
used in
in the
the modulator
modulator stage
stage the (American) General Electric units
l^F capacitor
capacitor isis charged
charged
of some of the older types of
of radar
radar transmitters,
transmitters, or
or that
that Referring to Fig. 1, the 1.u.F
lOkfl resistance. When the
the capacitor
capacitor voltage
voltage
used more recently for
for spark machining
machining of
of hard
hard through a 10k0
device fires
fires and
and aa brief
brief
materials. In principle, a capacitor
capacitor isis charged
charged through
through reaches a critical value the device
from the 6-12V
6-12V supply.
supply. This
This
a high resistance from a d.c. source
source and
and isis then
then disdis- current pulse is drawn from
across the
the 1500
ISOH load
load
electronic switch, through
through the
the develops a corresponding voltage across
charged, by means of an electronic
circuit of
of the
the controlled
controlled
load, which may be the primary winding
winding of
of aa pulse
pulse resistance which is in the gate circuit
rectifier. With the component
component values shown
shown the
the pulse
pulse
transformer.
repet1t1on frequency is about 400c/s.
400c/s. This
This spark
spark frefreThe idea was tested in the arrangement
arrangement shown
shown in
in repetition
requirements of
of aa 6-cylinder
6-cylinder
Fig. 1. The capacitor C is charged
charged from
from aa high-voltage
high-voltage quency corresponds to the requirements
or aa 4-cylinder
4-cylinder motor
motor
d.c. source through the resistance
resistance RR and
and the
the primary
primary engine running at 8,000 r.p.m. or
turning at 12,000 r.p.m. Although
Although high,
high, these
these figures
figures
are nowhere near the limiting switching
switching speed
speed of
of aa conconUNIJUNCTION
UNIJUNCTION TYPE 2GSB
2G5B OR
OR 4JDSAI
4JD5AI
trolled rectifier, which could easily
easily run
run aa 16-cylinder
16-cylinder
\
engine at over 12,000 r.p.m. With
With aa pulse
pulse frequency
frequency
of 400c/s the circuit of Fig. 11 draws
draws SmA
5mA from
from aa
100-V supply when the h.t. spark gap is
is set
set to
to i-i inch.
inch.
If a sparking plug is used instead
instead of
of aa pointed
pointed wire
wire gap,
gap,
the current rises to lOrnA,
10mA, presumably
presumably because
because of
of aa
heavier discharge current. With a 150-V
ISO-V d.c.
d.c. supply
supply
+
+
a very intense
intens·e spark is produced.
produced. AA conventional
conventional car
car
100-ISOV
I00-I50V
6-JZV
radio h.t. supply would provide
provide this
this high-voltage
high-voltage d.c.
d.c.
supply with little risk of overloading since
since the
the current
current
Alternatively aa low-power
low-power trantrandrawn is quite small. Alternatively
with aa simple
simple
sistor inverter could be used in conjunction with
rectifier-filter system.
Running tests on an actual engine have
have not
not been
been
difficult to
to modify
modify aa standard
standard
made, but it should not be difficult
ignition system to test the principle. AA possible
possible arrangearrangement is shown in Fig. 2. Here the
the normal
normal contact
contact
Fig. r
breaker is used to generate a firing
firing pulse
pulse by
by using
using itit
WIRELEss
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terminals
base-to-emit ter terminals
to open or short-circuit the base-to-emitter
conthe conWith the
of a silicon p-n-p transistor amplifier. With
transistor,
the transistor,
on the
tacts closed there is no forward bias on
current.
which is therefore cut off and draws no collector current.
through
When the contacts open, base bias is applied through
collector
of collector
pulse of
4.7k0 resistance and the resulting pulse
the 4.7kO
collector
1500 collector
current develops a voltage across the 15011
conthe conon the
turn on
load resistance. This is sufficient to turn
arrangethis arrangeof this
trolled rectifier. A possible weakness of
to
pulse to
firing pulse
gate firing
ment is that the duration of the gate
rectifier
controlled rectifier
the SCR may be too long. If
If so, the controlled
half-cycle
first half-cycle
the first
of the
will not cut off reliably at the end of
momenoff momencut off
if cut
or, if
of the primary discharge current or,
discharges.
spark discharges.
tarily, it may re-strike to give multiple spark
cirpulse-shapin g cirThe remedy for this is to introduce pulse-shaping
firing
gate firing
the gate
and the
cuits between the contact breaker and
circuit of the SCR.
electrical
the electrical
On British cars the positive side of
of the
Fig. 22
but Fig.
chassis, but
the chassis,
supply is usually grounded to the
practice).
American practice).
requires a negative earth (normal American
battery
separate battery
use aa separate
to use
To try out the circuit it is best to
contact
and contact
coil and
from coil
and to disconnect existing wiring from
normally
capacitor normally
breaker, re-wiring as in Fig. 2. The capacitor
be
also be
should also
shunting the contact breaker points should
removed.
not
would not
system would
the system
of the
A fully developed version of
firing
on aa firing
rely on
would rely
but would
use a contact breaker at all but
equipLucas equipthe Lucas
in the
pulse generator of the type used in
entirely
otherwise entirely
an otherwise
in an
ment. Even if it were retained in
would
breaker would
contact breaker
electronic ignition system the
the contact
to
required to
only required
is only
it is
since it
have an abnormally long life since
of
instead of
circu~t carrying a few
open a circuit
few milliamperes instead
today.
used today.
several amperes as in the standard system used
controlled
the controlled
If a high-voltage d.c. source is used the
inverse
high inverse
correspondin gly high
rectifier should have a correspondingly
device.
400-V device.
is aa 400-V
19 is
Mullard BTZ 19
voltage rating. The Milliard
present
the present
for the
large for
unnecessaril y large
Its current rating is unnecessarily
the
serve the
would serve
application and a much smaller unit would
purpose just as well.

prothe proon the
The writer would welcome comments on
hear
to hear
glad to
particularly glad
posed scheme and would be particularly
practice.
in practice.
from anyone bold enough to try it in
BUTLER.
F. BUTLER.
Cheltenham.
F-

Preferred Values
of WireBROWSING
WireBROWSIN G through some old bound copies of
by
article by
an article
less World the other day, I came across an
this,
In
47."
"Cathode Ray" (1952) entitled "Why 47." In this,
values
preferred values
fm the standard preferred
he explains the reason for
the
this the
in this
find in
to find
going to
of resistor. I thought I was going
but
solve, but
to solve,
answer to a problem which I was trying to
alas, he did not go deep enough.
rightly
he rightly
values, he
Taking the 20 per cent range of values,
into
decade into
each decade
explains that their purpose is to divide each
the ·
way, the
another way,
Put another
logarithmica lly equal parts. Put
six logarithmically
per
terms per
six terms
with six
values form a geometric series with
On
10. On
of 10.
decade and containing all the exact powers of
be:_,..
should be:
10 should
to 10
this basis, the values for the decade 11 to
—
1011
lOt, 10
,lOt, 101,
JOt, 10!,
10!, 101,
10o,
10°, 101,
101, ,101,
produce : —
tables, produce:
4-figure tables,
and these, evaluated with 4-figure
10
6.813,
4.641,
6.813, 10
1, 1.468, 2.153, 3.162,
4.641
was 4.641
Why was
47?"" Why
Now, one may well ask "Why 47?
this
if this
And if
4.6? And
to 4.6?
rounded up to 4.7 and not down to
conmore conlittle more
with aa little
ask with
is splitting hairs, one may ask
3.3?
to 3.3?
up to
viction why 3.162 was rounded up
all
from all
figures from
standard figures
the standard
I have tried to justify the
of
some of
explain some
can explain
possible angles, but although II can
which
approach which
one approach
find one
discrepancies, I cannot find
the discrepancies,
explanation,
an explanation,
me an
offer me
can offer
satisfies all. Unless you can
this
publish this
would publish
you would
I should be most grateful if you
originally
who originally
gentleman who
letter in the hope that the gentleman
with
come forward
and come
it and
read it
derived the figures may read
forward with
the answer.
N .20.
London, N.20.
A. B. COOPER.

FISH
OF FISH
THAW ING OF
RAPID THAWING
RAPID
fishing
economical, fishing
more economical,
thus more
TO allow a longer, and thus
deep-frozen
be deep-frozen
to be
catch to
the catch
for the
is for
trip modern practice is
thawing
The thawing
landing. The
on landing.
again on
at sea and then thawed again
been
has been
fish has
frozen fish
of frozen
blocks of
of the resulting large blocks
is
process is
the process
but the
water; but
or water;
carried out by warm air or
outside
the outside
on the
fish on
days : fish
slow, sometimes taking several days:
still
is still
inside is
the inside
whilst the
of the block can deteriorate whilst
damage.
causes damage.
fish causes
of fish
frozen and forceful separation of

at
system at
heating system
r.f. heating
Pye have recently installed an r.f.
tunnel
three tunnel
Grimsby for Ross Foods. In this plant three
passing
fish passing
ovens are employed, the slabs of frozen fish
oven
Each oven
through all three on a 36-ft conveyor belt. Each
(frequency
is fitted with a 12-kW industrial r.f. generator (frequency
of
pair of
27.12Mc/s) connected to an electrically balanced pair
which
electrodes, one above the conveyor, one below, which
electrodes,
form part of the final tuned circuit.
Good results are claimed
lOlb slab of herring
—a
-a 101b

initially at -20 to -30 °F
passes through the ovens in
12min and emerges just below freezing point with less
than 1 ° F difference in
between
temperature
various parts of the slab,
and maximum handling
capacity of the installation
as arranged at present is
about 1ton/hr.

General view of defrosting
plant showing three consecutive ovens.
JANUARY 1962
WoRLD, January
Wireless World,
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FORMANTS
FORM ANTS
By "CATHODE RAY"

I

F you are interested in
in sound
sound reproduction—and
reproduction-and
· most readers of Wireless World
World seem
seem to
to be—your
be-your
thirst for knowledge is
is likely
likely to
to face
face you,
you, sooner
sooner
or later, with the word
word formant. If
If your
your experience
experience
mine, your
your encounters
encounters with
with itit may
may
is anything like mine,
confusing. Perhaps
be somewhat confusing.
Perhaps II have
have failed
failed to
to
find the clear and informative
informative definition
definition that
that exists
exists
somewhere. Or perhaps there
there just
just isn't
isn't one.
one. AnyAnygained was
way, the impression II gained
was of
of something
something
rather complicated and
and mysterious,
mysterious, when
when in
in fact
fact
it seems to be quite
quite simple.
simple.
Come to think of it,
it, when
when is
is aa thing
thing simple?
simple? II
suppose, when one happens
happens to
to know
know it.
it. That
That makes
makes
all the difference. The
The obvious
obvious has
has been
been defined
defined
as something one
one learnt yesterday.
yesterday. Human
Human_nature
nature
being what it is, one then
then tends
tends to
to look
look down
down on
on
until tomorrow.
tomorrow. Not
those who won't know itit until
Not long
long
ago, if a " What do
do you
you know?
know? "" team
team had
had failed
failed to
to
give the atomic weight of
of aa radioactive
radioactive isotope
isotope of
of
strontium, they would have
have had
had every
every sympathy,
sympathy,
but nowadays even Members
Members of
of Parliament
Parliament might
might
deride such ignorance, for
for is
is itit not
not mentioned
mentioned almost
almost
whenever there
daily in the House whenever
there isis aa fall-out
fall-out
scare?
Similarly, people who don't
don't happen
happen to
to have
have been
been
brought up on radio
radio are
are not
not necessarily
necessarily morons
morons
look blank
blank when
because they look
when one
one says
says that
that forforlocal resonances
resonances causing
mants are just local
causing peaks
peaks in
in
characteristic. To
To us,
us, that
that may
may be
the frequency characteristic.
be
all that need be said.
said. (For
(For fear
fear itit isn't,
isn't, I'm
I'm going
going
more!) We
We enjoy
enjoy special
special knowknowto say quite a lot more!)
that can be drawn upon
ledge that
upon to
to explain
explain an
an analoanaloothers must
must start
start from
from scratch
scratch
gous effect, whereas others
the unfamiliar
unfamiliar subject
subject hard
hard to
and may well find the
to
that some
some of
grasp. I suspect that
of those
those who
who wrote
wrote
about formants in their books
books hadn't
hadn't really
really grasped
grasped
it when they did so.
so.
If sounds of certain
certain frequencies
frequencies are
are unduly
unduly accenaccensuch as
tuated by equipment such
as loudspeakers,
loudspeakers, micromicrophones, pickups and amplifiers,
amplifiers, we
we ascribe
ascribe itit to
to
resonances-and
resonances—and try to get
get rid
rid of
of them.
them. Why
Why have
have
a different word for the
the same
same thing
thing in
in musical
musical ininstruments ' and the human
human voice?
voice? One
One reason,
reason, prepre- sumably, is that
that in
in musical
musical and
and even
even acoustical
acoustical
means something
something different—
circles ""resonance
resonance"" means
differentmore like what we call
reverberation." Another
call ""reverberation."
Another
reason, perhaps, is that
that in
in general
general our
our resonances
resonances
are undesirable, whereas
whereas resonances
resonances in
in musical
musical inin-struments
struments may be helpful,
helpful, and
and in
in speaking
speaking are
are ababsolutely essential.
essential. But
But the
the basic
basic distinction,
distinction, surely,
surely,
is that musical instruments
instruments and
and people
people actually
actually
sounds, whereas
whereas our
produce the sounds,
our equipment
equipment just
just
passes them on. A
A sound
sound producer
producer is
is entitled
entitled to
to
some control over the
the shapes
shapes of
of its
its sounds,
sounds, whereas
whereas
a reproducer is expected
expected to
to say
say what
what it's
it's told
told withwithout addition, subtraction
subtraction or
or modification.
modification.
A moving-coil loudspeaker
loudspeaker is
is aa mechanical
mechanical device
device
having mass and stiffness
stiffness and
and therefore
therefore aa natural
natural
frequency of resonance, usually
usually in
in the
the region
region 4040100c/s.
lOOc/s. The effect of
of this
this isis to
to emphasize
emphasize all
all sounds
sounds
at that frequency, as
as we
we well
well know.
know. So
So we
we try
try to
to

damp the resonance out
out as
as much
much as
as possible,
possible, by
by
such means as negative
negative feedback.
feedback. The
The air
air enclosed
enclosed
in the cabinet resonates
resonates at
at certain
certain frequencies
frequencies deterdeterdimensions, and
and there
there again
mined by its dimensions,
again the
the idea
idea
is to damp the resonances
resonances out
out by
by lining
lining the
the enenclosure with sound-absorbing
sound-absorbing materials.
materials.
instruments consist
Musical instruments
consist essentially
essentially of
of
stretched strings or
or air
air enclosures
enclosures having
having definite
definite
natural frequencies, and
and they
they are
are played
played by
by hitting
hitting
or plucking or blowing
blowing into
into them
them in
in such
such aa way
way
as to set up transient or
or continuous
continuous oscillation
oscillation at
at
one or more of those frequencies.
frequencies. Just
Just as
as with
with our
our
oscillators, there
there is
is some
electrical oscillators,
some output
output at
at exact
exact
the fundamental
fundamental frequency—in
frequency-in one
multiples of the
one
The characteristic
word, harmonics. The
characteristic quality
quality or
or
timbre of the particular
particular instrument
instrument is
is due
due mainly
mainly
to its harmonic structure.
structure. With
With some
some instruments,
instruments,
oboe, the
the harmonics
harmonics are
such as the oboe,
are actually
actually
stronger than the fundamental.
fundamental. Fortunately
Fortunately our
our
sense of hearing is
is so
so arranged
a-rranged that
that we
we automatiautomatically identify the fundamental
fundamental frequency,
frequency, even
even ifif
absent! Another
it is entirely absent!
Another interesting
interesting feature
feature
of hearing is that if
if the
the harmonics
harmonics of
of aa continuous
continuous
note are phase-shifted
phase-shifted relatively
relatively to
to one
one another,
another, itit
difference to
to the
the sound
sound as
as heard,
heard, even
even
makes no difference
though the waveform may
may thereby
thereby be
be altered
altered drasdrastically. It is
is only
only the
the relative
relative amplitudes
amplitudes of
of the
the
count.
harmonics that count.

Tone Control
Control
Musicians' Tone
instrument the
the harmonic
harmonic strucEven in a single instrument
strucconsiderably with
ture may vary considerably
with the
the pitch
pitch of
of the
the
with its
its loudness
loudness and
and (in
(in stringed
stringed
note played, and with
example) exactly
exactly where
where itit isis
instruments, for example)
Some instruments
instruments played
played at
at the
the extremes
extremes
attacked. Some
ranges can
can be
be quite
quite difficult
difficult to
of their frequency ranges
to
identify. But on the
the whole
whole each
each type
type of
of instrument
instrument
tone quality
quality due
due to
to the
the relative
relative
has a recognizable tone
amplitudes of its
its harmonics.
harmonics.
for example.
example. But
But while
while aa
Bowed string tone, for
viola both
violin and a viola
both produce
produce such
such tone,
tone, itit isis not
not
exactly the same tone
tone even
even when
when they
they play
play the
the
same note. That is
is where
where formants
formants come
come in.
in. The
The
by bowing
bowing the
sounds produced by
the strings
strings are
are conconamplified by
by the
siderably amplified
the bodies
bodies of
of the
the instruinstruinto vibration.
vibration. The
ments, which are forced into
The bodies
bodies
have natural resonances
resonances which
which amplify
amplify some
some frefrequencies more than others.
others. Because
Because aa viola
viola isis
violin, its
larger than a violin,
its resonances
resonances are
are lower
lower pitched,
pitched,
somewhat different,
different, rather
so its sounds are somewhat
rather as
as the
the
sounds from various loudspeakers
loudspeakers reproducing
reproducing the
the
same programme are different.
different. (But
(But whereas
whereas aa
composer can get the effect
effect he
he wants
wants by
by choosing
choosing
to score a tune for aa viola
viola rather
rather than
than aa violin,
violin, the
the
effect produced
formant"" isis
produced by
by a loudspeaker
loudspeaker ""formant
inflicted on all his music,
music, willy
willy nilly!)
nilly!)
point is
The important point
is that
that the
the frequencies
frequencies
affected by a formant are
are the
the same,
same, no
no matter
matter what
what
the frequency of the
the note
note played.
played. So
So its
its effect
effect on
on
the harmonic structure
structure depends
depends on
on the
the note.
note.
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ied instruunspecified
instruSuppose the nature of some unspecif
generate aa full
full train
train of
of
ment without formants is to generate
e, as
cs declining steadily with
harmonics
with amplitud
amplitude,
as
harmoni
1(a) for a note of 500
500 cjs
c/s and
and for
for one
one
shown in Fig. l(a)
j s). Next,
an octave lower (250 cc/s).
Next, suppose
suppose itit has
has
s, shown
a formant in the region of
of 2,200
2,200 cj
c/s,
shown as
as aa
relathe
are
resonanc e curve. Below,
dotted resonance
Below, at
at (b),
(b), are the relaes as modified by
tive amplitud
amplitudes
by this
this formant.
formant. Whereas
Whereas
cs
and fifth
fifth harmoni
harmonics
the high note has its fourth and
promine nce, these are
are relatively
relatively weak
weak
brought into prominence,
in the low note, which is likely to
to sound
sound rather
rather harsh
harsh
s.
zed upper
emphasized
upper harmonic
harmonics.
on account of the emphasi
include
earlier
criticized
I
writers
lly,
Incidentally,
the
I
criticized
earlier
include
Incidenta
on,
those who say, or at least convey
convey the
the impressi
impression,
nt produces
that such an instrume
instrument
produces tones
tones in
in the
the
ies of
region of 2,200 cjs,
c/s, unrelate
unrelatedd to
to the
the frequenc
frequencies
of
the notes played. In fact, of
of course,
course, formants
formants don't
don t
d
those produce
produced
produce sounds; they only modify those
by other means.
nts
musical instrume
instruments
One can guess that favoured musical
are unlikely to have formants
formants in
in the
the shape
shape of
of
prominent
peaks would
would tend
tend
promine nt isolated peaks.* Such peaks
nt vary
to make . the tone quality of
of an
an instrume
instrument
vary too
too
the musical
musical scale.
scale. The
The
much from note to note in the
matter, even
even ifif we
we
human voice is quite a different matter,
ts out of account
leave consonan
consonants
account and
and consider
consider only
only
le
ble with
comparable
with sustainab
sustainable
vowels, which are compara
Althoughh the English
English alphabet
alphabet has
has
musical tones. Althoug
language has
has at
at least
least
only five vowels, the English language
are readily
readily disdisfifteen different vowel sounds that are
nt voice
tinguishable
competent
voice at
at
ble when spoken by a compete
tinguisha
What
reasonab le pitch. How is
is this
this possible?
possible? What
any reasonable
differenc e between the
the various
various vowel
vowel
is the essential difference
sounds?
Eyy uttering sustained vowels one
one can
can easily
easily check
check
E
that what one does to change from
from one
one to
to another
another
size of
of the
the space
space inside
inside
is to alter the shape and size
one has
has to
to open
open itit up
up
the mouth. To say "ah" one
-which is
forward—which
is why
why
and bring the tongue well forward
wants
he
the doctor tells you to do this when
when he wants to
to
may ask;
readers
''" the younger
by whom?
* ""Favoured
Favoured
by
whom? is,
younger
readers
ask;
it
since
pertinent,
""Squares?
Squares?
"" The
question
perhaps,
pertinent,
sincemay
it would
would
is, perhaps,
The question
ous
inconspicu
is
formants
of
role
to suggest that the
true to
hardly
the
role
of
formants
is
inconspicuous
be true
hardly be
instrument s.
jazz instruments.
certain jazz
in
in certain

9

77

1,000

10

6

i

1,500
1,500

r
2,000

2,500
2,500

Fig. I (a). Unmodiharmon ic
fied harmonic
structures for notes
produced
produce d by an
imaginary musical
instrument at S00
:/s
500cfs
instrument
and 250 cfs.
c/s. (The
frequency scale is
linear, instead of
the usual logarithmic one as in Fig. 2.
to suit the harmonics, which occur
at equal intervals
y.) lfthe
of
frequency.)
If the
offrequenc
instrumentt has a
instrumen
2,200cjs.
formant at 2,200c/s.
as shown dotted, its
output is modified
output
as at (b).

12
3,000
3,000

" ee" one
one has
has to
to reduce
reduce
look at the throat. For "ee"
tongue back.
back.
the opening and push the tongue
d by
The basic sound of any
any vowel
vowel is
is generate
generated
by
ing the air stream coming up
modulating
up through
through the
the
modulat
y
cords at
at the
the frequenc
frequency
throat by vibrating the vocal cords
needed to pitch the desired note.
note. As
As in
in aa musical
musical
nt, this sound contains numerou
instrument,
numerouss harmonic
harmonicss
instrume
y. The
ntal frequenc
of the fundame
fundamental
frequency.
The relative
relative ampliamplies of
tudes of these are modified by
by the
the resonanc
resonances
ot
semi-enc losed spaces in
the semi-enclosed
in the
the mouth
mouth before
before they
they
air, (I
(I would
would call
call them-in
them in
emerge into the open air.
es if
parlance -cavity resonanc
radio parlance—cavity
resonances
if this
this were
were not
not
es
liable to suggest dental decay.) There
There is
is sometim
sometimes
alternati ve route through the
an alternative
the nose,
nose, which
which has
has its
its
es. If
ristic resonanc
characteristic
resonances.
If this
this is
is blocked
blocked
own characte
by a cold, or by pinching the
the nose,
nose, itit causes
causes aa charchard
describe
ly
commonly described
acteristic change in the voice, common
talking through
as nasal or ""talking
through the
the nose,"
nose," though
though itit
is the precise opposite of
of that.
that.
ng thing is
The interesti
interesting
is that
that the
the particula
particularr vowel
vowel
y or
uttered depends only on the frequenc
frequency
or frequenfrequencies of these formants
formants,, which
which are
are roughly
roughly constant
constant
ies of
als and all frequenc
for all individu
individuals
frequencies
of the
the vocal
vocal
nding to
corresponding
to the
the
sound. Fig. 2 shows those correspo
principall vowel sounds. One series
series has
has aa single
single
principa
prominent
Recent investiga
investiga-promine nt hump; the other, two. Recent
tors say that there are really three
three vowel
vowel formants
formants,,
le.
but one or two of these are
are less
less noticeab
noticeable.
ies alters
frequencies
alters the
the
That altering the formant frequenc
rated by
vowel sounds can be demonst
demonstrated
by playing
playing
y. Playing
recorded speech at the wrong frequenc
frequency.
Playing
tones an
an octave,
octave, as
as well
well
at half speed lowers the tones
utterance;; but
but the
the vowels,
vowels,
as halving the speed of utterance
as
not the
the same
same as the
the
too, are altered, so the result is not
an octave
octave lower
lower and
and half
half
original speaker intoning an
as fast.
sm
Another consequence
mechanism
conseque nce of the formant mechani
y,
is that "oo," which has aa low
low formant
formant frequenc
frequency,
ah," and
note than
than ""ah,"
and
is harder to sing on a high note
when it is done the result doesn't sound
sound aa very
very good
good
singing aa transtrans"oo." This is one reason against singing
reputablee compose
composerr would
would
lated version of a song. A reputabl
ed on page 33)
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Fig. 2. Vowel formants,
formants, as
as measured
measured by
by D.
D. C.
C. Miller
Miller (The
(The Science
Science of
of Musical
Musical Sounds).
Sounds).
awkward combinations
combinations of
instinctively avoid awkward
of pitch
pitch
and vowel sound,
sound, but
but itit would
would be
be asking
asking rather
rather aa
to expect
expect him
him to
lot of a translater to
to find
find words
words to
to
requirement as
comply with this requirement
as well
well as
as make
make sense
sense
and fit the metre.
You may be wondering about
about whispered
whispered speech.
speech.
with this
this is
is that
that the
the vocal
The difference with
vocal cords
cords are
are
the stream
stream of
inoperative, so the
of air
air isis unmodulated
unmodulated
at any frequency. Instead,
Instead, itit generates
generates aa sort
sort of
of
"-containing all
""white
white noise "—containing
all frequencies
frequencies at
at ranrandom. The relative strengths
strengths of
of these
these are
are modified
modified
by the mouth formants, just
just as
as ifif they
they were
were an
an
harmonics; and
infinite train of harmonics;
and so
so distinctive
distinctive vowel
vowel
sounds are produced. But
But if
if you
you try
try to
to alter
alter the
the
pitch of a whispered
whispered vowel
vowel sound
sound you
you find
find you
you
cannot without altering
altering the
the vowel
vowel too,
too, for
for the
the
formant frequencies are
are the
the only
only variable
variable ones.
ones. You
You
can, however, whisper aa tune,
tune, so
so long
long as
as you
you abanabandon the words. It is
is easiest
easiest done
done by
by generating
generating aa
strong white noise—between
h " and
sh "—
noise-between aa ""h"
and aa ""sh
"and varying the size of
of the
the mouth
mouth space
space so
so as.
as -to
to
make it resonate at the appropriate
appropriate frequencies.
frequencies. The
The
semi-consonant noise
noise tends
tends to
to drown
drown the
the varying
varying
corresponding to
vowel sounds corresponding
to these
these frequencies,
frequencies,
which would otherwise tend
tend to
to divert
divert attention
attention from
from
the varying pitch.
T
ransient white noise
Transient
noise can
can be
be generated
generated by
by clickclicking or tapping, and this
this is
is used
used instead
instead of
of breath
breath
by those irritating people
people who
who tap
tap on
on their
their teeth
teeth
with a pencil while varying
varying the
the size
size of
of their
their mouth
mouth
cavity to resonate with
with the
the notes
notes of
of aa tune.
tune.
Turning
T urning from this misguided
misguided virtuosity
virtuosity to
to orthoorthodox speech, we next consider
consider the
the fact
fact that
that we
we can
can
distinguish not only different
different vowels
vowels and
and pitches
pitches but
but
also between
between·different people
people saying
saying the
the same
same vowel
vowel
at the same pitch. The frequency
frequency of
of vibration
vibration of
of
the vocal cords determines
determines the
the pitch;
pitch; the
the frequencies
frequencies
of the formants determine
determine the
the vowel;
vowel; what
what paraparameters are left to
to account
account for
for voice
voice recognition?
recognition?
Presumably they are recordable,
recordable, ifif the
the H.M.V.
H.M.V. motif
motif
has any validity.
I'm sticking my neck
neck out
out here,
here, because
because frankly
frankly
I don't know. But
But until
until someone
someone writes
writes in
in with
with aa
better story, mine is going
going to
to be
be as
as follows.
follows .
I suspect that if different
different people
people did
did .utter
utter exactly
exactly

the same vowels at exactly
exactly the
the same
same pitches
pitches itit would
would
be quite difficult to
to tell
tell one
one from
from another.
another. To
To
identify people by
by voice,
voice, we
we rely
rely aa good
good deal
deal on
on
pitch, and still
still more
more on
on individual
individual renderings
renderings of
of
supposedly the same
same sounds.
sounds. To
To take
take an
an extreme
extreme
example, if a person
person pronounced
pronounced "" top"
top " in
in much
much
the same way as we
we say
say "" tap,"
tap," we
we would
would at
at least
least
have a clue to his nationality!
nationality! Even
Even ifif the
the inquiry
inquiry
is confined to the British
British Isles,
Isles, wide
wide variations
variations in
in
vowel sounds will be
steady
be heard.
heard. That
That isis true
true of
of ""steady
state " vowels, but from the
state"
the output
output of
of many
many speakers
speakers
-notably Londoners—these
—notably
Londoners-these would
would be
be almost
almost nonnonexistent, there being
being aa continuous
continuous transition
transition from
from
one sound to another. When
When we
we take
take into
into account
account
the combinations of different
different forms
forms of
of "" attack
attack "" for
for
all the vowels, and
and then
then add
add the
the differences
differences in
in
rendering consonants, and
and all
all the
the varied
varied breath
breath and
and
tongue noises and
and individual
individual pitch
pitch outlines
outlines in
in
phrases and sentences,
sentences, the
the chance
chance of
of any
any two
two voices
voices
being wholly alike can be
be seen
seen to
to be
be remote,
remote, without
without
the need to look for any
any other
other basic
basic parameters.
parameters.
We know, too, that
that aa slight
slight change
change in
in aa familiar
familiar
person's speech formants, caused
caused by
by the
the presence
presence
of a sweet or other
other foreign body,
body, isis usually
usually quite
quite
enough to have a noticeable
noticeable effect
effect on
on his
his talking.
talking.
For much the same reason,
reason, even
even ifif you
you were
were to
to
enter your house in
in the
the dark,
dark, noisily,
noisily, you
you would
would
probably notice at once
once if
if someone
someone had
had removed
removed aa
settee or even an easy
easy chair.
chair. The
The "formants"
"formants" of
of
the room would thereby
thereby be
be subject
subject to
to less
less damping.
damping.
Incidentally, in connection
connection with
with rooms
rooms aa third
third term
term
is sometimes used instead of
resonances "" or
forof ""resonances
or ""formants
"—" eigentones."
mants"-"
eigentones." But
But there
there seems
seems to
to be
be no
no
real need to import aa German
German word
word when
when we
we have
have
two of our own.
All this may seem to
to be
be rather
rather off
off the
the subject
subject in
in
Wireless World.
World . . But,
But, as
as II said
said at
at the
the beginning,
beginning,
nothing to do with sound
sound production
production isis off
off our
our
subject; and to obtain the
the hi-est
hi-est fifi itit helps
helps ifif one
one
knows the characteristics
characteristics of
of what
what one
one isis trying
trying to
to
produce. If
If it is
is known
known that
that aa resonant
resonant peak
peak at
at aa
particular frequency isis enough
enough to
to give
give aa recognizable
recognizable
vowel tone to an otherwise
otherwise neutral
neutral sound,
sound, the
the imimportance of avoiding such
such peaks
peaks anywhere
anywhere in
in the
the
reproducing system isis clearer.
clearer.

WIRELESS World,
Wireless
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EXHIBITION
HOBBIES EXHIBITION
RADIO
RADIO HOBBIES
TRANSISTORS FOR V.H.F. AND COLOUR TV

0

Radio
N looking round the amateur exhibits on the Radio
On
Society of Great Britain stands the immediate impressupplying
sion was that transistors are now capable of supplying
m.f.
for m.f.
whether for
the needs of practically any receiver whether
amateur
that the amateur
or v.h.f. In this field it would seem that
in
professional in
has regained the lead he held over the professional
V.H.F.-Group
years gone by, for in particular the V.H.F.-Group
exhibits showed that transistors are in use by amateurs
exalmost exfor reception of frequencies that are still almost
clusively the province of valve equipment in the comequipment
mercial world. A typical example from the equipment
J.
by J.
here was a 2-m crystal-controlled converter made by
Gazely using Type 2N1742 transistors.
H.
R.S.G.B . stand was A. H.
Of particular note on the R.S.G.B.
receiver,
communications receiver,
Mynett's (G3HBW) transistor communications
the most
wonthis
which won
this year's Silver Plaque Award for the
Using
outstanding piece of amateur-built equipment. Using
usually
over thirty transistors, this set has facilities usually
highest
found only on professional equipment of the highest
amateur
grade. The receiver tunes over the usual six amateur
the
of the
bands (160m to 10m) and also includes coverage of
wide-band
144 to 146Mc/s band, using an individual wide-band
local
the local
of the
crystal control of
r.f. stage and mixer with crystal
of
oscillator (noise factor better than 4.5dB). This, of

H f| .
irf km
1.1111- Wr
£
i m

as
course, ensures a high degree of frequency stability as
band.
1.8-2.2Mc/s band.
the selection is carried out over the 1.8-2.2Mc/s
too,
bands too,
Double conversion is employed on the other bands
30Mc/ s. The
with another individual circuit for 28 to 30Mc/s.
amplia.g.c. system, in particular, is elaborate: separate amplifast
i.f. being followed by a detector with a fast
fication at i.f.
times
of decay times
(5msec)
(Smsec) rise time and switched selection of
c.w.
and c.w.
s.s.b. and
1sec for s.s.b.
a.m. reception or Isec
SOmsec for a.m.
of 50msec
limiter
noise limiter
adjustable noise
operation. Other features are an adjustable
To
S-meter. To
and a two-transistor bridge circuit for the S-meter.
number
large number
avoid the possibility of damage to such a large
reinadvertently rebe inadvertently
of transistors, should the supply be
Power
lead. Power
supply lead.
versed, diodes are fitted in each supply
small
surprisingly small
12V: a surprisingly
consumption is about 80mA at 12V:
set.
the set.
of the
amount in view of the complexity of
R.S.G.B.
on the R.S.G.B.
Another item that caught our eye on
30-W
having aa 30-W
use having
stand was a transmitter for mobile use
transistor-contransistor modulation amplifier and aa transistor-conwhich
verter power supply unit for the transmitter, which
This
10m. This
to 10m.
160 down to
covers the amateur bands from 160
the
is the
(G3HRO) is
equipment, made by C. J. Salvage (G3HRO)
group-awardyear's group-awardcompanion transmitter to last year's
The
receiver*. The
winning transistor communications receiver*.
with
off with
starting off
" chain " uses four valves, starting
transmitter "chain"
stages
two stages
next two
The next
bands. The
a v.f.o. for the three l.f. bands.
final
the final
operate either as buffers or doublers feeding the
modulation
SB257M
5B257M stage to which anode and screen modulation
250V,
and 250V,
600V and
is applied. The power-supply develops 600V
60W.
being 60W.
the power input to the final stage being
triple-con2-m triple-conwas aa 2-m
This year's best group entry was
Enfield
version crystal-controlled receiver entered by the Enfield
Gazely,
by John Gazely,
Club. This 17-transistor set was made by
award
the first award
who received the Freeman Trophy for it, the
of this prize.
in the " readyTransistors are making their debut also in
made " field; for instance Stratton's newest ""Eddystone"
Eddystone "
receiver (prototype) uses twelve transistors and covers
set
This set
30Mc/s. This
to 30Mc/s.
the m.w. broadcast band and 2.2 to
employs
and employs
i.f. and
uses a single conversion to a 465-kc/s i.f.
set
the set
cells, the
U2 " cells,
amplified a.g.c. Powered by eight " U2
J,
C. J.
Receiver", by C.
* ""All-Band
All-Band Transistor Communications Receiverby
World, December 1961, p. 626.
Wireless World,
Salvage,
Salvage, Wireless

s '■f

Heathkit.
Single-sideband adapter by Heathkit.
(K. W. Electronics).
KW77 communications receiver using valves (K.W.

-■vxxifraigm-'

al

J
c
Silver
and Silver
A. H. Mynett's award-winning transistor receiver and
Plaque.

Wireless
JANUARY 1962
WORLD, January
WIRELESS World,
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■,

Minimitter
Left:
Minimi
tier
" Miniphase "single" singlesideband exciter using sheet-beam valves
in an out-phasing circuit.

Crystal-controlled transistor 2-m converter shown by J,
]. Gazeley
Gazeley
in
in R.S.G.B. V.H.F.-Group
V.H.F.-Croup display.

Right : Withers 2-m
Right:
pre-amplifier using
" Nuvistor " valve
(to right of screening
partition).

Prototype of " Bddystone
Eddystone " transistor communications receiver
receiver
by Stratton.
St:-atton.

Transmitter section of mobile equipment (C.
(C.
G3HRO).
C3HR0).

J. Salvage,
Salvage,

incorporates a crystal filter and has a sensitivity of
of
3/iV,
3!J.V, falling to 6/xV
6~J.V at
at the
the highest
highest frequency.
frequency.
From K.W. Electronics comes aa new
new receiver,
receiver the
the
KW77, using valves. This,
This, like
like Mynett's
Mynett's receiver,
receiver: has
has
a~ fixed-tune crystal-controlled
crystal-controlled front
front end,
end, all
all bands
bands bebeing converted
mg
converted first
first to
to 80m,
80m, where
where tuning
tuning is
is carried
carried out.
out.
Then a further conversion takes
takes the
the signal
signal down
down to
to
455kc/s, then again
again to
to 50kc/s,
SOkc/s, with
with aa fine
fine tuning
tuning facility
facility
at
~t 455kc/s.
455kc/ s. A
A lOOkc/s
lOOkc/ s crystal
crystal cahbrator
calibrator is
is built
built in,
in, as
as
is1s a crystal filter.
Developments in
in v.h.f. techniques are
are not
not confined
confined to
to
transistors, though. J. Withers were
were showing
showing conconverters
yerters and amplifiers for the 22 and
and 4-m
4-m bands
bands employemploying
Nuvistor "—one
mg the
the 6CW4
6CW4 ""Nuvistor
"-one of
of the
the miniature
miniature metalmetaland-ceramic valves made by R.C.A.—which,
R.C.A.-which, due
due to
to its
its
small
s~all internal
~nternal inductances
inductances and
and capacitances
capacitances coupled
coupled
with
With high
h1gh slope
slope allows
allows the
the realization
realization of
of about
about 20dB
20dB
of
of gain
gain at.
at aa very
very good
good noise
noise factor.
factor. Another
Another item
item of
of
special interest
interest shown
shown in
in Withers'
Withers' range
range was
was aa 2-m
2-m
v.t.o.
v.f.o. with
with aa basic
basic output
output at
at 72Mc/s
72Mc/s (to
(to feed
feed aa doubler).
doubler).
On .c.w. operation a "clickless"
Dji
"dickless" keying action
action is
is
obtained by triggering a neon tube
obtamed
tube which
which passes
passes current
current
through
t~rough a winding on
on part
part of
of the
the magnetic
magnetic circuit
circuit of
of
the
tne oscillator coil. This moves
moves the
the frequency
frequency .by
by about
about
200kc/s
200kcj ~ and cut-off bias
bias is
is applied
applied to
to the
the amplifier
amplifier
stages in
m the key-up
key-up position.
position.
Interest in single-sideband operation
operation on
on the
the lower
lower

frequencies continues to grow, and three new
new exciter
exciter
units were found. Two of these use the new
new sheetsheetbeam valves* in the balanced-modulator circuit,
circuit, where
where
their use overcomes that old bugbear of
of aa balancedbalancedmodulator stage;
stage : that is, the problem of maintaining aa
long-term stable cancellation of the carrier. In
In the
the
"Miniphase ", two R.C.A. 7360 valves
Minimitter "Miniphase",
valves are
are
used, cross-connected, with quadrature r.f. applied to
their control grids. In the absence of
of modulation
modulation the
the
output is brought to zero by adjustment of the deflectordeflectorelectrode potentials: application of quadrature a.f. signals to the deflectors then unbalances the
the stage
stage to
to proproduce an s.s.b. output. The Copp Communications
Communications
Co.'s 5BJ
SBJ exciter uses a single 7360 as a balanced modumodulator at 9Mc/s,
9Mc/ s, its d.s.b,
d.s.b. suppressed-carrier output
output being
being
passed into a " McCoy " crystal filter which selects
selects the
the
wanted sideband. The advantage of the sheet-beam
valve is that the parameters on which proper balance
balance
of the modulator depend are controlled solely
solely by
by the
the
applied potentials. Thus the use of these valves allows
the construction of very stable exciters.
Daystrom introduced their SB-106 s.s.b. adapter
designed primarily for their ""Apache"
Apache " transmitter, but
but
capable of operation with any suitable design, such as
as
the DX 100U.
lOOU.
An idea to help the man short of space on his
aerial
his ""aerial
farm" comes from Minimitter, who were showing wire
wire
aerials loaded with ferrite beads
beads at
at the
the centre.
centre. This
This
technique reduces the length of a 3.5-Mc/s a/2
A./2 dipole
(about 130ft) to 86ft and another advantage claimed
claimed
is that, when running as a harmonic aerial on
on highhighfrequency bands, the shortened middle section changes
changes
r·e lationships of the remote parts. The effect
the phase relationships
is to maintain a single-lobe radiation pattern,
pattern, instead
instead
of giving the figure-of-eight characteristic of
of aa "har"harmonic"" aerial.
monic
The aerial aesthete
resthete should be interested in
in aa new
new

* ""First
First Colour
", Technical
Colour TV
TV Receivers
Receivers",
Technical Notebook,
Notebook, Wireless
Wireless
World, December
World,
December 1961,
1961, p.
p. 611.
611 .
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Built
(Electrical). Built
mast from Sound Vision Services (Electrical).
telescopic
triangular-se ction telescopic
from steel tube, this is a triangular-section
fully
when fully
high when
tower with tilt-over facilities and is 48ft high
grease-less
extended. The fittings include the S.V.S. grease-less
motor.
nylon bearings and mountings for a rotator motor.
stand
Electronique s (Felixstowe) stand
Components on the Electroniques
to
said to
be said
included some items that could, with justice, be
"fulfil a long-felt want" (85- and 100-kc/s i.f. trans"fulfil
2-kc/s
give aa 2-kc/s
formers, for instance). The 85-kc/s types give
Electronique s
passband at -6dB and 3-kc/s at -20dB. Electroniques
general
or general
amateur-ban d or
new coilpacks are designed for amateur-band
the
in the
valve in
EF183 frame-grid valve
coverage and employ the EFX83
the
that the
Incidentally , it is worth noting that
r.f. stage. Incidentally,
transmitter
"Pathfinder " top-band transmitter
demand for the "Pathfinder"
CommuniCopp Communishown last year has been so great that Copp
Electronique s.
cations are to produce it for Electroniques.
is
Another component that should find approbation is
by
made by
s.s.b., made
for s.s.b.,
a "potted" a.f. phase-shift network for
base,
Convenientl y mounted on an octal base,
Minimitter.
Minir:p.itter. Conveniently
of
type of
C-R type
this assembly uses the popular ""bridge"
bridge" C-R
crystal
and crystal
valve and
two
sources two
"SBJ
" 5BJ " s.s.b. exciter using sheet-beam valve
circuit and produces from two antiphase sources
to
200 to
band 200
Communications).
(Copp Communications).
filter (Copp
2 o of quadrature over the band
signals within 2°
3.000c/s.
.■·
u
the
for the
by
signals, by
cours·e, an essential tor
Test · equipment is, of course,
shadow-mas k tubes.
on the shadow-mask
N.T.S.C. signals,
the
was the
also
out also
fed out
amateur of today, and of particular interest was
courtesy of the B.B.C., were decoded and fed
circuit
unusual circuit
An unusual
Cox).
Michael Cox).
oscilloscope*. An
Dartronic Type 381 oscilloscope*.
by the same transistor amplifiers (built by Michael
to
h.t. to
the h.t.
feeding
OC170s feeding
feature of this design is the method of feeding the
These consist of a long-tailed pair of OClVOs
cathode
of cathode
pair of
goo_d
the pair
and the
ensure good
and ensure
gain and
stage: to set gain
the first y-amplifier stage and
a GT43 output stage;
requires
1s
output, is
followers driving the y-plates. Each of these requires
tracking, negative feedback, taken from the output,
simply
are simply
they are
so they
pair.
about half the h.t. potential available, so
fed into the unused base of the long-tailed pair.
values
concross conconnected in series across the supply, component values
The caption scanner allowed, by suitable cross
performd.c. performthe d.c.
lettering
primary-col oured lettering
and potentials being adjusted so that the
nections, the production of primary-coloured
both
shaded both
be shaded
ance is not impaired.
on a coloured background, which could be
magnifithe magnificome the
wavetime-base " waveLast, but definitely not least, must come
in colour and brightness by adding " time-base"
of
Group of
Colour Group
the Colour
machination s of the
cent polychrome machinations
forms to the vision signal.
display
Their display
their
for then
Club. Their
the British Amateur Television Club.
Our congratulations
congratulati ons must go to this group for
colour
hitherframe-seque ntial colour
enterprise hitherand enterprise
consisted of a mechanical frame-sequential
display which was of a complexity and
scan~ull
the full
with the
organization s with
camera (John Tanner, G3NDT-T) and a caption scanto attempted only by large organizations
to
on
displays on
to displays
techm~al
~nd technical
ner which were used to provide signals to
backing of almost unlimited research and
three
by three
up by
taken up
w1th
was taken
do with
can do
the stand, the major part of which was
facilities. The B.A.T.C. has shown what it1t can
before
borro~_ed
some~hing borrowed
shadow-mask
shadow-mas k units. One of these had been seen before
"something old, something new, something
N.~.S.C.
authont17s
amateur-bui lt off-the-air N.T.S.C.
respons1ble authorities
(John Ware's original amateur-built
and something blue." If
If the responsible
by
un1t by
m
amateur in
the amateur
newcomers -another unit
find the
may find
receiver) but two were newcomers—another
don't look to their laurels they may
~nd
yard!) and
c.r.t._found
too !
John Ware (using a c.r.t.
found in a salvage yard!)
the lead in this field, too!
usmg
McLelland, using
bmlt by D. H. McLelland,
the third and newest built
imagean imageuses an
camera uses
a new (paid for) tube. Tanner's camera
at
orthicon tube and has a 12-segment disc running at
Literature
ial Literature
Commercial
Commerc
change
250rev/min,
250rev j min, a servo system ensuring that the change
~ecord
tape recordon tape
tips on
reduce
and tips
to reduce
beam, to
"-hints and
""Tape
Tape Recording is Fun "—hints
of filters is phased so that it follows the beam,
a~e
recordm.g are
tape recording
for tape
equip.ment for
ing and a guide to Simon equipment
desaturation
desaturation due to storage effects. A small display
.Js
whtch
booklet,
15-page
thts
of
edition
latest
the
in
given
latest edition of this 15-page booklet,
which
is
showed
with a 3-segment disc running at 1,000rev/mi
l,000rev/minn showed
48,
House, 48,
Recorder House,
Ltd., Recorder
free from Simon Equipment Ltd.,
signals
produced"; but the sequential signals
the picture " as producedbut
dealers
Simon dealers
local Simon
through
George
Street,
London,
W.l,
or
through
local
and
opening and
were gated out by a three-phase flip-flop opening
throughout
,,, ,, T
. .
country.
the country.
throughout the
display
closing four-diode gates to form R, G and B for display
"Investigatio n
411 "Investigation
No. 411
Report No.
ARINC Report
Valve Reliability: ARINC
AppliAirlines AppliCommercial Airlines
in Commercial
of Electron Tube Reliability in
statistics
and statistics
made and
cations " carries details of recent tests made
December
World, December
Wireless World,
Products", Wireless
rs' Products
* See
Manufacturers'
See ""Manufacture
period
a
over
airlines
collected from six U.S. and Canadian airlines overtMa period
1961, p. 648.
1961,
equipand JM equiphours and
valve hours
10M valve
over 10M
totally over
of three years, totally
Inc.,
Radio Inc.,
Aeronautical Radio
ment
ment hours. Copies price $1 from Aeronautical
D .C.
6, D.C.
N .W. Washington 6,
1700
1700 K Street, N.W.
braid
copJ?er
the
under the copper braid
Copper Tape, applied longitudinally under
considerably,
performance considerably,
cable performance
on a coaxial cable improves cable
on ~uch
Leaflet on
reducing both attenuation and radiation. Leaflet
such
Stalybndge,
Works, Stalybndge,
cables
cables from Aerialite Ltd., Castle Works,
Cheshire.
Cheshire.
and
triode and
amplifier triode
a.f. amplifier
Valve Type ECL86, a combined a.f.
power
higher power
and higher
sensitivity and
pentode, offers improved sensitivity
output pentode,
construcand construcoutput than its predecessor ECL82. Circuits and
output
are
lOW are
to 10W
3W to
tional
tional details for stereo amplifiers from 3W
Ltd.,
Mullard
from
TP456
given in Mullard · leaflet number TP456 from Mullard Ltd.,
W.C.I.
Mullard
Mullard House, Torrington Place, London, W.C.I.
semiof semiData
Data for the Brush Crystal Company's range of
Types
conductor
conductor components, including new transistors Types
Brush
diodes.
capacitance
OC700 to OC704 and variable capacitance diodes. Brush
OC700
Southampton .
Crystal
Crystal Company Limited, Hythe, Southampton.

frame-sequential colour camera.
John
john Tanner's frame-sequential

by
Receiver, by
Communicati ons Receiver,
"" All-Band"
All-Band " Transistor Communications
The
626. The
p. 626.
Dec. 1961,
C.
1961, p.
C. J. Salvage, Wireless World, Dec,
629)
(p. 629)
T (p.
primary
inductance of the output transformer T,
primary inductance
SOmH.
should be 50mH.
7
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Non-D
estruc tive Testing
Testing
Non-Destructive
TECHNIQUES DISCUSSED AT
AT THE
THE I.E.E.
I.E.E. CONFERENCE
CONFERENCE

THE

T
J. HE testing of materials
materials and
and components
components in
in aa
may have the efficacy
efficacy of
of their
their seal
seal checked
checked by
by aa
manner that does not
not involve
involve the
the destruction
destruction of
of
method developed by
by P.
P. F.
F. Berry
Berry and
and J.J. F.
F.
any part of the object
object under
under test
test isis aa process
process which
which
Cameron, in which leakage
leakage in
in or
or out
out of
of comcomcalls for perhaps
ingenuity
than
any
other
perhaps more
more ingenuity than any other
ponents is measured with
with the
the aid
aid of
of radioactive
radioactive
electrical engineering.
process in electrical
engineering. Destructive
Destructive testtestgas. Leakage into aa component
isis checked
component
checked by
by imim85
ing, where the whole, or
or part,
part, of
of aa component
component or
or
mersing it in krypton
krypton 85 at
at aa pressure
pressure of
of SOlb/inh
50lb/in 2 .
piece of material isis dismantled
dismantled and
and measured
measured isis
After a time, the component
component is
is removed
removed and
and the
thr
costly and wasteful, and
and does
does not
not necessarily
necessarily reprerepreamount of gas inside it measured
measured with
with aa scintillation
scintillation
sent the standard of
of the rest
rest of
of the
the piece
piece or
or batch.
batch.
counter. Alternatively, the
be filled
the component
component can
can
85 be fillecl
Statistically, the method
method may
may be
be accurate,
accurate, but
but where
where
prior to sealing with
with aa little
little krypton
krypton 8 5 and
and the
the
even one failure during
during life
life could
could be
be disastrously
disastrously
amount of gas leaking
leaking out
out into
into a—11
a vacuum
vacuum chamber
chamber
expensive, some method which
tested
which leaves
leaves the
the tested measured. Leaks as small
small as
as 10
10-u ml/sec
ml/ sec can
can htv
specimen available for use must
must be
be employed.
employed. NonNonmeasured in this way.
destructive testing is,
is, therefore,
therefore, the
the subject
subject of
of much
much
When mechanisms such as
as relays
relays are
are contained
containeC.
attention, and new methods
methods are
are constantly
constantly being
being
in sealed enclosures, or
or potted
potted in
in aa resin
resin compound,
compound,
developed.
the normal visual stroboscopic
stroboscopic method
method of
of vibration
vibration
Some of the processes and
and instruments
instruments described
described
inspection becomes impossible,
impossible, and
and an
an X-ray
X-ray
in papers submitted
submitted to
to the
the conference
conference are
are concerned
concerned
described in
method is described
in aa paper
paper by
by L.
L. W.
W. D.
D.
with work in other spheres
spheres of
of activity,
activity, but
but will
will be
be
Contra-rotating shutters
Pittendrigh. Contra-rotating
shutters modulate
modulate the
the
described for their use of
of electronics.
electronics. For
For instance,
instance, X-ray beam from a 150kV
150kV tube,
tube, at
at aa controllabh
controllablr
the paper by J. A. Betts
Betts and
and J.J. P.
P. Newsome
Newsome desdesfrequency, and the specimen,
specimen, situated
situated in
in front
front of
of ar
ar
cribes a tentative method
method of
of measuring
measuring the
the depth
depth of
of
image intensifier,
intensifier, is vibrated
vibrated up
up to
to aa maximun
maximurr
surface hardness in
jn flame-hardened
flame-hardened steels,
steels, using
using aa frequency . of 150c/s.
150c/s. Remote
Remote handling
handling gear
gear isis
ferrite-cored coil. A cup-core
cup-core is
is used,
used, the
the machined
machined
provided for all electrical
electrical controls
controls and
and specimen
specimen
surface of the test specimen
specimen completing
completing the
the magmaglocation, and the whole
whole is
is enclosed
enclosed in
in aa shielded
shielded
netic circuit. The product
product of
of resistivity
resistivity and
and surface
surface
cabinet. Afterglow effects
effects in
in the
the image
image intensifier
intensifier
(electrical surface
permeability (electrical
surface factor)
factor) modifies
modifies the
the
are nullified by keeping
keeping the
the difference
difference frequency
frequency
impedance of the search
search coil,
coil, which
which isis evaluated
evaluated
down to a few cycles.
cycles.
by means of a Maxwell bridge
tuned
detector
bridge and
and tuned detector
in the range 5-10kc/s. The
The electrical
electrical surface
surface factor
factor Profile Checking
varies with depth of hardness,
hardness, and
and the
the process
process isis
therefore a possible method
method of
of measurement.
measurement.
The use of microwaves for the
the determination
determination of
of
the profile of a rotating
rotating body
body isis described
described in
in aa
paper by P. B. Barber
Barber and
Wires and Cables
and J.
J. S.S. T.
T. Looms,
Looms, which
which
has several advantages over
over the
the capacitive
capacitive and
and optioptiThe enamel insulation
insulation on
on wire
wire isis considerably
considerably
cal systems. No electrical
electrical connections
connections to
to the
the rotatrotatreduced in efficiency if
if any
any pinholes
pinholes are
are present
present in
in
ing body are required, non-conducting
non-conducting bodies
bodies may
may
the enamel. A method
method of
of detecting
detecting these
these isis proprobe measured, and only aa small,
small, pressure-tight
pressure-tight winwinposed in a paper by
by K.
K. W.
W. flitch
flitch and
and P.
P. Graneau,
Graneau,
dow need be provided.
provided. A
A klystron
klystron oscillator
oscillator supsupwho consider that the B.S.
B.S. method
method of
of testing
testing isis aa
plies power, via a waveguide,
waveguide, to
to the
the surface
surface of
of the
the
destructive one, as it
it involves
involves passing
passing the
the wire
wire
rotating body. Reflected power,
power, dependent
dependent in
in amamthrough a mercury bath
bath which,
which, the
the authors
authors claim,
claim,
plitude on the distance
distance in
in wavelengths
wavelengths and
and parts
parts
contaminate the enamel.
tends to contaminate
enamel. The
The method
method proproof a wavelength of
of the
the surface
surface of
of the
the body
body from
from
posed is to pass the wire
wire through
through aa tube
tube with
with aa high
high
the window, plus direct signal
signal from
from the
the klystron,
klystron, isis
voltage on it, which is just
high
enough
to
initiate
just high enough to initiate
detected by a crystal,
crystal, and
and the
the envelope
envelope used
used to
to
corona when a pin
pin hole passes
passes through
through the
the tube.
tube.
deflect radially a cathode-ray
cathode-ray tube
tube spot.
spot. The
The circirThe pulses are counted
counted and
and used
used to
to formulate
formulate aa
cular sweep is synchronizejl
synchronizep with
with the
the rotating
rotating body,
body,
pass I reject decision.
pass/reject
and the resultant trace
trace is
is therefore
therefore related
related to
to the
the
on
a
conThe diameter of polythene
polythene extruded
extruded on a conprofile of the specimen.
specimen.
ductor must be checked
as
soon
after
the
operation
checked as soon after the operation
The papers presented will
will be
be published
published in
in full
full in
in
as possible,
~s
possible, to
to enable
enable correcting
correcting action
action to
to be
be taken
taken
1962 in Vol. 109,
109, Part
Part A,
A, of
of the
the Proceedings
Proceedings of
of the
the
1f
if necessary.
necessary. In
In apparatus
apparatus for
for this
this purpose
purpose desdesInstitution of Electrical
Electrical Engineers.
Engineers.
cribed by A. C. Lynch
Lynch and
and E.
E. A.
A. Speight
Speight the
the time
time
taken
of
light
to
cross
the
cable
~aken for a moving beam
beam of light to cross the cable
is
Is measured
measured photoelectrically.
photoelectrically. As
As the
the measuremeasurement is solely that
that of
of time,
time, the
the calibration
calibration isis indeim! ~
pendent of lamp voltage,
pe~dent
voltage, photocell
photocell sensitivity
sensitivity and
and Transistor Audio Power Amplifier:
Amplifier: in
in Table
Table 11of
ofthis
this
gain
gam stability
stability of
of the
the associated
associated amplifying
amplifying circuitry.
circuitry. article in our November issue
issue (p.
(p. 567)
567) the
the values
values given
given to
to
Sealed electronic components,
components, such
such as
as transistors.
transistors, C1
C 1 and C2 should be interchanged.
interchanged.
Wireless World,
WIRELESS
WORLD, January
JANUARY
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General view of cuedot
front .
generator from front.

CUEDOT GENERATOR

CUEDOT

GENERATOR

TELEVISION-PICTURE
TELEVISION-PICTURE SIGNALLING FOR NETWORK OPERATION

By A. J. HENK*

picture
V1s1on signal and visible on aa picture
co-ordination part of the vision
the co-ordination
with the
T HE problems associated with
T
film
the indepenof programme timings throughout the
indepen- monitor in a similar way to that in which aa film
cuedotf
is
visible
on
the
cinema
screen.
The
elecA
cuedott
complex.
and
many
are
network
dent television
and complex. A
tronic cuedot is a small rectangle containing scintillais
procedure is
detailed examination of the networking procedure
top
the top
at the
ting black and white bars and is placed at
to
order to
outside the scope of this article, but in order
operathe operaappreciate the purpose of the unit to be described right-hand corner of the picture area by the
tion of a switch in the studio. About one minute
is
system is
the system
of the
some attention to certain aspects of
switched
is switched
for
before the break is due to start the cuedot is
ourselves for
necessary. Let us therefore concern ourselves
combeing
on and its presence is a signal to networking comis being
which is
a while with the case of a programme which
Precisely
th~ir commercials. Precisely
area
panies to stand by with their
produced by a programme contractor in one area
off
switched off
by five seconds before the break the dot is switched
simultaneousl y by
and which is to be broadcast simultaneously
throughout
pro;ectors throughout
and at this signal telecine projectors
whole
the whole
onr the
p erhaps over
oth ~r areas, perhaps
companies in other
fivestandard fivethe standard
"networked" - the network are started. After the
as aa "networked"
kn :Jwn as
of the country. This is known
first: frames
the first
second run-up time has elapsed the
frames
Obtime. Obshow, and will start at a pre-arranged time.
prothe prothrough the
must
of the commercials are running through
programme must
the programme
viously every company taking the
jectors
for
insertion
into
the
programme.
originating
the
includes
this
and
join it on time
the originating
of
end of
the end
to indicate
This cuedot is also used to
more
no more
indicate the
company, who need, incidentally, have no
minone minabout one
a programme, being switched on at about
the
liaison with the studio than a station taking the
seconds
five seconds
interis interute to go and switched off at precisely five
It is
show at the other end of the country. It
programme
the
to
go
so
that
the
Network
can
leave
the
programme
networked
a
during
studio,
the
that
esting to note
a networked
inadvertently.
out inadvertently.
which
tidily without the risk of fading it out
network which
show, has a responsibility to the network
black,
at black,
pause at
This could occur during a dramatic pause
comoutweighs its responsibility even to its own comfor example.
even
time even
pany, and will start the programme on time
later
until later
join until
to join
if its local transmitter is unable to
circumstances .
Programm es
due to unforeseen circumstances.
Making Composite Programmes
more
or more
one or
The programme will usually contain one
brought
has brought
recording has
The advent of vision tape recording
commercial breaks and the duration of each break
case
the case
proolems, one of which concerns the
similar problems,
companies
interested companies
the interested
all the
by all
is agreed in advance by
inserts
film inserts
duration
of a recorded programme which requires film
and duration
number and
right number
who can thus allocate the right
actual
th~ actual
during the
usually during
to be added at a later date, usually
at
locally at
inserted locally
be inserted
of their own commercials to be
transmission, by the company originating the prothe appropriate points.
material
break
gramme. The mixture of taped and filmed material
Whilst the precise duration of a commercial break
taken
then becomes a composite programme to be taken
the
of the
producer of
the producer
to the
is agreed in advance it is up to
show
by all the networking companies. While the show
the
for the
show to choose the most satisfactory point for
screen
black screen
leaves aa black
commercials to be inserted, and it can be very diffi- is being recorded the producer leaves
the
during the
on the recording at the appropriate point during
natural
the natural
which the
cult to forecast the exact time at which
for
the
duration
of
the
film
insert,
and
the
action
break will occur.
recording machine is kept running for the whole
the
The procedure used in the past was that the
elapsed
has elapsed
interval has
producer would contact each net-working company of this time. After the necessary interval
the
the studio action continues exactly as though the
control
G.P.O. control
specially-boo ked G.P.O.
by telephone over specially-booked
again
film
had
been
inserted
at
the
time.
Here
again
aa
whole
the
to
cue
verbal
a
give
circuits and would
cue to the whole
cuedot is used to cue the subsequent film insert,
procedure
network at the start of each break. This procedure
and
proved tedious in the extreme and, as the number being switched on at about one minute to go and
of
is, of
It is,
go. It
switched off at exactly five seconds to go.
different
of new stations increased, the need for
for aa different
apparent.
became
rapidly
approach
problem
Procedure.-A simple -solution
Ltd.
New Procedure.—A
solution to this problem
Television Services (Birmingham) Ltd.
•Alpha
• Alpha Television
the
of the
corner of
right-hand corner
top right-hand
electronic
be·e n found in the introduction of the ""electronic
has been
tMarks
tMarks which appear (usually) in the atop
(Ed.)
reel. (Ed.)
of reel,
change of
indicate, a change
and indicate,
of, and
warning of,
give warning
to give
screen to
cuedot" which is visual information transmitted as screen
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course, necessary to avoid the possibility that the
networking companies will mistake this for a commercial break, and so the cuedot for cueing filmed
inserts, as opposed to commercials, is placed in the
picture.
top left-hand corner of the picture.
The1 electronic cuedot is the subject of a British
Patent
Patentl which describes the use of a cuedot in any
corner of a television picture for cueing purposes
and observes that the information content of the
h.f. bar pattern.
dot need not be confined to an hi.
The
T he generator to be described, however, has been
designed specifically for use in British independent
television and produces right- and left-hand cuedots
of the type described in the foregoing paragraphs.
The
he possible uses to which cuedots of a different
T
type may be put together with further applications
of the type ·of
of cuedot
already mentioned are des2
cribed elsewhere .
As the cuedots are small and in the extreme
they. are invisible on a domescorners of the picture they
tic receiver in normal adjustment because the scanning is arranged to extend slightly beyond the curvature of the screen corners: the monitors used for
observing this form of cueing require their screens
to be slightly underscanned. The cuedots remain
an integral part of the vision signal throughout the
complete transmission chain and the right-hand one
d0mestic receivers in which
can frequently be seen on domestic
the requisite corner of the raster has been made
visible by appropriate adjustment.

of a cuedot of fixed size. In order for the dot to be
equally visible under all picture conditions the picture signal is suppressed over the area to be occu"hole " in the
pied by the dot, producing a black "hole"
picture. The cuedot proper is a short burst of
1-Mc/s signal introduced into the blacked out area
by a free-running oscillator. The result is a series
of black and white bars running across the blacked
produce· a " twinkling "
out area in such a way as to produce
effect which is particularly eye-catching. The size
of both right- and left-hand dots is typically 8 to 12
S,usec in width.
picture lines in height and 2 to 5/'sec

Apparatus Required

" hole "
The circuitry required to insert a black "hole"
into a vision signal is complex, necessitating blacklevel-clamping and clipping stages in which any
drifting of component characteristics could result in
undesirable changes of black level in the final signal.
In order to avoid these difficulties advantage has
been taken of existing studio apparatus which
already incorporates the kind of circuitry required.
Studio camera channels are fed with a blanking
signal which is caused to suppress picture information during the normal line- and field-suppression
periods and by combining the cuedot pulses with the
blanking signal the necessary area of black level can
be introduced into the camera output. The 1-Mc/s
signal can be resistively mixed with this blanked
vision waveform to produce the final cuedot, and
Design Philosophy
elaborate mixing circuits are unnecessary.
Whereas it is convenient to accommodate the
A prerequisite of a cuedot is that it should be un- cuedot
generator in the same racks as the other
mistakably visible under all conditions of picture
composition, whether against a background of white, studio equipment, the operation of selecting either
grey or black; plain or full of detail. Furthermore dot is under the control of the producer, who sits
some·
some distance away. It is therefore advisable to
it should occupy as small an area as possible so as
to reduce the probability of its proving distracting on use direct current to control the unit in order to
domestic receivers. These two main requirements avoid the necessity of passing signal frequencies on
are clearly conflicting and, at the time of writing, the long control wires.
Recognition.-Interest is being shown
specification relating to the size of an electronically Automatic Recognition.—Interest
the
by some independent television companies in the
produced cuedot is under review and so precise
use of techniques which enable presentation and
figures cannot be given. There is, however, general
continuity operations to be carried out by automatic
agreement on the condition for maximum visibility
equipment and it is obviously desirable
for such equipment to be able to recognize the presence of a cuedot on a
m
signal and to take the necessary action.
This consideration underlines the need
for an easily recognizable cuedot so
that _the circuitry will not be triggered
off by normal picture information. It
is generally agreed that the information
content of a given picture area is unlikely to be significantly different during odd and even fields, and if the
cuedot were to be different during odd
and even fields the reliability of operation of an automatic recognition system
could be improved considerably. A
suggested way of doing this is to apply
the 1-Mc/s bars to one field of the picture only and provision is made for this
within the generator.
I
Service.-An unusual feaStability in Service.—An
ture of the generator is the complete
construction, absence of operational controls on the
Detailed view of generator showing construction.
i
Rear of unit is at top of photograph, with power front panel. It was felt that the possibility of mis-adjustment would be
supply and stabilizer at right.
right. ·
2

•
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56k
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VERTICAL
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DELAYED
SYNC
FIELD 4SYNC
FIELD
( 5)
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r LINE
SYNC
LINE SYNC
&(3)
T0(2) i(3)
T0(2)
materially reduced if a minimum number of frontpanel controls were provided, and to this end the
adjustments are all preset and accessible only from
the rear of the unit which is designed to be sufficiently stable not to require re-adjustment after the
initial setting-up. The only control on the front
on/ off switch.
panel is the mains on/off
Transistors are used throughout the unit which,
in consequence, occupies very little space in the
apparatus racks. For the sake of uniformity with
the existing apparatus a "dish pan" chassis is used
It-in units of rack
(see photo.) which occupies two l|-in
height. It has been found convenient to assemble
the transistor circuitry on a number of boards
mounted horizontally on the rear of the chassis.
Six boards are employed in each generator and the
circuitry on each board will be described separately.

+ 6V

Unit I

whose time constant is chosen such that field-sync
DI conducting on the half-line
separation takes place, D1
pulses during field sync and remaining cut-off during
the rest of the field.
V3 is normally saturated, thus the positive pulses
occurring at its base during field sync cause negative
pulses to appear at its collector. These cause D2 to
CS charges via D2, C4 and RIO. As D2
conduct and C5
CS discharges
is cut off for the remainder of the field, C5
via RV6 into the base of V4 which amplifies the discharge current. When the discharge current has fallen
VS cut off until the next field
V4 and V5
to a low value, V4
staDting
VS collector, after a time starting
pulse occurs. Hence V5
at the field sync and determined mainly by the setting
CS, describes a negative
of RV6 and the capacitance of C5,
excursion. It is this negative excursion which determines the start of the cuedots and hence their vertical
position on a monitor screen.

Circuit and Construction

Delay.-Here the
2-Right-hand Line Delay.—Here
Unit No. 2—Right-hand
delay along a picture line, governing the horizontal
position of a right-hand cuedot, is set.

A consideration of the points described above led
to the adoption of the circuit reproduced here,
which has been drawn in sections corresponding
to the circuitry contained on each board.

V6 is normally cut off and conducts on the tips of the
negative line-sync pulses which are applied to its base
from Unit No. 1. Conduction causes the voltage across

Delay.-First
Unit No. 1-Sync
1—Sync Separator and Field Delay.—First
the vertical position of the cuedot is determined
field " that it is to
down the field"
by setting the time ""down
occur. For this, and the other timing operations,
sync pulses are needed: these the generator extracts
from the studio vision signal.

The standard composite video signal forming the
studio output is applied to the base of transistor VI.
The negative excursions of the sync pulses cause the
transistor to saturate. Due to the d.c. restoring action
RI and the base-emitter junction of VI, the
CI, Rl
of Cl,
picture content of the input signal holds the base sufficiently positive with respect to the emitter to cut off
the collector current. The collector-voltage waveform
therefore contains positive, separated sync pulses which
are fed to the phase-inverting pulse-shaping stage V2.
The negative sync pulses at V2 collector, of the order
of 6V double-amplitude peak (d.a.p.), are fed to Units
RS and
2 and 3. The syncs present at the junction of R5
R6, about 2V d.a.p., are differentiated by C3 and R7
are
XA131), are
(Type XA131),
V20 (Type
and V20
Vl9 and
except V19
Transistors, except
Note: Transistors,
Note:
OA86.
Type OA86,
are Type
diodes are
all diodes
GT43, all
Type
Type GT43,

- LINE
LINE
SYNC
FROM (l)
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R.H.
R.H. DOT
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LH, DOT
LINE SWITCHING

l.H. DOT
LINE SWITCHING
TO (4)

-6V

m
B8

B8

Ba

Unit 3
C8 to fall rapidly, C8
C8 recharging
recharging at
at the
the end
end of
of each
each sync
sync
negative-going line-frequency
pulse so that a negative-going
line-frequenc~ sawtooth
sawtooth
generated. D3
D3 causes
waveform is generated.
causes d.c.
d.c. restoration
restoration to
to take
take
place on the negative excursions
excursions of
of the
the signal,
signal, R19
R19
serving to prevent distortion
distortion of
of the
the negative
negative sawtooth
sawtooth
lSy extending the
the charging
peak By
charging time-constant
time-constant of
of the
the
restorer, thus reducing the
the peak
peak value
value of
of the
the charging
charging
operating point
point of
current. The d.c. operating
of V7
V7 isis set
set by
by RV1
RV1
so that base current
current flows
flows as
as the
the sawtooth
sawtooth approaches
approaches
value. If
If aa right-hand
right-hand dot
dot isis
its maximum negative value.
closing of the
the remote-control
remote-control switch
selected by the closing
switch the
the
executes aa positive
positive excursion
excursion each
each time
time
collector of V7 executes
V7 ·base
(i.e., towards
towards the
the end
end of
of each
each
current flows in V7
base (i.e.,
thus V8
V8 produces
produces aa negative
negative "" edge"
edge "
line period) and thus
at its
i<ts collector for the
the initiation
initiation of
of the
the line
line component
component
cuedot. The
The pulse
pulse isis differentiated
differentiated
of the right-hand cuedot.
forms aa dot-width
by CV1, which forms
d~t-width control,
control, and
an~ the
the input
i~put
followmg stage,
stage, the
the resulting
resultmg spikes
spikes
impedance of the following
being fed to Unit No. 4.4.
3-Left-hand Line
Line Delay.—This
Delay.-This unit
Unit No. 3—Left-hand
unit
left-hand cuedot,
cuedot, what
what Unit
does, for a left-hand
Unit No.
No. 22 does
does
right-hand one;
for a right-hand
otte; but,
but, because
because the
the time
time delay
delay
required is very much
much shorter
shorter the
the mode
mode of
of operation,
operation,
and thus the circuit,
circuit, is
is slightly
slightly different.
different.
Briefly, when V9 conducts
conducts on
on receipt
receipt of
of aa negative
negative
on and
and C14
C14 charges
sync pulse, D4 switches on
charges rapidly
rapidly via
via

the low-impedance path now
now existing:
existing: this
this cuts
cuts off
off V10.
V10.
At the end of the sync
sync pulse
pulse V9
V9 (and
(and hence
hence D4)
D4) cuts
cuts off
off
at aa rate
rate determined
determined by
and C14 discharges at
by R28
R28 and
and
V10 begins
begins to
to conduct
RV5. Therefore VI0
conduct again
again after
after an
an
interval which can be
be adjusted
adjusted by
by RV5.
RV5. When
When R29
R29 isis
switch an
an output
output isis produced
produced by
by
earthed by the remote switch
VI0 cutting on towards the
V10
the end
end of
of the
the discharge
discharge of
of C14.
C14.

Unit No. 4—Monostable
4-Monostable and
and Gating
Gating Unit.—Having
Unit.-Having
basic timing
timing waveforms,
waveforms, these
produced the basic
these are
are
used to produce the ""hole
hole"" in
in the
the picture
picture and
and
switch on and off the
the 1-Mc/s
1-Mc/s oscillator
oscillator that
that fills
fills
the hole with bars.
bars.
conveniently divisible
This unit is conveniently
divisible into
into two
two parts:
parts: the
the
monostable field-pulse generator
generator incorporating
incorporating V12
V12 and
and
VB, and the line-pulse
line-pulse gating
gating circuits
circuits incorporating
incorporating
V13,
VI4, VI5
V14,
V15 and V16.
Generator. .V12
Monostable Field-pulse Generator.
V12 and
and V13
VB form
form
a conventional monostable
monostable circuit
circuit which
which isis stable
stable with
with
V12 cut off and
an.d V13
VB conducting
conducting to
to saturation.
saturation. The
The
delayed field pulse from
fr(<)m Unit
Unit No,
No. 11 isis applied
applied to
to the
the
base of V12 to trigger
trigger the
the circuit
circuit which
which returns
returns to
to the
the
stable condition in aa time
time set
set by
by RV2,
RV2, which
which isis the
the
adjustment for the height
height of
of the
the dot.
dot. The
The output
output from
from
VB is a negative pulse which
V13
which isis used
used for
for gating-in
gating-in the
the
components generated
generated in
in Units
line-frequency components
Units 22 and
and 3.3.
. Line-pulse Gating Circuits.
Circuits. The
The pulses
pulses applied
applied to
to D5
DS
from Unit 33 contain negative
negative edges
edges which
which correspond
correspond to
to
the line-frequency
line-frequency component
component of
of the
the leftthe start of the
leftSimilarly pulses
pulses applied
applied to
to D6
D6 from
from Unit
Unit
hand cuedot. Similarly
which correspond
correspond to
to the
the start
2 contain negative edges which
start
cuedot. When
When V13
VB isis cut
cut off
off (i.e.,
(i.e., the
the
of the right-hand cuedot.
monostable stage has
has been
been triggered),
triggered), no
no reverse
reverse bias
bias isis
D6 and so
so the
the negative
negative ""spikes
applied to D5 and D6
spikes""
input waveforms
waveforms are
are passed
passed to
present in the input
to V14.
V14. Any
Any
the input
input will
will cause
cause D5
D5 and
positive spikes in the
and D6
D6 to
to
that the
the circuit
circuit only
only operates
operates on
on neganegacut off further, so that
information. The
tive-going information.
The duration
duration of
of the
the pulses
pulses so
so
collector depends
depends upon
upon the
the width
width of
formed at V15 collector
of the
the
" spikes " fed into
into the
the unit;
~nit; this,
t~is,_ in
in turn,
turn,.isis determined
determined
by the setting of the differentiating
differentiatmg capacitors
capacitors.CV1
CV1. and
and
CV2 in Units 2 and 3.
3. A
A 22- to
to 3-volt
3-volt blanking
blankmg signal
signal
emitter of
of V16
V16 and
and isis coupled
coupled into
into the
the
is developed at the emitter
studio blanking circuit. As
As V16
V16 isis normally
normally cut
cut off
off the
the
imposed on
on the
the 750
only extra load imposed
750 blanking
blanking feed
feed isis
i.e., about
about 4.7kO.
4.7kD. The
The 6-V
6-V d.a.p.
that due to R46, i.e.,
d.a.p. blankblankcollector of
of V15
V15 isis fed
fed to
to Unit
ing signal at the collector
Unit No.
No. 55 for
for
the 1-Mc/s
1-Mc/s signal
signal on
the purpose of switching the
on and
and off
off
times.
at the appropriate times.
5-R.f. Oscillator
Oscillator and
and Gating
Gating Unit.—The
Unit No. 5—R.f.
Unit.-The
1-Mc
Js oscillations
oscillations to
to fill
fill the
the cuedot
cuedot "hole"
"hole" are
1-Mc/s
are
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produced here and turned into an output suitable
for the studio vision line. Whereas the dot blanking
signal is mixed with the studio blanking before it
enters the studio equipment, the gated 1-Mc/s burst
is mixed with the studio vision signal after the
studio equipment. Therefore any delays occurring
in cables, camera channels, etc., will affect the
burst " in the blanked " hole," and
register of the " burst"
means have to be provided for compensation.
When automatic recognition of a cuedot is required, the 1-Mc/s running-bar pattern is applied
to alternate fields only and this is achieved by gating
the r.f. oscillator at 25c/s in addition to gating
by the delayed dot-blanking signal.
(Vl8) is mixed with
The output from the oscillator (V18)
positive blanking pulses from V17 in L2. As the
V 17 is normally at negative rail (earth)
collector of V17
potential D7 is biased off and the r.f. amplitude across
L2 is insufficient to cause conduction; but the positive
pulses bring D7 near conduction, allowing positive r.f.
Vl9. V19 is normally saturated
to V19.
half-cycles to pass to
so that when D7 conducts, the r.f. output is negative
SV d.a.p.
pulses clipped to about 5V
The output stage (V20) is normally cut off that that it
75D studio-output
imposes a negligible load on the 750
vision line. The amplitude of input to V20 (set by
vision
RV4) causes the injection of 0.7V d.a.p. of positive halfcycles into the line, thus supplying the characteristic
cross-hatch pattern into the blanked-out cuedot areas.
For synchronous arrival of the dot blanking ""hole"
hole "
and r.f. burst at the studio output terminal a delay in

the production of the r.f. burst is necessary: this
RV3, The additional
is provided by C26 and K\3.
gating signal for automatic recognition is supplied
by the binary counter (V21 and V22) which is
triggered by the field pulses from Unit No. 1. The fall
in V21 collector voltage, being coupled to the supply for
the r.f. oscillator V18, causes oscillation to cease.
If an r.f. burst is required on every field this 25-c/s
gating facility may be disconnected by simply removing
R52.
the link LK1 between D8 and R52.
Supply.-A simple circuit pro6-Power Supply.—A
Unit No. 6—Power
vides a regulated 6-V supply to all sections of the
equipment (diagram not shown).
Construction.-Mention has already
Mechanical Construction.—Mention
been made of the fact that the units are assembled
on separate boards and their arrangement on the
main chassis can be seen in Fig. 3.

The boards are of melamine-bonded glass fibre, a
strong non-hygroscopic white material of excellent electrical properties. Each board carries a 10-way male
strip connector whose female counterpart, mounted on
the main chassis, serves to anchor one end of the board
in addition to carrying signal and power supply wiring
to and from the other boards.
A gantry extending rearwards from the chassis provides support for the other end of each board which is
fixed to the gantry by means of a knurled screw. By
simply releasing the appropriate screw a board can be
(Continued on page 43)
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withdrawn from the rear of the generator for servicing
avoiq unnecessary stress on the strip
and, in order to avoid
connector as the rear of the board is lifted clear of the
gantry, the female members are mounted in such a way
15 o in the necessary
that they are free to move about 15°
direction.
Conclusion
Four of these generators have been in use by
Alpha Television Services (Birmingham) Ltd. at the
Midlands Independent Television Studios for
eighteen months, and a further number have been
supplied to other companies within the Independent
Television Network. Although it has not been

possible to keep careful observations of generators _
supplied to other companies, those in use at Birmingham have given trouble-free service. Their
stability has come well up to expectations and amply
justifies the exclusion of operational controls from
•
the front panel.
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DIAPHRAGMS
POLYSTYRENE
DIAPHRAGMS
POLYSTYRENE
ABSORBING
SONANCES IN
ABSORBING RE
RESONANCES

By G. A. BRIGGS*

SHALLOW E
NCLOSURES
ENCLOSURES

THE

T
J HE non-resonant nature and light density of expanded polystyrene are qualities which make this
modern material an attractive proposition for use in
loudspeakers, but it has a serious drawback in that
its absorption coefficient, which is related to the
It
density, also varies enormously with frequency. It

is hardly likely to replace completely the versatile,
moulded, fibrous-paper cone.
Recent experiments indicate that polystyrene can
be very helpful in obtaining satisfactory results with
*Wharfedale
Ltd.
*Wharfedale Wireless Works Ltd,
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Fig. I. Axial response of normal 12-in speaker with airtight roll surround and suitable for use in average enclosures up to about
2,000 c/s.
cfs.
-in thick polystyrene to the cone of Fig. II speaker. This
Fig. 2. Response curve to show the effect of adding a flat diaphragm of i}-in
I ,500 c/s.
cfs.
model is only suitable for use at frequencies up to about 700 cjs,
c/s, to avoid the junction effect between 700 cjs
c/s and 1,500
Fig. 3. Effect of placing f-/n
i-in thick polystyrene diaphragm in front of Fig. 2 speaker, showing sharp cut-off in response
above 700 c/s.
cjs.
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5.
Fig.
Left :: Fig.
S.
loud I 2 - in loud12-in
!-in
speaker with |-in
thick flat polystyrene
diaphragm
styrene
added to absorb
enclosure . resonances.

" I ii

life-; r

Slim line 2 "
Wharfeda/e " Slimline!
Fig. 4. New Wharfedale
loudspeaker system.

moving-coil speakers, say 12-in and 4-in types,
only
mounted in a cabinet only 6in deep and with only
1-l cu ft total volume.
The internal resonances with such a small enQ.
closure are high in frequency and have a very high QThey are heard mainly through the cone of the 12-in
unit, the worst peaks being a main back-to-front
cis (due to the 6-in distance)
resonance at about 1,100 c/s
to
cis (due to
about 700 c/s
and a second harmonic at about
18-in width). Using a conventional paper cone the
"honking"
" honking " was dreadful in spite of a generous use
enan enof absorbent treatment. Incidentally, filling an
closure with too much absorbent material can have a
devastating effect on results.
polystyrene
t-in thick polystyrene
Now the absorption of i-in
cis and it quite strong at high frestarts at about 700 c/s
quencies, as the accompanying response curves
clearly indicate.
The effect of adding a flat polystyrene diaphragm
twofold:to the 12-in cone is twofold:
—
1. The egress of the internal resonances above
cIs is impaired and "honking" is audibly
700 c/s
·
reduced.
about
by about
2. The fundamental resonance is lowered by
cIs and the bass output is increased.
55 c/s
Although domestically speaking small enclosures
still
am still
may be a step in the right direction, II am
are
firmly convinced that, acoustically speaking, they are
steps in the wrong direction. The polystyrene helps
the
to bring the wayward shallow cabinet back to the
straight and narrow path of acceptable listening.
Nevertheless, I would not recommend this type of
treatment to 12-in units in general.
long
In the Wharfedale "Slimline 2" (Fig. 4) aa long
comnarrow tuning vent is inserted in the top of the comsound
plete unit near the back so that low-frequency sound
this
waves can be reflected from the wall. In fact this
enclosure is rather heroic because it sounds best
of
when it has its back to the wall. Two types of
used : the cabinet is loosely
internal absorbent are used:
filled with bonded acetate fibre, and a layer of plastic
foam is attached (inside) to its back.
In Fig. 5 we see a view of the 12-in speaker with
(PST12IRS), and Fig.
added polystyrene diaphragm (PST12/RS),
6 gives a picture of the 4-in unit (PST4), which is
jANUARY
Wireless World,
WORLD, January
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Right: Fig. 6. 4-in
loudspeaker
I o u d speaker with
thin layer of polystyrene attached to
styrene
damp high-frequency
cone break-up.

9

designed to take over from the bigger speaker
polyof polycis. In this case a thin layer of
around 700 c/s.
the
in the
styrene is used to · damp any cone break-up in
this
cis region, the response above this
5,000 to 10,000 c/s
The
range
range being derived from the centre dome. The
lowthe lowtweeter must, of course, be isolated from the
frequency sound waves.

Oscilloscope
Lecture Oscilloscope
Lecture
aspects
WHEN teaching or lecturing upon the practical aspects
norbut norrequired; but
is required;
of electronics often a c.r.t. display is
small
inconveniently small
h :w e an inconveniently
mal c.r. oscilloscopes have
just
for just
screen. The Airmec Type 279 is designed for
for
facility for
and facility
applica tions with its 17-in c.r.t. and
such applications
between
four-trace working. Timebase speeds range between
drawn
are drawn
pe1 sweep and the four traces are
lmsec pet
lsec
Isec to 1msec
are
speeds are
on successive sweeps. So that the slowest speeds
long-afteruseful with this four-beam arrangement a long-afterfor
claimed for
glow (30secs) c.r.t. is fitted. 3dB bandwidth claimed
sensiminimum sensithey
the y channel is d.c. to lOkc/s and the minimum
pre-amplifiers
the pre-amplifiers
with the
tivity is 18cm/V (peak-to-peak) with
from
apart from
in circuit: also the x amplifier can be used apart
the timebase.
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MANUFACTURERS~ PR

DUCTS

NEW ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES

New Series of Loudspeaker Systems
ALL the new KEF Electronics K1 series use the same
of
basic three-speaker system. This has a number of
unusual features. The bass loudspeaker is rectangular
(16in XX 12in) with rounded corners. This shape gives it
an effective radiating area about twice that of a normal
12-in round loudspeaker and I1t
J times that of a 15-in
t-in thick
speaker. The diaphragm is made from i-in
expanded polystyrene, criss-cross ribbed (see illustraThicktion) for extra rigidity to reduce cone break up. Thickare
ness vibrations of the polystyrene diaphragm are

*)

27 -in X 17 -in X t -in thick chipboard baffle.
mounted on a 27-inXl7-inX|-in
£27.
(K1/B) is available separately for £27.
This assembly (Kl/B)
Details of home construction cabinets for this panel
are available: alternatively it may be obtained already
of
back of
the back
built into two alternative cabinets. At the
each of these is a 10-in square aperture covered with
Thi~ reduces
wool cloth to provide resistive loading. This
al resonance to
the bass loudspeaker's impedance rise at
only about 20%. With the compliance provided by the
air in the cabinet it also alters the phase of the sound
radiated from the aperture so that it partially adds to
that radiated by the cone itself. These systems are
suitable for amplifiers with output impedances in the
range 8 to 16 ohms and powers up to 50 watts (peak).
K1/E-is only 7-in deep (X27inx
cabinet-the Kl/E—is
One cabinet—the
(39tin X 17in
K1/X, is rather larger (39)inX
17in): the other, Kl/X,
~37.
K1/E £37.
K1/X costs £52 and the Kl/E
XX 14in). The Kl/X
All these units are manufactured by KEF Electronics
Ltd., of Tovil, Maidstone, Kent.

Counter
Digital VoltmeterVoltmeter-Counter
AN integrated digital voltmeter, timer, frequency-meter
and clock-pulse source is introduced by Southern Instruments. The basic instrument is a 120kc/s counter, with
a crystal-controlled oscillator to provide gating and clock
pulses. Display is by in-line projectors, and a memory
device dissociates the display from the counting operation. Voltage measurements may be made in the range
lmV-500V, and clock pulses are available at p.r.f.'s
1mV-500V,

iT®-'!
system.
K I JB loudspeaker system.
KEF Electronics Kl/B

damped by an electrostatically applied Rayon fibre
coating. A double diaphragm edge surround made up
of cambric and cloth is used so as to combine the two
and
advantages of positive centring provided by cambric and
The
cloth. The
correct edge damping termination given by cloth.
The
cjs. The
free air resonance of this unit is around 25 c/s.
conventional chassis is eliminated by sticking the
.::onventional
..liaphragm
diaphragm surround directly on to the front panel,
from which the magnet is supported by a heavy cast
II ceramic
framework.
!ramework. The magnet is made of Feroba II
max9lb. It gives a total flux of 165,000 max.md weighs 91b.
.and
6-in X 4-in
density=
..vells (flux density
wells
= 12,700 oersteds). The 6-inx4-in
up
mid-range loudspeaker again uses a diaphragm made up
and
i-in thick and
uf expanded polystyrene, in this case only f-in
of
t-thou skins of alustrengthened on both sides by i-thou
minium. It also has a Feroba II ceramic magnet. The
polyether foam surround is made thicker than usual
(|-in),
(i-in), and attached to the cone and chassis without
compression so that it is only shear-stressed as the cone
.;ompression
vibrates. The tweeter has a 2-thou thick Melinex
lt-in in diameter, the voice
convex dome cap radiator IJ-in
..:onvex
1t-in. Crossover frequencies of
coil diameter being also l^-in.
.;oil
cj s are obtained with a full half-section
375 and 3000 c/s
network:
.1etwork: these frequencies being chosen so that, within
hl;\ndles, each of the three
the
che frequency range which it handles,
units provides a wide sound dispersion. The crossover
network components and three loudspeakers are all

m

'

Counter/Voltmeter•
M./155
The Southern Instruments M.I
155 Counter/Voltmeter.

c/ s. Details may be obtained
between 10 c/s
c/ s and 0.1 c/s.
between
from Southern Instruments Ltd., Instrumentation
Surrey.
Division, Frimley Road, Camberley, Surrey.

JYiagnetization Indicator
Tape Magnetization
" INDICORD" is a suspension of fine ferromagnetic
"INDICORD"
particles in a mild soap solution (provisional patent
39408/60)
I 60) which by application to magnetic tape can be
39408
used to indicate the presence, position and (to some
extent) the degree of magnetization on the tape. By
extent)
contrast to previously used suspensions of magnetite
(which is very similar in colour to the tape coating) the
(which
arc jet black. Indicord is sufficiently
particles in Indicord are
sensitive to detect the presence of signals recorded 20dB
sensitive
measure.:.
or more below saturation. Its uses include the measurement of effective erase width, and detection of recording
head gap defects and poor tape contact (either with the
head
Wireless
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recording or erase head). Indicord can also be used to
Ss 6d
time recorded signals. The cost of Indicord is 5s
;}oz
for a " Standard Size" applicator bottle containing Joz
Size " bottle containing
" Professional Size"
or 9s 6d for a "Professional
four times as much. It may be obtained from H. P.
Freedman of 271-273 Archway Road, London, N.6.
Aerial
A erial Changeover Switch
THE areas which are fortunate (sic) enough to be
served by several television programmes in the same
band are often unfortunate in that, being fringe or poor-

Hi
mt
i|

provides
capable of uncalibrated expansion to X12, and provides
panel
the sweep and bright-up waveforms at the front panel
bandwidth can be
If reduced bandwidth
via cathode-followers. If
Y -sensiaccepted, an a.c.-coupled preamplifier increases Y-sensif..l. VI em. Time and voltage measurements
tivity to 500 ^V/cm.
within
are by graticule and calibration accuracy is to within
5 %. The provisional price is £350. Further details
+± 5%.
may be obtained from Solartron Laboratory InstruSurrey.
ments, Ltd., Cox Lane, Chessington, Surrey,

Indicating Relay
THE range of relays manufactured by the French firm
by
A. . le Boeuf et Fils is now marketed in the U.K. by
L. E. Simmonds.
SBZ and SB21, which are
Typical examples are the SB2
end- or centre-stable devices with operating currents
f..l.A. The SB21 relay, which is a plug-in type
as low as 11 mA.
on an octal base, may incorporate a rectifier or thermocouple, and may employ a double-wound coil for differential deflection. The positions of the fixed contacts
are adjustable, and are displayed, together with that of
the moving contact, on a meter scale on the case.
SOV can be
Currents up to 30mA and voltages up to 50V

Wolsey CAS aerial changeover switch
reception areas, separate arrays are required for each
intractthe intractleads to the
available channel. Naturally this leads
Band-! and
able problem of, say, two down leads (one Band-I
socket.
III, one Band III only) and one aerial socket.
The ordinary coaxial plug and socket are certainly
not designed with this hard wear in view, so Wolsey's
Type CAS changeover switch should achieve popularity.
Priced at 16s 6d, it consists of a small metal box carrying a switch, chosen for its low losses and low mismatch, selecting either of two coaxial sockets for connection to a 4-ft flying lead terminated in a plug for
insertion in the receiver socket.
Avenue, St. Mary
Electronics.. Ltd., Cray Avenue,
Wolsey Electronics,
Cray, Orpington, Kent.

relay, Type SB2. The pointers show the
A. le
/e Boeuf et Fils relay,
contacts.
positions of the fixed and moving contacts.
1W. Full
broken, and the power handling capacity is 1W.
details are available from L. E. Simmonds Ltd., Byron
Road, Harrow.

New Tape Recorder
3tinlsec,
WITH the new Grundig TK14 recorder at 3|in/sec,
± 4dB
the single speed provided, the response is within ±4dB
0.2 % r.m.s.
from 60 to 12,000c/s,
12,000c Is, the wow and flutter 0,2%
St -in diaSOdB. Up to 5|--in
and the signal-to-noise ratio 50dB.
meter reels can be used. Unusual features of this

General-purpose Oscilloscope
vertiMcls, and a vertiWITH a frequency-response of 0-25 Mc/s,
mV/cni, the Solartron CD1012
cal sensitivity of 50 mV/cm,
oscilloscope is suitable for the vast majority of applica12seclcm
tions. A wide-range time-base, working from 12see/cm
20nsecl em, with all the usual operating modes, is
to 20nsec/cm,

Grundig TKI4 tape recorder.

Solartron CD/0/2
CD I012 general-purpose oscilloscope.

recorder are the use of a ceramic magnet loudspeaker
and the " pressure tape ". This latter is a flock-sprayed
plastic tape which is spring loaded so as to press the
tape against the head over a greater arc than is usual.
14tin
20lb, measures 14Jin
This recorder weighs just under 201b,
6iin and costs 35 guineas. It is available
ll t in by 6Jin
by lljin
from Grundig (Great Britain) Ltd., of Newlands Park,
Sydenham, London, S.E.26.
47
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UN lAS ,D
"FREE
GRID"
"
FREE GRID
By "

Audio Aces
SOME months ago I was invited
to
to give details of my life so that I
might be included in a volume of
biographies of those who had
achieved notability or notoriety in
the world of audio. I accepted with
some reluctance as I was very strictly
brought up by my father, and enjoined always to be careful of the
company I kept. However, I duly
filled in the questionnaire which was
sent to me, and waited somewhat uneasily, as I did not know who were
to be my fellow biographees-if
biographees—if that
be the correct word to
to use.
Now that the book has appeared,
my fears have been set at rest in that
direction, but uneasiness has been
caused in another one, as I had no
idea I was to be included among such
a galaxy of talent, and my audio output is several decibels down as a
result.
I must congratulate the learned
author on persuading so many sonic
savants to have not only the details
of their lives laid bare, but also to
allow their photographs to be puball " with the
warts and · all"
lished, ""warts
same becoming modesty as Oliver
Cromwell did. Actually I am surprised at the truly handsome and
photogenic faces possessed by the
majority of the 65 audio addicts included. Of course, there are always
tions, and if this book of bioexcep
exceptions,
graphies finds its way to Sco:land
Scotland
Yard, I can imagine one of the C.I.D.
officers looking thoughtful as he
studies it at his desk, and now and
again walking across to his filing
cabinet with a puzzled look on his
face.
One of the most interesting
features of the book is the inclusion
in ~erested me
of several ladies; these interested
very much. I was very astonished to
find they had allowed their ages to
Briggs, the
published. Mr. G. A. Bri~gs,
be published,
author, seems from his photo to be
a kindly and tolerant sort of man,
and I do seriously wonder whether
the ladies have not taken advantage
adherin~
of his good nature by not adhering
strictly to the truth in this detail.
When I have had time to check at
Somerset House II will let you know.
Somerset

electricity.'' Usulently consuming electricity."
ally the result is conviction and a
fine. I have, on occasion, seen it
stated in the press that one of these
phmie
phone fiddlers has been accused of
" stealing electricity,"
electricity,'' and recently I
"stealing
ticed that the expression "abstractno
noticed
" abstracting electricity " was used. But I learn
on good authority that such wording
is never used by the prosecution and
therebre, I presume, due to careis, therefore,
less reporting.
Now I am no friend of the criminal
Eke to see justice
classes but I do like
done even to those who have obviously transgressed the law and yet
are sometimes convicted of crimes
which they never committed. Surely
it is a cardinal principle of our law
prosecut:on must prove its
that the prosecution
case before
b efore a prisoner can be conI fe of
victed, and I cannot, for the 1·
me,
h:>w, in these 'phone-fiddling
e, see how,
m
cases,, a man can be convicted of
cases
"consuming
" consuming electricity" whether
fraudulently or not.
I feel sure that if one of these
cases were brought
brou~ht before the High
Court, the first question of the
learned judge
" What is
jud;se would be "What
electricity?
electric:ty?"" This would compel the
prosecution to call expert witnesses
defin:tion. I suppose the
to give a definition.
judge
" electrijud:se would be told that "electric::>llection of electrons and
city " is a collection
that the word itself is merely a coln::>un in comm:m
lective noun
common usage.
Now if it could
c::>uld be proved that the
prisoner had stolen some part of the
telephone instrument, such as the
d'aphragm, then, since elecearpiece d·aphragm,
trons form one of the constituents of
every material
thin~, he could inmater:al thing,
" stealing
eed be convicted of "stealing
ddeed
electricity " but even so, not of consuming it.
But when a man fiddles a 'phone
call, he consumes no electrons either
in the instrument or the circuit over which he speaks. He

J ustitia
Fiat Justitia
FROM time to time somebody who
has managed, by some means, to
make a call from a teleph·
telephone
:m e box
without putting the necessary coins
in the slot is charged with "fraudu-

w

ft
a

"' What is electricity? "
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merely causes certain " loose " electrons in the circuit to shuffle along a
circumscribed path. To my mind
this charge is all wrong; after all if
a man takes a ride in an electric train
without a ticket, is he charged with
"fraudulently consuming electricity"?
Surely the two cases are analogous.
thlnking, people are
To my way of thinking,
being wrongfully convicted almost
every day. The reason is partly the
slackness or ignorance of the magistrates in not insisting that the prosecution prove its case, and partly
the ignorance of the convictees (what
a word!) concerning their rights.
am, therefore, proposing to test
I am.
vaLdity of this charge myself, by
the validity
fiddling a 'phone call and then giv~ng
giving
myself up at the nearest police
station. At the subsequent hearing
I shall, of course, conduct my own
defence.
Microcymatology
icrocymatology
JYI
WHAT a pleasant place to visit was
the annual Radio Hobbies Show at
Westminster where I spent a few profitable hours in November. I found
technical information to be available
in abundance, and every stand holder
and assistant to be genuinely pleased
to discuss with me esoteric questions
of microcymatology and suchlike
things.
It is not my purpose to discuss
the exhibits, as they are dealt with
elsewhere, but as I paused at the
Wireless World stand to examine the
apparatus which had been described
in various issues, I was struck by its
small size, and architectural severity
of design.
I · could not help thinking what a
silent but eloquent commentary this
apparatus made on radio progress
since pre-war days, when the W.lf.
W.W.
stand seemed to be filled with mighty
engines of reception that seem wellnigh unbelievable today. The largest
of these which I can call to mind was
the Brobdingnagian developed by W.
James, and described in W.W. during March 1925; a truly prodigious
instrument with an outsize in frame
aerials. It had, I suppose less sensitivity than the tiniest transistorette
(what a word!) of today.
My only criticism of the show is
its name which seems to suggest
something juvenile, frivolous or lacking in dignity, like the old name Ping
Pong did when it was used to describe table tennis
tennis.. But I certainly
cannot think of a better name; can
cannot
you, I wonder?
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Me Paenitet
WHAT I said in the November issue
regarding hospital wireless ha-s
has
brought down on my head the severe
strictures of a member of the staff
staff
at one of our hospitals, who asks
asks me
me
to refer to him as G3DUQ.
The reason for his displeasure is
is
that I chided the hospital authorities
authorities
for showing sales resistance to
to the
the
manufacturers of stethoscope-type
earphones who had circularized them
them
about the advantages of their devices
devices
for giving greater comfort to patients
listening to broadcasting, than
than isis obtainable with the conventional hairhairentangling type.
G3DUQ points out that he is compelled to make considerable
considerable use of
of
the stethoscope which can make the
external auditory meatus-earhole
meatus—earhole to
to
you-quite sore. He stresses that
you—quite
that
this soreness, if caused to a patient,
patient,
is an open invitation tu
to the entry
entry of
of
any micro-organism left on the earearpieces by a previous user.
He anticipates my obvious retort
retort
that earpieces could be sterilized
sterilized
after each change of patient, by telltell. ing me nurses and money are too
too
scarce to permit this being done.
done. It
It
would seem that the real solution
solution
would be for each patient to bring to
to
hospital his own earphones, just as he
does his own toothbrush. If
If he
he did
did
this he would be consuming only
only his
his
own micro-organisms.

EULG1N
Two basic models constitute this new
new range
range of
of
knobs, which, upon the inclusion of the
the twentytwentyfour standard legend dials, brings the
the number
number
of different types available to forty-eight.
forty-eight.
Moulded in a new transparent, colourless,
colourless,
shock resisting plastic they are
are attractively
attractively
central inset
inset
ribbed for easy grip, and have a central
to avoid sight of the
the shaft
shaft
metal decoration, to
end. The legend dials are fixed
fixed under
under the
the
kept clean
clean
front face of the knob, thus being kept
and always readable. Fixing is a firm,
firm, yet
yet
easy push on grip to standard
standard flatted
flatted (D
(D
shaped) shafts. Standard legends are
are white
white
letters/numerals on a black background,
background, but
but
they are also available in colour on
on aa black,
black,
white or coloured background.

List
No. K.436
List No.
K.436

*★ CHOICE OF 24 LEGENDS
★ QUICK EASY FIXING
*QUICK
* LEGENDS ALWAYS READABLE
★
READABLE
*★ NO DAMAGE TO SHAFTS
*COLOUR
it COLOUR LEGENDS AVAILABLE

List No.
No. K.437
K.437
List

TRANSPARENT KNOBS
NEW COLLET FIXING KNOBS

TMNSPARENT KNOBS
Loudspeaker Origin
MAYBE some of you noticed a
"
COUET FIXING KNOBS
few weeks ago a lively
lively correspondence among readers of the Daily
Daily
Telegraph about the date
date when
when the
the
first loudspeaker was invented or,
*it VIBRATION-RESISTING
or, at
any rate, brought into use. The corcor*POWERFUL
it POWERFUL GRIP
respondence was started by a reader
*
it INSULATION OF SHAFT
who had the mistaken idea that
that the
the
*it EASY FIXING
first loudspeaker used for
for the reprorepro*it NO SHAFT PREPARATION
duction of broadcasting was in 1922.
1922.
Actually I myself recall using
using oneone—
A
completely new range of knobs
knobs from
from The
The
List
K.460
List No.
No. K.460
and a moving-coil one at
at that-to
that—to
House of Bulgin, six models are available
available
reproduce the Melba concert from
from
Chelmsford on June 15th, 1920, and
at the moment, all incorporating the
the collet
collet
I did not regard it as anything
anything of aa
method of fixing to a shaft. All models
are
models
are
novelty even then.
normally supplied moulded in glossy
glossy black
black
In my opinion the loudspeaker bebakelite, but other colours are
are available
available to
to
came feasible as soon as the micromicrophone was invented because it was
quantity order. The collet tightening
tightening screw;
screw;
microthen possible to construct a microhidden under a clip in bung,
bung, which
which can
can be
be
phone amplifier and so to enable a
supplied in various colours for
for colour code
code
primitive electrically driven megamegaidentification; ensures tightness to
to transmit
transmit
List
K.463
List No.
No. K.463
phone, or loud hailer, to be conconstructed. Indeed Edison did
did just
just
up to 30 inch-lb torque. No bursting
bursting strain
strain
that thing in 1877 when he produced
upon knob, no loosening with vibration,
vibration,
correshis aerophone as one of the correseasy precise pointer positioning.
pondents in the national daily pointed
out.
Full details nf
of all these knobs
knobs can
can be
be
" elecIf we cut out the proviso of "eleccourse
trically operated "" we can of course
foun.d
found in the New Bulgin Catalogue
Catalogue
go straight
straight back
back to
to Sir
Sir Samuel
Samuel MorMorgo
No. 2021C,
202/C, price i;6,
2/6, post free,
free, or
or free
free
land's megaphone in the seventeenth
to trade letterhead or order.
cenmry. This
This is
is often
often stated
stated to
to be
be
century.
List
No. K.465
List No.
K.465
the first megaphone
megaphone but
but surely
surely itit
must have occurred
occurred to
to somebody
somebody long
long
_ __ BYE-PASS
BYE-PASS ROAD,
ROAD, BARKING,
BARKING, ESSEX.
ESSEX.
funnel to
to „ _
centuries earlier to make a funnel
A.r.BULuln & co.
(JO,LTD.
Telephone: RIPpleway
RIPp'eway 5588
5588 (12
(12 lines)
lines)
LTD. Telephone:
take
of his
his cupped
cupped hands.
hands. • a.r.BULGIN
take the
the place
place of
1

a
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JANUARY MEET INGS

JANUARY MEETINGS
Micro-miniaturi zaI .E.E.-"
15th. I.E.E.
■— " Micro-miniaturiza15th.
therefore,
meetings ; readers are advised, therefore,
Tickets are required for some meetings;
Royal
the Royal
L. J. Ward at 6.0 at the
tion
tion"" by L,
with the secretary of the society concerned.
to communicate zoith
College
College of Science and Technology.
LONDON
LONDON
Brit.I.R.E.-All -day symposium
3rd. Brit.I.R.E—All-day
the
at the
10.0 at
at 10.0
transmission"" at
on
on ""Data
Data transmission
London School of Hygiene and Tropical
London
W.C.l.
Medicine, Keppel Street, W.C.I.
MemI.E.E.-Discuss ion on "" Mem5th. I.E.E.—Discussion
branes
"
opened
by
Dr.
H.
Davson at
branes"
·at Savoy Place, W.C.2.
6.0 'at
I.E.E.-" A linear transducer of
9th.
9th. I.E.E.—"
accuracy"
high accuracy
" by P. C. F. Wolfendale
W.C.2.
at
at 5.30 Savoy Place, W.C.2.
I.E.E.-" Tests of three sys10th. I.E.E.—"
lOth.
tems of bandwidth compression of teleand
vision signals" by G. F. Newell and
Place,
Savoy Place,
at Savoy
E. Geddes at 5.30 at
W. K. E.
W.C.2.
W.C.2.
Brit.I.R.E.-Dis cussion
lOth.
10th.
Brit.I.R.E.—Discussion
on
radia" The effect of electromagnetic radiation
tion on living tissues" at 6.0 at the
London School of Hygiene and Tropical
W.C.l.
Medicine, Keppel Street, W.C.I.
Medicine,
10th. Society of Instrument Tech· lOth.
comdigital comof
review
A
nology-"
nology—■
"
of digital
applications " by E. M.
puter control applications"
26
Grabbe
Grabbe at 7.0 at Manson House, 26
Portland Place, W.l.
Portland
AssociaElectronics
&
Radar
11th.
11th.
AssociaB.
tion.-"
tion.—" Digital telemetering" by J. B.
Richardson at 7.0 at the Royal Society
Richardson
of Arts, John Adam Street, W.C.2.
Society.-Flemi ng
11th.
11th. Television Society.—Fleming
Memorial Lecture on " Bandwidth comtelevision " by Prof. Colin
pression of television"
Cherry at 7.0 at the Royal Institution,
.
Street,
Albemarle
Albemarle Street, W.l.
Navigation.-Di s12th.
12th. Institute of Navigation.—Discussion
cussion on " Simulators for training in
the
at the
5.30 at
radar"" at 5.30
the use of marine radar
Architects,
Naval Architects,
Royal
Royal Institution of Naval
S.W.l.
10
10 Upper Belgrave Street, S.W.I.
I.E.E.-Discuss ion on ""Elec16th.
16th. I.E.E.—Discussion
Electhe
in the
trical engineering education in
Soviet
Soviet Union" opened by Prof. M. G.
Say at 6.0 at Savoy Place, W.C.2.
17th.
17th. Institute of Physics and
The
on "" The
Society-Sympo sium on
Physical
Physical Society—Symposium
calibration of microphones and hydrophones" at 2.0 at the Royal HortiS.W.l. (Joint meeting
cultural Hall, S.W.I.
with the Brit.I.R.E.)
17th.
17 th. Institute of Physics and
Society.-Annua l general meetPhysical Society.—Annual
foling
ing of Low Temperature Group, folsemiconof semiconlattices of
lowed by " Crystal lattices
ductors at lower temperatures " by Dr.
ductors
Belgrave
47 Belgrave
at 47
D. H. Parkinson at 2.30 at
S.W.l.
Square, S.W.I.
Square,
VERDANBrit.I.R.E.17th.
17th. Brit.I.R.E.
— "'·' VERDAN
— aa
miniature computer for airborne use " by
miniature
at
6.0 at
at 6.0
P. B. Rayner and S. Morleigh at
and
the London School of Hygiene and
W.C.l.
Tropical
Tropical Medicine, Keppel Street, W.C.I.
in
B.S.R.A.-" Recent trends in
19th. B.S.R.A.—"
19th.
loudspeaker design"
design " by R. E. Cooke at
loudspeaker
7.15 at the Royal Society of Arts, John
W.C.2.
Adam Street, W,C.2.
Adam
Brit.I.R.E.-" The develop24th. Brit.I.R.E.—"
ment of a very high quality loudspeaker
ment
system"
system" by D. A. Barlow and H. J.
Leak
Leak at 6.30 at the London School of
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, Keppel
Hygiene
W.C.l.
Street, W.C.I.
Street,
Society.-Discu s25th. Television Society.—Discus25th.
sion on " Picture quality doesn't matter
any more
" at 7.0 at the Cinematograph
more"
any
Exhibitors' Association, 164
164 Shaftesbury
Exhibitors'
Avenue, W.C.2.
Avenue,
R.Ae.S . London
29th.
I.E.E. & R.Ae.S.
29th. I.E.E.
Group.-Discus sion on ""AutoJoint
AutoJoint Group.—Discussion
the
testing"
matic maintenance testing
" at 6.0 at the
matic
Royal Aeronautical Society, 4 Hamilton
Royal
·
W.l.
Place, W.L

tubes " by
31st. I.E.E.—"Storage
I.E.E.-" Storage tubes"
31st.
HANLEY
E.
B. Callick and Dr. J. C. Firmin
B. B.
E. B.
L~cture
I.E.E.-Faraday Lecture
4th. I.E.E.—Faraday
on
at
5.30 at Savoy Place, W.C.2.
at 5.30
"" Expanding horizons in communicathe
tions" by D. A. Barron at 7.0 at the
Hall.
Victoria Hall.
BIRMINGHAM
I.E.E.-Faraday Lecture ^ on
2nd. I.E.E.—Faraday
2nd.
"Expanding
"Expanding horizons in communica- LIVERPOOL
tions
Barron at 7.0 at the
by D. A. .tlarron
tions "" by
10th. Institute of Physics and
lOth.
Town
Town Hall.
Society-" The physics of
Physical
Physical Society—"
W.
computer elements" by Dr. C. N. W.
29th.
I.E.E.-" Electronic telephone computer
29th. I.E.E.—"
7.0
the
Litting
at
7.0 at the University.
at
Litting
6.0
at
exchanges
" by N. C. Smart
exchanges"
James
James Watt Memorial Institute. (Joint
meeting
meeting with Institution of Post Office MANCHESTE
MANCHESTERR
Electrical Engineers.)
I.E.E.-" Recent research in
10th.
in
lOth. I.E.E.—"
thermionics" by Dr. G. H. Metson at
. thermionics"
Albert
Club,
Engineers'
6.15 at the Engineers'
Albert
BRADFORD
Square.
23rd.
I.E.E.-Discuss ion on "The Square.
23rd. I.E.E.—Discussion
CertifiNational
of
electronics content of National
electronics
MIDDLESBRO UGH
courses"" to be opened by Dr. G. N. MIDDLESBROUGH
cate courses
cate
Patchett
6.30 at the Institute of
23rd. Society of Instrument Techat 6.30
Patchett at
of
nology.-" The electrical synthesis of
Technology,
nology.—"
Technology.
the
at the
7.30 at
at 7,30
music" by A. Douglas at
Cleveland Scientific and Technical
Cleveland
BRISTOL
BRISTOL
Institution.
25th.
and Institution.
25th. Institute of Physics
Society.-" Recent developPhysical
Physical Society.—"
ments
in non-destructive testing" by NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE
NEWCASTLE- UPON-TYNE
ments in
of
face of
I.E.E.-" The changing face
R.
8th. I.E.E.—"
S. Sharpe at 7.0 at the College of
R. S.
electronics"
Science
and
Technology.
electronics" by Prof. W. E. J. Farvis
Science
at 6.15 at the Rutherford College of
Technology,
Technology, Northumberland Road.
CARDIFF
elecBrit.I.R.E.-" Test equipment
10th. Brit.I.R.E.—"Test
lOth.
Brit.I.R.B.-" Industrial eleclOth.
10th. Brit.I.R.E.—"Industrial
links " by tronic
and
for television transmission links"
tronic temperature measurement and
L. A. Tanner at 6.30 at the Welsh control"
L.
control" by B. N. Ellis at 6.0 at the
College
College of Advanced Technology.
Institute of Mining and Mechanical
Road.
31st. Society of Instrument Tech- Engineers, Neville Hall, Westgate Road.
31st.
applitheir
nology.—" Computers and
applinology.-"
18th.
18th.
Society
of
Instrument
Techcation
" by E. Stuart at 6.45 at the nology.—" Electronic weighing
cation"
by
weighing""
by
Welsh College of Advanced Technology. nology.-"
Conference
L.
L. F. Cohen at 7.0 at the Conference
Room, Roadway House, Oxford Street.
CHELTENHAM
CHELTENHA M
I.E.E.-" Air traffic control"
I.E.E.—"Air
I.E.E.-" Audio
25th.
I.E.E.—"
frequency by22nd.
25th.
J.
B. J.
Dr. B.
and Dr.
Dr. E. Eastwood and
J.
applications
applications of transistors" by P. J.
O'Kane
at
6.15 at the Rutherford ColO'Kane
Baxandall
Baxandall at 6.0 at the North Glouces- lege
lege of Technology, Northumberland
tershire Technical College.
Road.
DUBLIN
NOTTINGHAM
M
I.E.E.-" The Kippure moun- NOTTINGHA
18th. I.E.E.—"The
18th.
on
I.E.E.-Faraday Lecture on
25th. I.E.E.—Faraday
by
tain television transmitting station "" by
"
Expanding
horizons
in communica"Expanding
A. G. Tobin at 6.0 at the Physical tion"
uon" by D. A. Barron at 7.15 at the
Laboratory,
Laboratory, Trinity College.
Albert Hall.

EDINBURGH
EDINBURGH
Brit.I.R.E.-" Nuclear reactor
10th.
lOth. Brit.I.R.E.—"Nuclear
7.0
at 7.0
by T. M. Dowell at
circuits"
safety circuits
" by
at
at the Department of Natural Philosophy, The University, Drummond
sophy,
Street.
Street.
Micro-miniaturi zaI.E.E.-"
16th. I.E.E.
— " Micro-miniaturiza16th.
the
at the
tion
" by L. J. Ward at 7.0 at
tion"
Carlton
Carlton Hotel.
Banana-tube
I.E.E.-"The
23rd.
I.E.E.—"The
23rd.
display system" by Dr. P. Schagen at
7.0 at the Carlton Hotel.
FARNBOROUGH
FARNBOROU GH
- ""The
23rd.
I.E.E. —
The silicon-con23rd.
trolled
rectifier and its applications " by
trolled rectifier
at
at 6.15 at
Jackets
E.
A.
and
D,
D. Jones and A.
D. D.
the Technical College.
30th. Brit.I.R.E.—"Transistors
Brit.I.R.E.-" Transistors in
30th.
instrumentation "
nuclear
instrumentation"
by D.
nuclear
Harrison
at 7.0 at the Technical College.
Harrison at
GLASGOW
GLASGOW
11th. Brit.I.R.E.—"Nuclear
Brit.I.R.E.-" Nuclear reactor
11th.
7.0
safety circuits
" by T. M. Dowell at 7,0
circuits"
safety
at
at the Institution of Engineers and
Shipbuilders, 39
39 Elmbank Crescent.
Shipbuilders,

OXFORD
communiI.E.E.-" Satellite communi10th.
lOth. I.E.E.—"
cations"
cations
" by W. J. Bray at 7.0 at the
Southern Electricity Board, 37 George
Southern
Street.
Street.
PRESTON
PRESTON
ica- ""Radiocommun
10th.
I.E.E. —
RadiocommunicalOth.
industry " by E. H.
tion
tion in the power industry"
the
at
7.30
at
Cox and R. E. Martin
the
Cox
N.W.E.B.
Demonstration Theatre,
N.W.E.B.
Friargate.
Friargate.
READING
15th. I.E.E.—"Global
I.E.E.-" Global communica15th.
tion" by R. J. Halsey at 7.15 at the
tion"
George
Hotel, King Street.
George Hotel,
SHEFFIELD
SHEFFIELD
30th.
I.E.E.-Faraday Lecture on
30th. I.E.E.—Faraday
Expanding horizons in communica"" Expanding
tions" by
by D. A. Barron at 7.30 at the
tions"
City Hall.
City
SOUTHAMPTON
SOUTHAMPT ON
9th.
I.E.E.-" Transistors in trans9th. I.E.E.—"
mitters
communication receivers "
and communication
mitters and
by A. J. Rees at 6.30 at the University.
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